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Abstract
A new teaching-oriented computer software capable of simulating the collision of particles and
linear and non-linear behaviours of truss structures is presented in this paper. A physics engine based
on a finite particle method (FPM) specially developed for this program is used. This engine uses the
Newton’s Laws of motion to describe the movement of single particles or sets of particles over time
which may be used to simulate particles collisions and structures (trusses) that may be discretized into
sets of nodes/particles subjected to nodal forces. The explicit second order Taylor’s method for the time
integration is used to solve the equations of motion. The FPM does not require structures to be in
equilibrium, instead, applies external forces to the corresponding particle elements and calculates the
internal forces derived from the deformation of connection elements (rods) at the current time step.
Alongside this engine, the program extensively uses a rendering engine and an event handler. This
technique, commonly used by video games, is useful to create an environment in which physical
phenomena can be simulated while giving the program’s users the possibility to easily interact with the
physical system in real time without restarting the simulation, intuitively understanding the laws at play.
The comparison of the simulation results with the theoretical values in a set of specific tests
showed small errors, demonstrating that the precision of this program, although not being on the levels
usually required by engineering and scientific analysis, is enough to be used in a teaching environment.
Keywords: Finite particle method; Structural mechanics; Real time structural analysis; Nonlinear analysis; Particle collisions; Interactive teaching tools.
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Resumo
Apresenta-se neste trabalho um novo software de computador capaz de simular a colisão de
partículas e comportamentos lineares e não lineares de estruturas articuladas. Um motor de física
baseado no método de partículas finitas (MPF), especialmente desenvolvido para este programa, é
usado. O motor utiliza as leis de Newton para descrever o movimento de partículas ao longo do tempo,
algo que é usado para simular a colisão de partículas e o comportamento de estruturas articuladas que
podem ser discretizadas em conjuntos de nós/partículas sujeitos a forças nodais. O método de Taylor
de segunda ordem para a integração no tempo é utilizado para resolver as equações do movimento. O
MPF não requer que as estruturas estejam equilibradas. Pelo contrário, aplica forças externas aos
elementos partícula correspondentes e calcula as forças internas derivadas da deformação dos
elementos de conexão (barras) durante o passo atual. Em simultâneo, o programa usa extensivamente
um motor de imagem e um controlador de eventos. Esta técnica, geralmente utilizada em videojogos,
é útil na criação de um ambiente no qual fenómenos físicos podem ser simulados, dando ao utilizador,
simultaneamente, a possibilidade de interagir com o sistema físico em tempo real sem recomeçar a
simulação, permitindo uma fácil compreensão das leis em jogo.
A comparação dos resultados da simulação com valores teóricos num conjunto específico de
testes apresentou pequenos erros, demonstrando que a precisão deste programa, embora não
satisfaça os níveis usualmente requeridos por análises de engenharia e científicas, é suficiente para
ser usado num ambiente de ensino.
Palavras-chave: Método de partículas finitas; Mecânica estrutural; Análise estrutural em tempo real;
Análise não linear; Colisão de Partículas; Ferramentas interactivas para o ensino.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
The teaching of the basics of structural mechanics in various engineering courses, namely Civil
Engineering, is traditionally based on lectures, tutorials and written material. Yet, it is a field that has
much to gain from exploiting the more recent educational advances, particularly those related to
technological developments.
In what concerns teaching of structural mechanics, this area is one that seems to have fallen
behind times, as, currently, computers’ processing power is capable of simulating physical phenomena
with high degrees of engineering and scientific fidelity, yet, the existence of accessible educational
oriented tools is, in some respects, scarce.
Any software application focused on the educational area ought to be user-friendly and intuitive
in the way it displays results. Displaying the evolution of physical phenomena over time lets its users
better visualise physical behaviours, transforming what seems to be complex and counter-intuitive into
simpler and somewhat understandable and predictable concepts. This is neglected by most engineering
software as their purpose is but to offer the results of their analysis in the most efficient way – their
targets are engineers that are familiar with the physical concepts at play, not students at the early stages
of their education.
To reach the goal of a better teaching/learning environment, the concepts long adopted by the
video game industries should be looked upon. In these industries, it is common for physical simulation
software to be developed in which partial precision, remarkably inferior to engineering and scientific
needs but nevertheless usable, is acceptable. However, distinctly from the engineering software, great
emphasis is given to immersion and interactivity. Physical phenomena are not only simulated in real
time, but it is also dependent on constant user interactions. Such lessons could be drawn from this
industry, as software dedicated to displaying the physical behaviours and allowing simultaneous
interaction with its users would certainly be a valuable asset for the teaching of such phenomena.
Although it has been defended that students should only work with structural analysis software
after learning statics, recent experiments show otherwise: statics can be taught using such tools from
the beginning (Martini, 2008). Thus, the present thesis tries to contribute to improving learning in the
fields of basic structural mechanics by offering a custom-built tool purely with this aim in mind.
Game engines typically include a physics engine, a rendering engine and an event handler. The
physics engine is responsible for dealing with the simulation of physical phenomena (Gregory, 2009).
Depending on its results, the rendering engine updates the displayed information to the user to match
the results of the physics engine. Finally the event handler deals with the program-user interactivity.
In general, physics engines present in video games are focused on simulating collisions and
rigid body dynamics (Gregory, 2009). It is not to say that soft (deformable) bodies are not deserving of
video game engineers’ attention, as games that aim for higher levels of realism cannot ignore it. This
1

has led to the development of engines capable of simulating brittle and ductile materials (O’Brien &
Hodgins, 1999), (O’Brien, Bargteil, & Hodgins, 2002) and super-realistic cloth materials (Kim et al.,
2013), among many others (Nealen, Müller, Keiser, Boxerman, & Carlson, 2006).
Physics engines capable of simulating particle collisions and basic structural mechanics and
incorporating the above referred behaviours (brittle, ductile and cloth materials) have then been
developed.
An altogether different approach in the field of structural mechanics software is that of the finite
element method (FEM). This method is extensively used in many engineering analysis software,
however, it loses some of its strength when faced with progressive failure due to strong nonlinearities
and discontinuities (Yu, Paulino, & Luo, 2010). FEM variations have arisen that are capable of filling
these gaps, successfully simulating the impact collapse of framed structures (Isobe & Lynn, 2004) and
dynamic fracture and crack microbranching processes (Paulino, Zhang, & Celes, 2008). On the other
hand, the less common finite particle method (FPM) seems to be better suited for large displacements
simulations associated with failure mechanisms. It is a more computationally expensive method than
FEM, and thus not very popular within the engineering community, yet, the tremendous increase in
computational processing power over time is turning those concerns obsolete (Martini, 2001).
The modelling strategy of the finite particle method is that of discretizing the domains to be
analysed by means of particles, lumped masses without volume, the mass being inherited from the
surrounding structure. The motion of each of the set of particles is then solved by the use of the Newton’s
Laws (Yu et al., 2010). With it, the displacements of a structure over time, even when outside the scope
of small displacements, can be easily described – something that traditional FEM struggles with,
rendering it less viable to analyse geometrical and material non-linear behaviours that implicate large
displacements.
The use of FPM based programs in teaching structural analysis is explored in the present
document. As it is a time-step based method, it can be coupled with video games’ concepts to build a
tool capable of displaying the structures’ physical phenomena over time while accepting input from the
user in real time. If well executed, it could prove to be an interesting addition to the teaching methodology
of structural analysis.
There was no previous code to build this program, thus Python, an object-oriented programming
language, is used mainly due to being powerful, flexible and, simultaneously, easy to understand and
start coding. Alongside the use of Python, the free Pygame set of modules was adopted due to its focus
on writing video games.
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1.2 Program’s Functionalities
The developed program is meant to illustrate a set of basic physical concepts related with
kinematics, dynamics and statics applied to isolated particles (particle collisions) and truss structures
(linear and non-linear behaviour). For simplicity, only the simulation of truss structures is currently
considered. The analysis of more general structures would require implementing moments and
rotations, trusses rely only on forces and truss members carry axial forces only.
The program gives the user the freedom of setting up a system and interact with it in real time.
Even after starting the simulation the properties of existing elements can be changed, particles and
connection elements (rods) can be added or erased and forces and accelerations can be altered. An
interesting feature of this program is the possibility to apply an adaptation of the force method to a
structure in a very explicit and interactive way, something that distinguishes it from more traditional
analysis programs and is advantageous from an educational point of view. To organize these
functionalities, the program is divided into six modes:


The ‘simulation mode’, where the physical phenomena are simulated in real time;



The ‘pause mode’, where the simulation is paused and in which the user can edit the
system;



The ‘properties mode’, where the user has access to quantitative properties of the
system’s elements and is capable of changing them;



The ‘save mode’, in which users can save systems in their current states;



The ‘load mode’, allows users to load previously saved system states;



The ‘force method mode’, which lets the user use an adapted force method mode to
solve statically indeterminate structures.

1.3 Brief Review of Physics Engines and Particle Methods
In this section, relevant articles and software related to this project are briefly presented.

1.3.1 Physics Engines
A variety of physics engines, from very simple to extremely complex, exist and are well
integrated in the video games industry. Ahead, a short list of some of the more common engines is
presented.
HAVOK PHYSICS (HAVOK®, n.d.)
PHYSX (Nvidia Corporation, n.d.)
OPEN DYNAMICS ENGINE (Smith, n.d.)
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1.3.2 Particle Methods
Traditional FEM may face difficulties when simulating non-linear (geometrical and material)
behaviours and failure mechanisms that lead to large displacements. For discrete element methods
(DEM), belonging to the family of mesh-free methods, on the other hand, these same phenomena are
not a hindrance. In fact, this method is widely used to simulate particulate materials, and has been used
to successfully simulate the non-linear behaviour of granular materials such as sand and concrete
(Tavarez & Plesha, 2007) and to study the effect of the fluid’s viscosity over the cracking propagation
speed during hydrofracturing processes (Komoróczi, Abe, & Urai, 2013), just to give a couple of
applications. In the gaming field DEMs were adapted to simulate and animate heterogeneous materials’
fractures to high degrees of realism (Ning et al., 2013). But these methods are not optimal for the
intended goal of guiding and helping students as they are very computationally intensive and require
detailed models.
Particle methods, on the other hand, share with the DEM the mentioned advantages over
traditional FEM but are proving to be more computationally efficient. Although discarded in the past due
to its computational cost, recently, due to impressive technological advances, particle methods are
gaining popularity as their computational costs stop being a drawback.
(Martini, 2002), (Martini, 2006) has studied the applications of a particle systems approach,
commonly used in video games, to simple real time non-linear structural analysis. The method led to
positive correspondence between the simulated and the theoretically expected results. Its efficiency was
found to be much lower than that of conventional methods, being reasoned that this method would
always be applicable to simpler problems only, no matter how much the processing speed of computers
increased. Its main advantage, however, was the possibility of interaction with the simulation in real
time. This led to the conclusion that one of the most promising applications would be in teaching (Martini,
2008).
(Yu et al., 2010), (Yu, Li, & Luo, 2011) proposed a Finite Particle Method (FPM) as a viable
alternative to traditional and modified FEMs (MFEM) and also to discrete element methods (DEM) to
model structural progressive failures. The studied method was focused on solving truss structural failure
problems. Compared to traditional approaches to truss analysis, this method enforces local equilibrium
on each particle, instead of global equilibrium of the continuous system. It was also found advantageous
that no iterations were necessary to simulate non-linear laws and no matrices were needed. More
recently, this method has been applied to the analysis of post-buckling of spatial steel truss structures,
for both geometric and material non-linearities and considering also member fracture. From these
applications complex phenomena, such as multi-snap-through and local buckling, were obtained (Yu,
Zhao, & Luo, 2013).

1.3.3 Structural Engineering Education
As technology makes its way to everybody’s hands and becomes ever more accessible,
education evolves by embracing new methodologies. Software focused on teaching structural
engineering is increasing. The following programs are directly related to the core of this thesis.
4

‘Push me-Pull me’ – an online interactive software for qualitative structural analysis, dedicated
to civil and structural engineering students was developed as a way to reduce the increasing number of
students whose intuitive understanding of structural behaviour was not enough. The feedback from
students has been fairly positive, and, as of 2012, it was being considered for integration in courses by
several lecturers (Yiatros, Coates, Mcleod, & Broadbent, 2012).
‘Arcade’ – a structural analysis program specially tailored for students and classes of
architecture and structural engineering courses. It uses the tools of modern video games to create an
interactive real time, linear and non-linear, physical simulation of simple structures. By 2006, it had been
used as an auxiliary tool in architecture courses at Yale University and in both architecture and
engineering courses at the University of Virginia (Martini, 2008).

1.4 Outline
Nine chapters, excluding chapter 1, constitute the present work. The concepts addressed in
each chapter are strongly interconnected. Thus, an overall light read is perhaps recommended before
a thorough one. Chapter 3 up to chapter 7 are themselves divided into (at least) two main sections: a
fist one where the related concepts are defined and explained, and a second one for the code
implementation of the presented concepts.
Chapter 2 justifies the choice of Python as the programming language and also the use of
Pygame as the general games environment. In it, a brief explanation of the language’s and the module’s
peculiarities are explained.
Chapter 3 indicates the main aspects of the developed program, namely the different elements
used, an overall explanation of how the program runs and including the way the three engines are
integrated into a single program. This chapter focuses especially on the different game modes the user
will find. Each game mode’s implementation in the program’s code is explained afterwards.
Chapter 4 explains in detail the physical engine, based on the particle element method, used.
This includes its definition and the explanation of the physical phenomena it can simulate, the definition
of the finite particle method and how it simulates the implemented physical phenomena. Its
implementation in the code of the program is explained in its own section.
Chapter 5 defines the event handler, enumerates its functionalities in each game mode and
briefly explains its implementation in the code.
Chapter 6 defines the rendering engine and explains the graphical components of every element
and the types of windows found in the program. It is also where the rendering engine and the physical
engine connection is explained. Its implementation is then explained.
Chapter 7 is used to enumerate and comprehensively explain the implementation of a group of
support functions defined to simplify many mathematical operations.
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Chapter 8 gives an overall look at the program’s common errors, their causes, their
consequences and how to avoid them.
Chapter 9 shows three different application examples using them to validate the developed
model. The applications shown are related to the collision of particles, taking into account different
angles of collision and coefficients of restitution; to the simulation of an isostatic structure under different
loads until its collapse; and to a hyperstatic structure loaded until yielding to be unloaded afterwards. In
the last case, the application of the force method included in this program is demonstrated.
Chapter 10 concludes this work, mentioning the challenges faced, summing up the conclusions
drawn from the remaining chapters and presenting possible improvements to the program as
suggestions to anyone who is willing to continue this project.
The Appendices A, B and C are included in an accompanying document.
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2 Python and Pygame
In this chapter the reasons for deciding on the use of the Python language and the Pygame
module are presented.

2.1 Python
As the program developed is not meant to be a finished product, but one that can be easily
adapted by future advanced users that are willing to contribute to its improvement, choosing the
language to be adopted took into account its accessibility and usability. Due to its peculiarly clean
syntax, Python is a major candidate, as it is an easy to learn language and this may well help attract
new contributors. Bringing in new people increases the likelihood of the success of this project. Without
a continuous effort from the community the project will fall short of its (current) goal.
Python is a dynamically typed language, meaning that it does not require variables to be
declared with a specific type, greatly contrasting with type-safe languages. Although more prone to
bugs, this vastly increases the code’s flexibility as it allows to reuse pieces of code that in type-save
languages would be impossible (or at least not as simple). Another great characteristic is the possibility
of using function’s keyword arguments. This concept is useful for writing functions whose arguments
may or may not be specified by the caller. In such cases the omitted arguments assume a default value.
Consequently arguments are not required to be submitted in a previously arranged order as in other
languages (Langtangen, 2008).
The presented program gains significantly from the object-orientated aspect of Python. As will
be made clear in the chapters ahead, classes (typical Python constructs) were extensively used for its
tremendous capacity in simplifying the code. Python distinguishes itself from other object-oriented
languages as its classes lack the concept of private members. This, once more, allows for an increase
in flexibility while sacrificing safety against misuse.
Finally it is fundamental to understand the way Python passes its values between
constructs/modules. In Python, everything is an object and variables are but names bound to them. This
means that if an object is changed then every variable bound to it will reflect it. Likewise, arguments in
functions are passed using this same model (call-by-object). The notion of this concept is of utmost
importance, as it allows to write significantly simpler and smaller code, although misunderstanding that
basic concept can easily lead to undesirable results.
As the majority of the attributes of the defined classes are a characteristic of each instance,
every attribute defined along this document is to be considered an instance attribute unless stated
otherwise. Every method, on the other hand, is an instance method. Class attributes are defined
immediately after the class is defined, while instance attributes are defined inside the class’s methods
(generally, inside the initializer method __init__). Attributes and methods of any class are also
accessible to any outsider, meaning that the concept of ‘private’ and ‘public’ is not that relevant.
However, as a precaution, when the methods of a class are listed and explained along this work, it is
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also mentioned whether they are supposed to be treated as ‘private’ or ‘public’ by advanced users. In
any case, it is up to the user to decide on how to treat the presented methods.
Naturally, different attributes correspond to distinct uses of data structures of Python. Tuples,
lists and dictionaries are used extensively, however their characteristics are not very straightforward.
Thus, a brief explanation is presented:


Tuples and lists – although similar as they store groups of values in the same way,
being typically used for coordinates, its difference lies in their mutability. Tuples are
immutable, which lifts the burden of making sure that objects do not change
unpredictably. Lists, on the other hand, allow the values of objects to be easily changed,
which is essential to, effortlessly, update the attribute’s values. They are recurrently
used to store Cartesian or polar coordinates.



Dictionaries – frequently used to store, in one same variable, various values that are
associated with a keyword. This mutable data structure has also been used to store, in
an organized manner, lists of polar vectors. In these cases, two keywords exist: ‘angle’
and ‘scalar’, each with an associated list.

In this program some custom data structures were recurring, being then defined at this stage to
reduce redundancy along this work. These are:


Vectors in polar coordinates: lists or tuples of two indexes, being the first assigned the
angle and the second the length;



Vector in Cartesian coordinates: lists or tuples of two indexes, being the first assigned
the horizontal coordinate and the second the vertical;



Dictionary of vectors: a dictionary with two keywords – ‘angle’ and ‘scalar’. These
dictionaries are meant to store groups of polar vectors. As such, each keyword holds a
list. The ‘angle’ list stores the angles of the vectors and the ‘scalar’ list the lengths.
When the vectors are stored its angle and scalar length are separated into each
keyword’s list, in such way that the index of each is the same.



Dictionary of elements: a dictionary with ‘environment’, ‘particles’, ‘rods’ and ‘grids’ as
its keywords, and lists, filled with the corresponding objects, assigned to each keyword.

It is also noteworthy that Python does not require functions to explicitly include the ‘return’
statement as, by default, the return value is None – a type of value commonly used to represent the
absence of a value. Thus, further ahead, whenever a function or a method that does not include a ‘return’
statement the explanation of what it returns is left out, as it evidently returns None.
Some recurring mathematical functions were defined in order to simplify the coding process.
This group of functions are named as support functions from hereinafter, its explanation being found in
chapter 7 Support Functions.
Every method and function defined is mentioned and explained in this work. However, only a
brief explanation of their purposes is made along the main body of this document. A detailed explanation
of their algorithms in natural language and the corresponding code can be found in the Appendix A and
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B, respectively. Thus, readers interested in further understanding these methods and functions can
quickly find the relevant information in the appendices.
Note that the Python version used, the 2.7.9., is not the most recent one but has the advantage
of being more compatible with older modules.

2.2 Pygame
Pygame is a popular set of modules for Python whose purpose is to help writing video games.
Its video games orientation, simplicity and the amount of high quality online free support are its most
valuable assets (in the context of this thesis). Contributors are capable of quickly learn the basics of this
set of modules in order to more efficiently work with and adapt into their own programs.
As with most video games, it is expected of the presented program to use a Graphical User
Interface (GUI) to display its results and allow an easy interaction with its users. Thus, Pygame proves
to be a good basis as it fulfils these requirements, supporting the construction of a rendering engine and
an event handler.
To simplify the upcoming chapters, some characteristics of the developed program’s code
related to Pygame are presented as follows:


Colours are defined as tuples or list of RGB triplets, each index being an integer from 0
to 255 (both included).



Windows are linked to surface objects. The Pygame set of modules includes methods
to draw graphics on these objects and to display them on a window.



To indicate where to draw objects on the surface objects, Cartesian coordinates are
used. The displayed surface’s coordinates have their origin on the upper left corner of
the displayed window. Any point displayed inside the window has both coordinates
positive (objects can still exist on the surface’s remaining quadrants, but will not be
displayed inside the window).



The fonts used to write on a surface objects are defined as font objects. Throughout
the program the Python’s default font is always used, being its height equal to 18 pixels.



Whenever a pygame functionality is used inside a module, the pygame package must
be imported.

Pygame displays images by changing the colour of the program’s window’s pixels based on
their coordinates. Thus, when positions are calculated by the program they correspond to pixels and no
physical distance unit is associated by default. The same is true in the developed program’s time-step,
that is, no time unit is associated to it. As such, the results of the program’s simulations are, in truth,
dimensionless. To contextualize the program’s simulator, dimensions must be present. Therefore, time
and position dimensions are defined as to compare results with reality. However, the user should have
present that in truth the results are dimensionless. Thus, seconds are used as the unit for time and 100
pixels correspond to 1 meter.
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3 Fundamental Aspects
The developed program permits its users to analyse the behaviour of physical systems in real
time and to easily edit it after the simulations are started. To implement the desired program’s
functionalities, three engines are included: a physics engine, a rendering engine and an event system
handler. Each one of these is responsible for one of the fundamental sections of the program. The
physics engine is responsible for simulating the physical phenomena by calculating its results, the
rendering engine for displaying the relevant information to the user in graphical form and the event
system handler to deal with user input. Each of these engines are explained in a comprehensive chapter
of their own (4 Physics Engine, 5 Event Handling, 6 Rendering Engine).
Overall, four different elements (components) can be identified in this program. These are the
particles, the rods, the environment and the grids. The first two can be considered the most important
and are linked to the physical simulations (4.3.1.1 Particles, 4.3.1.2 Rod) and the graphical display (6.1.3
Particle and Rod Element) of the results. The third is an auxiliary element mainly used by the physics
engine (4.3.2.3 Environment) but also has an attribute related to the rendering engine. The grids have
no influence on the physical simulations and their existence is only justified by their usefulness for the
user when creating new particles and springs (6.1.4 Grids). The common trait of these elements is that
all of them have their own set of properties, being that some can be manually changed. Each one of
these elements will be further explained in the next chapters.
Two different types of windows exist. One is responsible for displaying the elements (the finite
particle method, FPM window) and the other for displaying their properties (the input window). These
types of windows, alongside every other graphical aspect of the program, are explained in chapter 6
Rendering Engine.
To achieve these goals, the program is implemented with different modes that will be explained
in the two sections that follow. At any moment, the program must have one, and only one, of these
modes active.

3.1 Game Modes Definition
Since the purpose of this program is not to be a sole physical simulator but one which allows
users to easily interact with it, it comprises different modes, each one to deal with each kind of
functionality of the program. As visible in Figure 1 it is not possible to change from one mode to every
other. To get to one desired mode, it is necessary to be in another that is connected to it. As shown, the
pause mode is connected to every mode, while the other modes are only connected to the pause mode.
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Figure 1 – Connections between the six different modes

All these modes call forth an event handler and a rendering engine. The event handler checks
the user’s input and deals with it according to the active mode. On the other hand, the rendering engine
constantly updates the displayed image, being that what is displayed also varies from mode to mode.
The ‘simulation mode’ and the ‘force method mode’ are the only ones that use the physics engine, thus,
the connection between the event handler and the graphical renderer within the remaining modes is
presented in Figure 2.

Figure 2 – Pause, properties, save and load modes’ flowcharts

The definition of the modes presented in Figure 1 is presented in the chapters that follow.

3.1.1 Simulation Mode
Responsible for the real time simulation and its rendering, the ‘simulation mode’ is the most
fundamental mode, comprising the physical simulator besides the event handler and the rendering
engine (Figure 3). Within each loop, the physics engine is updated 20 times more than the rendering
engine and the event handler (1) in order to speed up the simulation process. Calling the physics engine
more times could hinder the graphical rendering too much. As long as this mode is active, the physical
phenomena will be simulated in real time (Figure 4). It is used not only to simulate the structural
behaviour but also the collision of particles.
It is, however, possible to pause the simulation by shifting to the ‘pause mode’.
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Figure 3 – Simulation mode’s flowchart

Figure 4 – Simulation of a structure’s behaviour subjected to two nodal forces

Until the event handler issues the order to change the game mode or close the program, the
program keeps looping within this mode. If the mode is changed then it must be mandatorily to the
‘pause mode’.

3.1.2 Pause Mode
Shifting force diagrams on or off, creating new elements, selecting existing elements, deleting
them and accessing the ‘simulation mode’, the ‘properties mode’, the ‘save mode’, the ‘load mode’ and
the ‘force method mode’ is possible whilst in this mode. Unlike the previous mode, in here the simulation
is not active, being, then, the displayed elements graphically static. To be visually distinguishable from
the ‘simulation mode’, the word ‘Pause’ is written on the upper left corner of the window. The program
constantly loops inside this mode, unless an event occurs that closes the program or changes it.

3.1.3 Properties Mode
Checking and manually changing the properties’ values of the existing elements by the user –
an integral functionality to make this a better interactive program – is accomplished through this game
mode. Not all properties are accessible this way, however, those that are, have both their names and
values displayed on the window. The changeable properties of grids, particles, springs and environment
13

are shown in Figure 5. As a result of the event handler implementation, it is possible to select the
variables’ corresponding boxes and alter their contents, permitting an easy change of the variables’
values. As visible in Figure 5, the properties that can be changed are the following:


Particle’s:
-

Constraint existence in the horizontal and vertical directions (0 corresponds to
inexistence; any other value to existence);

-

Position variation in the horizontal and vertical directions (cm);

-

Original position in the horizontal and vertical directions (cm);

-

Individual user force applied in the horizontal and vertical directions (kN);

-

Individual user acceleration applied in the horizontal and vertical directions
(m/s2);





-

Individual velocity of the particle in the horizontal and vertical directions (m/s);

-

Mass (kg);

-

Displacement’s scale of every particle;

-

Coefficient of restitution used for every particle collision;

-

Time step in use for the simulation of every particle (s).

Rod’s:
-

Rest length (cm);

-

Tensile and compressive strength (kN);

-

Stiffness (that is, product of the elastic modulus and the rods area) (kN);

-

Damping coefficient (kN.s/m);

-

Density (mass per unit length) (kg/cm);

-

Diagram’s scale of every rod.

Grid’s:
-



Horizontal and vertical spacing (cm);

Environment’s:
-

Force applied to every particle in the horizontal and vertical directions (kN);

-

Acceleration applied to every particle in the horizontal and vertical directions
(m/s2).
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Figure 5 – Changeable properties of a grid, a particle and a rod

3.1.4 Save Mode
Saving files is done resorting to the ‘save mode’. In this mode, a user can name and create a
file with the current state of the elements. Similarly to the ‘properties mode’, during this one the program’s
window displays a selectable and writable box which the user can fill to name its file (Figure 6).

Figure 6 – Save mode. The name ‘file 1’ has been written inside the box

3.1.5 Load Mode
In order to load saved files, the program includes a ‘load mode’ in which users can choose which
file to open. As with the ‘Save Mode’, the program’s window also displays one single box that can be
selected and then written on by user. Unlike the previous mode, however, the name written is not the
name of a new file but of an existent file the user wants to load. If a file with such name does not exist,
the message ‘File not found’ appears in the Python’s command window (Figure 7).
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Figure 7 – Load mode. The name ‘file 1’ has been written inside the box

3.1.6 Force Method Mode
This mode allows the user to initiate an adapted force method simulation on an indeterminate
structure (4.2.5 The Force Method). As further explained ahead, in chapter 4.2 Simulated Physical
Phenomena, this method consists of choosing a static indeterminacy (unknown) from a hyperstatic
structure and then solving an equation based on the displacements of the original structure and of a
new special structure under certain load cases. This new structure is called the base structure (in the
context of this program) and is a copy of the original, except the chosen indeterminate element is left
out.
Only one degree of static indeterminacy can be lifted, meaning that if the real structure’s static
indeterminacy is higher than 1, the base structure will still be statically indeterminate. This is not
necessarily a problem to the program, as it can still solve the base structure by its normal procedure.
The user, however, can again simulate the application of the force method to solve one of the static
indeterminacies.
As the adapted force method follows a series of steps, this mode is composed by different parts,
each responsible for dealing with each step. The steps amount to seven, being that there are three main
sets: the first, set ‘1’, is related to the real structure and the original loads; the second, set ‘2’, is related
to the base structure and the original loads; finally, the third, set ‘3’, is related to the base structure and
hyperstatic force. Ahead each step is briefly explained, being integrated inside its own set.
Every part of the ‘force method mode’ uses the event handler and the rendering engine,
however, only parts 1, 3, 5 and 7 use the physics simulator, as seen in Figure 8 and Figure 9. As with
the ‘simulation mode’, the physics engine is called 20 times for each time the rendering engine and the
event handler are called.

Figure 8 – Flowchart of parts 1, part 3, part 5 and part 7 of the ‘force method mode’
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Figure 9 – Flowchart of parts 2, part 3 and part 6 of the ‘force method mode’

Set 1
This set is comprised of two parts. After the second part, the second set of steps is started.
Part 1 – In the first step, the original load is applied to the real structure and the deformations
(and displacements) are calculated and displayed. It is up to the user when to start the next step,
however, being the physical simulation an iterative process, it should be only stopped when the result
is satisfactory.
Part 2 – In the second step, the user chooses which static indeterminacy to lift. It can be a rod
or a constraint (as in a constrained node). In case a constraint is chosen, its direction, horizontal or
vertical, must be chosen.

Set 2
As the previous set, two parts compose this one. The third set is started at the end of this one’s
second part.
Part 3 – This part is responsible for applying the original load on the base structure, calculating
its results and displaying them. If the chosen static indeterminacy was a node constraint, it displays its
corresponding displacement. If it was a rod, it displays the relative displacement between the two
(previously) attached particles. As with part 1, the user should only start the next step when the physical
simulator has reached a satisfactory result.
Part 4 – This part serves only to halt the simulation and display of the displacement/deformation
of the chosen static indeterminacy.

Set 3
Unlike the previous sets this one is comprised of 3 parts. After its final step, the mode shifts to
the ‘pause mode’.
Part 5 – In this part a force, or pair of forces, is applied in place of the released node constraint
or rod to the base structure. It uses the physical simulator to achieve the results of this system. Once
more, the user should only stop the simulation (change to the next part) when the result is satisfactory.
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Part 6 – Stops the simulation and displays the displacement/deformation of the chosen static
indeterminacy for the third part’s system (structure and loads).
Part 7 – Calculates the hyperstatic force based on equation (chapter 4.2.5 The Force Method)
and the corresponding displacement/deformation. These values are displayed.

3.2 Game Modes Implementation
The presented modes are implemented as functions within the program. Each one of these
contain a ‘while’ loop which only finishes when the mode changes or when the program closes, as will
be explained in the upcoming sections.
Before explaining them, though, it is important to understand where they are called from. This
program, from its beginning until its closure, runs inside one ’while’ loop named the ‘Main Loop’. From
here, the program checks which mode is active and calls the related game mode function.
It is also important to clarify that some additional functions were defined to support these mode
functions. Due to their purpose, they are named ‘mode’s auxiliary functions’. Thanks to these functions
the organization of the code becomes clearer and its flexibility improves, as not only recurring algorithms
but also extensive ones can be written only once and in a more appropriate place. These are defined
ahead, in chapter 3.2.2.

3.2.1 Main Loop
The ‘Main Loop’ comprises the whole program, except for a few initial variables that need to be
defined beforehand. The information pertaining to the active mode is stored inside a variable which is
always passed on each time a new mode function is called. When the loop of a mode function is
finalized, the game mode variable is assigned a value that represents the new game mode to be started.
The interconnection between each mode and the main loop is visible in Figure 10.

Figure 10 – Main Loop flowchart

Although not being defined as a function nor a method, this loop’s algorithm and code can be
found in Appendix A and B under section A.1.1 and B.1, respectively.
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Simulation Mode (simulationMode function) – This function comprises a ‘while’ loop.
Within each loop the event handler and the rendering engine updated once, the physics
engine being called 20 times.



Pause Mode (pauseMode function) – The ‘pause mode’ is defined as a function
containing a ‘while’ loop that for each loop updates the rendering engine once and
checks occurring events with the event handler.



Properties Mode (propertiesMode function) – The implementation of the ‘properties
mode’ is achieved through the use of this function. Within it a loop exists where the
cycling aspects of the mode occur.



Save Mode (saveMode function) – This function implements the ‘save mode’. A ‘while’
loop contains the event handler and the display renderer which are used once each
loop.



Load Mode (loadMode function) – The ‘load mode’ is implemented through this
function which, like every other, contains a ‘while’ loop which calls the event handler
and the rendering engine once every loop.



Force Method Mode (forceMethodMode function) – Through this function the ‘force
method mode’ is implemented. Unlike the previous, simpler, modes, this one is
comprised of not one but 7 ‘while’ loops. Each loop corresponds to a part of the mode
and is finished only when the user wants to leave the force mode or advance to the next
step.

3.2.2 Game Modes’ Auxiliary Functions
A total of 10 functions were written as direct support for the mode’s functions, the last three
being used only by the force method mode.


sendBoxesToWindow – After creating and filling them, the boxes graphical
information must be sent to the input window in use as otherwise they would not be
drawn on screen.



createBoxes – This function creates a box for each variable received taking into
account the received window’s dimensions.



sendElementsToWindow – This method is used to get the element’s data and send it
to the FPM window to be drawn afterwards.



updateElementsPhysics – Updates the received elements’ physical components.



updateElementsGraphics – Updates the received elements’ graphical components.



createParticle - Adds a new particle object with the desired position to a dictionary of
elements.



createRod – Adds a new spring object attached to the desired particles to a dictionary
of elements.
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createBaseStructure – This extensive process is used to create the base structure to
be used in the force method mode, that is, it creates a structure identical to the received
one but without the chosen static indeterminacy.



eraseStructureForces – Erases the forces applied to a received structure.



applyHyperForce – The force corresponding to the erased statically indeterminate
element is applied through this method. It takes into account that the direction of the
force must be equal to the direction of the released element.
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4 Physics Engine
4.1 Definition
Simulating real-time realistic physical phenomena is the focus of many an engineer in the field of
computer graphics. In turn, to attain such physical realism is something that is highly valued and sought
by, primarily, both the film and the video games industries (Bourg & Bywalec, 2013). As such, there are
a variety of commercial virtual tools known as physics engines developed mainly for this goal. Popular
examples of such tools include PHYSX (Nvidia Corporation, n.d.), HAVOK PHYSICS (HAVOK®, n.d.),
OPEN DYNAMICS ENGINE (Smith, n.d.).
These tools, in order to achieve the intended goals, include algorithms capable of solving a
variety of physical equations such as the Newton laws of motion (usually the most prominent), for a
given group of rigid or soft (deformable) bodies. Solving the equations, these time-step simulations can
approximately represent the real-time behaviour of these bodies. More often than not, collisions and
rigid body dynamics are the main focus of current video games (Gregory, 2009).
The accuracy of these results depends on both the exactness of the model (the better the
physical phenomena are simulated, the more physically realistic they are) and the size of the time-step
(the smaller the time-steps, the more accurate simulations will be). Therefore, evidently, the accuracy
of the simulation depends on the physics engine, but also on the hardware running it. It is then necessary
to reduce the physical realism of the simulation to feasible levels, and as such, in the mentioned
industries, the accuracy of the simulation will hardly be never higher (or at least, significantly) than the
accuracy needed to immerse its users (being only ‘visually’ realistic).
Depending on the goal of the real-time physics simulator, physics engines can be built with
lower accuracy but with higher computation speed and visual realism. Thus the accuracy can be
heightened to acceptable engineering levels, as long as the need for visual immersion is low. This opens
the possibility of using physics engines of the kind seen in video games to build tools oriented to teaching
engineering, as it could better immerse students without significant loss of engineering accuracy.
The present program includes a custom built physics engine capable of approximately
simulating particles collisions and structures’ non-linear material behaviour, including its progressive
failure and consequently its mechanisms. Its integration inside this program along the remaining engines
(rendering engine and the event handler) opens the possibility of solving structures with an adaptation
of the force method. To achieve this, the physics engine is built based on a finite particle method, whose
comprehensive explanation can be found in a section ahead.
In the sections that follow, the theory behind the simulated physical phenomena is explained
and so is the finite particle method and its implementation in the program.
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4.2 Simulated Physical Phenomena
4.2.1 Newton’s Laws of Motion
The three laws of motion are the fundamental components of physics engines, without which,
realistically simulating the motion of bodies would be impossible. These laws need to be simulated, as
they constitute the few fundamental equations to solve in order to represent the effects of forces over a
body. These principles are only presented in the force-translational acceleration form, as their relation
with their moment-rotational acceleration is straightforward.

4.2.1.1 Newton’s First Law or Law of Inertia
The velocity of an object remains constant (meaning no acceleration) if the vector sum of all
forces equals zero. This statement can be mathematically expressed by equation (1).
∑ 𝐹⃗ = ⃗0⃗ ⇔ 𝑣̇⃗ = ⃗0⃗

(1)

4.2.1.2 Newton’s Second Law or Law of Motion
The vector sum of all forces equals the rate of change of the linear momentum of the body the
forces are applied to. This can be translated into equation (2). However, if applicable on systems with a
constant mass, the second law can be simplified and written as equation (3).

∑ 𝐹⃗ =

𝑑𝑝⃗
𝑑𝑡

∑ 𝐹⃗ = 𝑚𝑣̇⃗ = 𝑚𝑎⃗

(2)

(3)

4.2.1.3 Newton’s Third Law or Law of Action-Reaction
For every force a body exerts on another body, a force of equal intensity but opposite direction
must be exerted on the first body by the second one. This means that if a force ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝐹𝐴 is exerted on body 𝐵
by body 𝐴, then a force ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝐹𝐵 must be exerted on body 𝐴 by body 𝐵, as expressed by equation (4).
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝐹𝐴 = −𝐹
𝐵

(4)

Newton’s laws refer to the relationship between forces and accelerations and are valid both for
rigid and deformable bodies.
When bodies exhibit flexibility, that is, when deformations arise as a result of the forces being
imposed on the (deformable) bodies it is necessary to adequately represent that behaviour. The Hooke’s
Law is the simplest relationship between forces and the deformations they cause in elastic bodies.
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4.2.2 Hooke’s Law
Axial only load carrying structural members or bars (which are essential components of this
program), can be modelled after the rod model. Given a specific rod, the relations between the axial
force intensity (𝐹) applied to the ends of the rod and its extension (∆𝐿) is constant (𝑘). The constant is
known as the stiffness and this statement can be mathematically translated into equation (5). However,
it is worthy of note that this equation is not independent of the original length of the rod.

𝐹 = 𝑘∆𝐿

(5)

Rods of elastic materials can be modelled as elastic springs, and it is useful to express the
relation between force and deformation with a constant independent of the rod’s length. Thus the
equation can be rewritten in order to its axial strain (𝜀, equation (6)), in the form shown in equation (7)
with 𝐸 as the rod’s material modulus of elasticity and 𝐴 as the cross-section area of the rod (from
hereinafter, the product of the modulus of elasticity,𝐸, and the cross-section, 𝐴, is mentioned as the
stiffness).

𝜀=

∆𝐿
𝐿

𝐹 = 𝐸𝐴𝜀

(6)

(7)

When the axial strain is positive (current length longer than the rest length) the rod’s force pulls
the body back, when negative it pushes the body away (Figure 11).

Figure 11 – Direction of the Hooke’s force when a rod is in tension and when in compression

A rod solely under the effect of its Hooke’s force acts as a simple harmonic oscillator. Solving
the differential equation (8) (where 𝑥 is now the length’s variation) the description of the rod’s attached
body’s motion is found to be described by equation (9) (where 𝑡 stands for time, 𝐴 for amplitude of the
oscillation and 𝜑 is the phase which determines the starting point of the rod, being these considered as
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the equation’s initial values) and represented as Figure 12. This shows that a rod subjected to no other
forces will, once moved, repeat its movement ad infinitum.

𝑚𝑥̈ = −𝑘𝑥

𝑥(𝑡) = 𝐴 cos (√

𝑘
𝑡 + 𝜑)
𝑚

(8)

(9)

Figure 12 – Qualitative simple harmonic oscillation. Adapted from (Leitão, 2014)

Hooke’s Law relates forces and the caused deformations on bodies in a very simplistic manner.
The real behaviour of most materials cannot be fully modelled by such a simple law. Thus, an adaptation
of Hooke’s Law to better represent them is necessary.

4.2.3 Strain-Stress Curves
As force and strain are related through equation (7) and stress is related to the force by equation
(10), the strain-stress relation can be expressed by equation (11) (Figure 13).
𝐹
𝐴

(10)

𝜎 = 𝐸𝜀

(11)

𝜎=
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Figure 13 – Stress-strain linear elastic relation

For general materials, however, the elastic modulus (𝐸) is not a constant value. It is, in fact, a
function of strain, being, then, the stress-strain relation more adequately expressed by the nonnecessarily linear equation (12).

𝜎 = 𝐸(𝜀)𝜀

(12)

In fact, equation (12) is not enough to explain a material’s behaviour. It is indispensable to
understand whether it is an elastic material, a plastic material, or a combination of both.

4.2.3.1 Elastic Materials – Linear and Non-linear
Elastic materials are characterized by the lack of residual deformation after loading and
unloading a structure, i.e. a body might deform while subjected to a load, however, after unloading the
body will retain its original shape. These materials may have linear or non-linear stress-strain relations.
A linear elastic material has a constant elastic modulus (equation (11)) and its loading-unloading
procedure can be represented by Figure 14.

Figure 14 – Linear elastic material’s stress-strain relation. Loading and unloading
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On the other hand for non-linear elastic materials the elastic modulus is a function of strain, as
expressed by equation (12) and, even though, after unloading, the final form might be identical to the
initial one, the unloading ‘path’ is not necessarily the same as while loading, as shown in Figure 15.

Figure 15 – Non-linear elastic material’s stress-strain relation. Loading and unloading

4.2.3.2 Elasto-Plastic Materials – Linear and Non-Linear
After unloading, a plastic material, unlike elastic materials, will exhibit permanent deformation.
Elasto-plastic materials are, then, a combination of both elastic and plastic behaviours, that is,
after unloading, some, not all, of the deformation remains.
Similarly to the elastic materials, an elasto-plastic material might have a linear or non-linear
elastic phase (as represented in Figure 16 and Figure 17).

Figure 16 – Non-linear elasto-plastic material’s stress-strain relation. Loading and unloading
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Figure 17 – Linear elastic – plastic material’s stress-strain relation. Loading and unloading

4.2.3.3 Linear Elastic - Perfectly Plastic Model
The linear elastic – perfectly plastic model is widely used in structural analysis thanks to its
simplicity and ability to, in simpler engineering applications, closely represent the behaviour of
extensively used construction materials, such as steel.
It is composed by a linear-elastic domain followed by a perfectly plastic one. After a stress limit
is breached (yielding stress), the material behaves as a perfectly plastic material, allowing the strain to
increase while maintaining a constant value of stress, forming the plateau visible in Figure 18. If the
body is unloaded while in its elastic state, the residual strain is null and the ‘path’ taken is the same as
while loading. But if unloaded while in its plastic state, the residual strain equals the plastic strain and
the path taken backwards is parallel to the elastic path while loading, as also visible in Figure 18.

Figure 18 – Linear elastic – perfectly plastic material’s stress-strain relation. Loading and unloading
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An adaptation of this model is used in the program developed in this work which adopts the
axial force and the strain as its axes. Considering equation (7) valid during elastic state, the behaviour
of a rod can be described by Figure 19.

Figure 19 – Linear elastic – plastic material’s force-strain relation. Loading and unloading. Fy stands for
yielding force

Taking into account the effects of plasticity, Hooke’s force can be rewritten as equation (13),
where 𝜀𝑝 stands for the plastic strain of the rod.

𝐹 = 𝐸𝐴 × (𝜀 − 𝜀𝑝 )

(13)

Plastic deformation is an irreversible phenomenon in real life materials. However, the adapted
model is an imperfect description of reality. This model, falsely predicts that the plastic deformation of a
body could be reversed if correctly compressed and tensioned. Thus there is no distinction between
plastic deformation due to tension or to compression, except for the sign.
It is noteworthy that after yielding, if fully unloaded and then reloaded, the rod acts as a linear
elastic material. Consequently, the elastic deformation range of a rod is constant meaning it is an
interesting value to consider, as it can be useful while analysing a material’s response. Thus, the elastic
𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛

𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛
deformation range for both tension and compression (∆𝜀𝑒𝑙
and ∆𝜀𝑒𝑙
𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛

𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛
(where 𝐹𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑
and 𝐹𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑

) can be given by (14)

are the yield forces when in tension and in compression), which is but

the deformation of the rod when reaching the strength limit while no plastic deformation occurred.

𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛
∆𝜀𝑒𝑙
=

{

𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛
∆𝜀𝑒𝑙

=

𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝐹yield

𝐸𝐴
𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝐹yield

(14)

𝐸𝐴
𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛

𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛
Thus, at the moment a rod yields, its deformation limit (𝜀𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐
𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 or 𝜀𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 ) is given by

(15).
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𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝜀𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐
+ 𝜀𝑝
𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 = ∆𝜀𝑒𝑙
{ 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝜀𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 = ∆𝜀𝑒𝑙
+ 𝜀𝑝

(15)

Considering that Hooke’s Law leads to the oscillatory motion described by equation (9), it is
important to also take into account the present damping effect, as otherwise the oscillation is infinite.

4.2.4 Rod Damping
Real rods, while oscillating, are always subjected to a frictional force. If this force is proportional
to the velocity of the rod, as written in equation (16), the system can be described as a damped oscillator.

𝐹𝐷 = −𝐶𝑥̇

(16)

Unlike simple harmonic oscillators, the solution of damped oscillators is not a periodic function
and their amplitude decreases over time. Rearranging equation (17), equation (18) is obtained. In order
to describe the movement of the rod over time, equation (20), which results from solving the differential
equation (18) by taking into account equation (19) (being 𝛾 a complex number), is used.

𝑚𝑥̈ = −𝑘𝑥 − 𝐶𝑥̇

(17)

𝑥̈ + 2𝜁𝜔0 𝑥̇ + 𝜔02 𝑥 = 0

(18)

𝑥 = 𝑒 𝛾𝑡

(19)

𝑥(𝑡) = 𝐴𝑒 𝛾+𝑡 + 𝐵𝑒 𝛾− 𝑡

(20)

Where the damping ratio, the natural frequency, and the 𝐴 and 𝐵 factors are respectively defined
by equations (21), (22), (23) and (24).

𝜁=

𝐶
2√𝑚𝑘

𝜔0 = √

𝐴 = 𝑥(0) +

𝐵=−

𝑘
𝑚

𝛾+ 𝑥(0) − 𝑥̇ (0)
𝛾− − 𝛾+

𝛾+ 𝑥(0) − 𝑥̇ (0)
𝛾− − 𝛾+

(21)

(22)

(23)

(24)
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Depending on the value of 𝜁 (damping ratio) the behaviour of the rod varies:
Over-damping (𝜁 > 1) – the system converges to zero without oscillating. The higher the
damping ratio, the longer it takes to converge (Figure 20).
Critical damping (𝜁 = 1) – like an over-damped system, a critically damped system converges
to zero without oscillating. However, this is the damping ratio that allows for the fastest convergence
(Figure 21).
Under-damping (0 < 𝜁 < 1) – in this case the system has oscillations, however, its amplitude
decreases over time. The damped frequency is slightly lower than the natural frequency of the nondamped system (Figure 22).

Figure 20 – Qualitative over-damped oscillation. Adapted from (Leitão, 2014)

Figure 21 – Critically damped oscillator. Adapted from (Leitão, 2014)
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Figure 22 – Under-damped oscillator. Adapted from (Leitão, 2014)

The phenomena presented up to this point are sufficient to explain the simpler behaviour of
structures exclusively composed by rod elements (and, obviously, of movement constraints). Based on
these phenomena, many different truss-type structures can be analysed with the help of a computer.
Students are frequently faced with the task of solving structures by hand. If the cases they are presented
with are too complex, certain methods are used to viably solve them without the use of a computer. The
force method is a very simple method used for this purpose.

4.2.5 The Force Method
Based on the superposition principle, this method allows for the solution of linear hyperstatic
structures. Although being a very useful method some students struggle when posed with harder cases
and tend to forget it along the years due to lack of continuous practice.
Hyperstatic structures are statically indeterminate meaning that the static equilibrium equations
are insufficient for determining the internal forces and reactions in that structure. Compatibility equations
are thus required. A relatively easy way to calculate the forces that guarantee the compatibility
conditions in a static indeterminate structure subjected to specific loads is to use the force method. This
method requires the evaluation of the displacement discontinuities in a simplified structure (the base
structure) for every static unknown (reaction or internal force) followed by the enforcement of
compatibility.
For a structure with a static indeterminacy of order n, the method follows these steps:
1. Selection of the n hyperstatic unknowns (a pair of equal and opposed internal
forces/moments or a reaction).
2. Release selected chosen hyperstatic unknowns of the structure, creating an isostatic
structure (base structure). By releasing certain locations, displacement discontinuities
arise. Note that these are only virtual and only occur in the base structure.
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3. For each release:
a. Application, in the base structure, of a pair of unit forces/moments (if it is an internal
release) or a single unit force/moment (if it is an external release, a reaction) in the
position of the corresponding release.
𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒
b. Calculation of the displacement discontinuity (𝑑𝑖𝑗
, where 𝑖 and 𝑗 are the hyperstatic

forces and points indexes, respectively) on each discontinuity in the base structure.
4. Application, in the base structure, of the original load and calculation of the displacement
𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒
discontinuities (𝑑0𝑗
) in each discontinuity caused by it.

5. Calculation of the hyperstatic forces (𝑝𝑖 ) by solving the set of compatibility equations (25),
that is, by enforcing the conditions on the original indeterminate structure where the
discontinuities are all absent, 𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙 = 0.
𝑑0𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒
𝑑1𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒
𝑑1𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙 = 0
1
1
[
]=[ ⋮ ]+[ ⋮
⋮
𝑑𝑛𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙 = 0
𝑑0𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒
𝑑𝑛𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒
𝑛
1

…
⋱
…

𝑝1
𝑑𝑛𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒
1
⋮ ][ ⋮ ]
𝑝𝑛
𝑑𝑛𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒
𝑛

(25)

It is quite simple to illustrate the method for the case of structures with static indeterminacy of
order one (for the sake of simplicity) by using the corresponding simplified equation (26).
𝑑 𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙 = 0 = 𝑑0 + 𝑑1 𝑝

(26)

The formulation used here is not quite an implementation of the force method. It is rather an
adaptation that is easier to implement. What is relevant here is that, from the point of view of the user,
what the user is seeing in the window is an actual application of the force method, all the required steps
are being carried out and in the proper order.
Given that this program can calculate the deformations of structures without the help of this
method, it is possible to rewrite equation (26) with respect to the displacements (∆) instead of the
discontinuities (equation (27)).
∆𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙 ≠ 0 = ∆0 + ∆1 𝑝

(27)

Since only trusses are dealt with in this program, the static unknowns are only the reactions
and/or the axial internal forces in the rods (bars). In the case of internal forces, releases correspond
then to the removal of a bar and the displacements are the changes in the distances between the nodes
joined by the released bars.
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4.2.6 Collisions
The collision of bodies is commonly considered as an interaction between two bodies in a very
short period of time that changes each body’s motion. This change in motion is due to impulsive forces
exerted on each body caused by the collision itself. Considering the collision of two bodies (𝐴 and 𝐵)
with different masses (𝑚𝐴 and 𝑚𝐵 ) and initial velocities (𝑣𝐴 and 𝑣𝐵 ) in one dimension, as represented in
Figure 23, the two unknowns are the two bodies’ velocities after collision (𝑣′𝐴 and 𝑣′𝐵 ).

Figure 23 – Two particles about to collide over a single dimension. The presented positive sign
convention is but an example

The two equations used to find the velocities after collision are based on the conservation of
momentum and the change in kinematic energy. As nature dictates, the momentum of a body or a set
of bodies must be conserved unless stirred by an exterior force. Thus, if no exterior force is exerted over
the bodies (the impact forces are internal forces of the system), momentum is preserved. This fact is
clearly expressed by equation (28).
𝑚1 𝑣1 + 𝑚2 𝑣2 = 𝑚1 𝑣1′ + 𝑚2 𝑣′2

(28)

The kinetic energy of the system, on the other hand, is seldom constant (although, in the case
of conservative forces, the total, kinetic and potential, energy is). Depending on the kinetic energy’s
variation, collisions can be considered as inelastic, if it decreases, elastic, if there is no change and
super-elastic if it increases. Only the first two situations are approached here as the third is, commonly,
outside of the scope of the targeted students’ needs. The kinetic energy before and after collision (𝐾𝐸
and 𝐾𝐸′) can be related as equation (29) shows.
1
1
𝐾𝐸 1
1
2
2
𝑚1 𝑣12 + 𝑚2 𝑣22 =
( 𝑚1 𝑣 ′1 + 𝑚2 𝑣 ′ 2 )
′
2
2
𝐾𝐸 2
2

(29)

Solving this system of equations, it is now possible to know the velocity of both bodies after
collision. Considering that the coefficient of restitution (𝐶𝑅 ) is expressed by equation (30), equation (31)
and equation (32) can be written. The coefficient of restitution can be used to identify the type of collision:
0 for perfectly inelastic (the bodies go together after colliding), higher than 0 but lesser than 1 for inelastic
and 1 for elastic.

𝐶𝑅 =

𝑣′2 − 𝑣′1
𝑣1 − 𝑣2

(30)
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𝑣1′ =

𝐶𝑟 𝑚2 (𝑣2 − 𝑣1 ) + 𝑚1 𝑣1 + 𝑚2 𝑣2
𝑚1 + 𝑚2

(31)

𝑣2′ =

𝐶𝑟 𝑚1 (𝑣1 − 𝑣2 ) + 𝑚1 𝑣1 + 𝑚2 𝑣2
𝑚1 + 𝑚2

(32)

In multiple dimensional problems, the collision of two bodies can be solved resorting to these
two equations, considering the axis perpendicular to the tangent at the point of collision as the dimension
in which these equations are valid. The velocity of each body at the tangent axis is unchanged by the
collision (Figure 24).

Figure 24 – Collision of two particles inside a plane. The tangential and perpendicular components of
each velocity is visible alongside the tangential line

4.3 Finite Particle Method
4.3.1 Definition
This implemented method uses the Newton’s Laws to describe the behaviour of structures and
simulate collisions. In both cases particle elements which are assigned a value of mass are used.
To calculate a body’s acceleration under the effect of a force, Newton’s second law requires
each particle to have an assigned mass. Thus, particles are elements with mass, which is independent
of surrounding elements if the particle is isolated, but inherits it from the surrounding structure if
connected to other particles. Particle elements can be bound to each other through the rod elements.
These act as massless rods (as the structure’s mass is concentrated at the particles) and are
responsible for keeping particles relative position by applying forces between them

Such forces

correspond to the internal forces of the structure and are calculated based on their deformation. Ahead,
these two elements are further explained.

4.3.1.1 Particles
Particles are the basic entities of a physics engine. Particles have mass and can be subjected
to forces. They may be independent or free entities (meaning they are not linked to other particles) or
they may be ‘nodes’ within a structure. In both cases it is important to simulate its behaviour while
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subjected to forces, velocities, accelerations, and movement restrictions. However, as a free particle,
simulating the collision with others is essential, whereas as a structure’s node this loses its significance.
When a body, in a given instant, has a certain position, velocity and acceleration, and if the
function that describes the acceleration over time is known, it is possible to predict the position of the
particle at any future moment. The theoretical background behind this prediction, which was used to
implement the simulator, is presented here in the next subsections.

Motion
In order to know a particle’s position at a given time 𝑡 it is fundamental to know, besides the
acceleration’s function, the value of certain variables at the initial time (t 0 ). The necessary variables at
t 0 are its velocity, ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗,
𝑣0 and position, ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗.
𝑥0 Taking into account the relations stated in equation (33) and
equation (34), the position 𝑥⃗ at a time 𝑡 can be calculated by equation (35).
𝑡

𝑥⃗(𝑡) = ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑥0 + ∫ 𝑣⃗(𝑡) 𝑑𝑡

(33)

𝑡0
𝑡

𝑣⃗(𝑡) = ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑣0 + ∫ 𝑎⃗(𝑡) 𝑑𝑡

(34)

𝑡0
𝑡

𝑡

𝑡

𝑥⃗(𝑡) = ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑥0 + ∫ ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗𝑑𝑡
𝑣0 + ∬ 𝑎⃗(𝑡)𝑑𝑡𝑑𝑡 = ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑥0 + ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗𝑡
𝑣0 + ∬ 𝑎⃗(𝑡)𝑑𝑡 × 𝑡
𝑡0

𝑡0

(35)

𝑡0

For a constant acceleration ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑎0 over time, equation (35) can be easily rewritten as the very
straightforward equation (36), only requiring three initial values, ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗,
𝑥0 ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑣0 and ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗.
𝑎0

𝑥⃗ = ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑥0 + ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗𝑡
𝑣0 + ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑎0

𝑡2
2

(36)

Although simple and useful, this equation (36) is only valid for constant accelerations over time.
Given that the acceleration of a particle is hardly constant in this program (due to the ever changing
forces in structures), this equation becomes unsuitable. Equation (35), on the other hand, would
overcome this challenge, but not knowing the function that describes the acceleration over time for every
possible system hinders its use.
Consequently the solution found was to adopt equation (37) and equation (38). Although fairly
similar to equation (36), these are based on a small time-step and its initial values are the last values
calculated. Evidently, this requires to update not only the position but also the velocity and the
acceleration at every time-step. However, since keeping track of the acceleration and the velocity is
useful for calculating damping forces, collision forces or simply displaying the values to the user, the
extra calculations were not considered a drawback. It is interesting to compare the equation (37) to the
infinite Taylor series expansion of the exact solution (equation (39)) to understand that the used method
is an order two explicit method. It is, in fact, the second order Taylor method for ordinary differential
equations.
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𝑥𝑛+1 = ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑥𝑛 + ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗∆𝑡
𝑣𝑛 + ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑎𝑛

∆𝑡 2
2

𝑣𝑛+1 = ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑣𝑛 + ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗∆𝑡
𝑎𝑛

⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ = ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑥(𝑡)
𝑥(𝑡0 )(𝑡 − 𝑡0 ) + ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑥̇ (𝑡0 )(𝑡 − 𝑡0 ) + ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑥̈ (𝑡0 )

(𝑡 − 𝑡0 )2
(𝑡 − 𝑡0 )2
+ ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑥⃛(𝑡0 )
+⋯
2!
3!

(37)

(38)

(39)

The above equations describe the kinematics of the motion of the particle, but the effect of the
forces acting on the particle is not being accounted for. To be capable of such description while not
disregarding forces, the relation between the applied forces and their corresponding accelerations must
be found, the equations of dynamics need to be solved.

Forces
Physically, for a particle, the source of the applied force is of no importance. However in this
program, to simplify the coding process and the implementation of other functionalities, it is convenient
to organize the forces as external forces and internal forces. The internal forces correspond to the forces
resulting from the attached rods. The external forces are all the remaining forces.
Ultimately all forces end summed up as one, that is, the resultant force is found, accelerating
the particle once every time step based on equation (40) (where 𝑚 stands for the particles mass and ⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝐹𝑛
the applied force).

𝑎𝑛 =
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗

⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝐹𝑛
𝑚

(40)

Forces can originate from many sources, however, many times the particle does not directly
receive the value of the force but an imposed acceleration or an instant variation of velocity (that is, its
momentum is changed). This imposition must be first converted into a force and only then applied to the
particle.

Imposed Acceleration
When an acceleration is forced upon a particle, its force is calculated based on equation (41).

⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝐹𝑛 = 𝑚𝑎
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑛

(41)

Instant velocity variation
In certain cases the velocity of the particle must be changed in a brief period of time. If the period
of time is so small that it can be considered instantaneous, a force is calculated and applied once so
that the particle changes its velocity in a single time step. Because in this discrete analysis the properties
of the elements remain constant during each time step, the applied force responsible for the change in
velocity is also considered constant. Consequently so is the acceleration, and equation (42) is valid.
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𝐹⃗𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡 =

⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
∆𝑣
𝑚
∆𝑡

(42)

⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ is the velocity change given by equation (43), ∆𝑡 is the time step and 𝐹⃗𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡 the
Where ∆𝑣
instantaneous force.

⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
∆𝑣 = 𝑣⃗𝑛+1 − 𝑣⃗𝑛

(43)

One particularly important source of forces are particle constraints. These apply a force to the
particle such that its movement over one or both axes is null.

Constraints
As mentioned, particles can be constrained over the horizontal or the vertical axis, allowing
them to act as restraints in a structure. This is achieved by simply applying a force in the particle that
equals the applied forces but with opposite direction

Collision
The collision of particles must first be detected and only then simulated. The first step is easily
achieved as particles’ geometric shape is simple: a circle of a known radius. Having the position of both
particles, if at any time step inequation (44) is valid then a collision has occurred (Figure 25).

𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒′𝑠 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 ≤ 𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒 1 + 𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑠𝑝𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒 2

(44)

Figure 25 – Two overlapping particles

Adapting equations (31) (32) to take into account the time steps, the perpendicular velocity of
both particles can be calculated (the tangential velocity does not change) by equations (45) (46).

𝑣1 𝑛+1 =

𝐶𝑟 𝑚2 (𝑣2 𝑛 − 𝑣1 𝑛 ) + 𝑚1 𝑣1 𝑛 + 𝑚2 𝑣2 𝑛
𝑚1 + 𝑚2

(45)

𝑣2 𝑛+1 =

𝐶𝑟 𝑚1 (𝑣1 𝑛 − 𝑣2 𝑛 ) + 𝑚1 𝑣1 𝑛 + 𝑚2 𝑣2 𝑛
𝑚1 + 𝑚2

(46)
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The coefficient of restitution (𝐶𝑟 ) being a known value.
When inequation (44) is verified, the particles are overlapping and the program separates them
by imposing a new position. Each particle is pushed away by half of the overlapping distance in each
direction (horizontal and vertical). Thus, the new position, over each coordinate, of each particle (𝑝𝑜𝑠1
and 𝑝𝑜𝑠2 ) is given by equation (47).

𝑝𝑜𝑠1 𝑛+1 = 𝑝𝑜𝑠1 𝑛 ±

𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑔
2

(47)

Note that the particle’s mass, crucial for most physical phenomena simulations in this program,
may vary significantly depending on whether it is a free particle or a structure’s node. In the first situation
the mass is simply the mass of the single particle, whilst in the second situation the mass must be
representative of the mass of the surrounding structural elements.

Mass
The mass of free or nodal particles must be calculated differently for each situation. When
isolated, mass is a property that is independent of the remaining elements. When it belongs to a
structure, though, mass must be equal to half the mass of the attached rods. Thus, the mass of a particle,
when in a structure, is given by equation (48) (being 𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒 the mass of the particle and 𝑚𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑖 the
mass of the attached rod of index 𝑖).

𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒 =

∑ 𝑚𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑖
2

(48)

4.3.1.2 Rods
Rods act as pairs of particle’s relative constraints, i.e. elements that, by applying forces, try to
maintain the relative positions of two different particles in accordance to Hooke’s Law. As such, it is
responsible for connecting particles and transferring forces between them. Hence, it is considered a
fundamental element in the construction of structures.
Although forces cannot be applied to this element (it is massless), this element is capable of
applying forces to its connected particles. These forces, however, are not independent of the rod’s
particles. As such, the rod element accesses the necessary properties from its attached particles and
calculates the corresponding forces.
In order for the simulation’s results to better represent reality, rods are defined with the
properties in Table 1.
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Table 1 – Implemented rod’s properties. Adapted from Celsius® 355 hot finished circular hollow sections
catalogue (Tata Steel, 2014)

Outside
Diameter [mm]

Thickness
[mm]

Mass [kg/m]

Sectional Area
[cm2]

88.9

2.9

6.15

7.84

Elastic
Modulus
[GPa]
210

Stiffness
[kN]
164640

Depending on the current length of the rod and its rest length, the rod will push the particles
away (if compressed) or bring them closer together (if in tension) in accordance to Hooke’s Law.

Hooke’s Law
The intensity of the Hooke’s force, if the rod’s behaviour is linear elastic, can be calculated, as
mentioned before, by equation (7). For each time step, this expression can be rewritten as equation
(49).

𝐹𝐻 𝑛 = 𝐸𝐴𝜀𝑛

(49)

For this equation, the strain of the rod must be known for the 𝑛𝑡ℎ time step. Again, similarly to
what was illustrated in equation (6), the rod’s strain at such time step can be calculated by equation
(50).

𝜀𝑛 =

∆𝐿𝑛
𝐿

(50)

For a rod with a plastic deformation 𝜀𝑝 𝑛 , the axial force can be calculated by equation (51).
𝐹𝐻 𝑛 = 𝐸𝐴(𝜀𝑛 − 𝜀𝑝 𝑛 )

(51)

Naturally, if the current deformation is negative (compressed rod) the particles must be pushed
away, and if positive, pulled back. The angle of the applied axial force is, evidently, the same as that of
the rod’s.
As explained in chapter 4.2.2 Hooke’s Law, Hooke’s Law leads to a never-ending oscillation
around an equilibrium point with a constant amplitude. To prevent the analysis from not converging,
some kind of frictional/damping force must be implemented. Dampers, as illustrated in chapter 4.2.4
Rod Damping, have that effect.

Damping
The damping force is proportional to the velocity of the rod, as explained in 4.2.4 Rod Damping
and it is applied along the rod’s axis. For each time step n, the force can be calculated resorting to
equation (52). The velocity 𝑣𝑛 is the relative velocity at the time step n of the connected particles
projected over the rod axis.
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𝐹𝑑 = −𝐶 × 𝑣𝑛

(52)

From a structure analysis point of view, simulating solely the behaviour of linear elastic materials
may not be enough. On the other hand, the linear elastic - perfectly plastic model returns good results,
being capable of representing the behaviour of broadly used construction materials for a range of loads
and conditions of interest.

Linear Elastic – Perfectly Plastic Model
According to the linear elastic – perfectly plastic model, as the rods’ axial force attains its
maximum capacity (𝐹𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 ), the rod yields, allowing for an increase in deformation without an increase in
force. Hence, the excess deformation (∆𝜀) after this point is considered to be plastic deformation (𝜀𝑝 ). It
contrasts with what happens before reaching the maximum force, as at that point increasing deformation
is considered to be elastic (𝜀𝑒𝑙 ). This is well expressed by equation (53).

{

∆𝜀 = ∆𝜀𝑒𝑙 𝑖𝑓 ‖𝐹‖ < ‖𝐹𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 ‖
∆𝜀 = ∆𝜀𝑝 𝑖𝑓 ‖𝐹‖ ≥ ‖𝐹𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 ‖

(53)

Being 𝐹 the Hooke’s force if calculated without taking into account the plasticity of the rod
(equation (7)). This equation can also be rewritten in order to the elastic limit deformation (𝜀𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 )
(equation (54)).
∆𝜀 = ∆𝜀𝑒𝑙 𝑖𝑓 ‖𝜀‖ < ‖𝜀𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 ‖
{
∆𝜀 = ∆𝜀𝑝𝑙 𝑖𝑓 ‖𝜀‖ ≥ ‖𝜀𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 ‖

(54)

Being the elastic limit deformation at time step 𝑛 given by equation (55).

{

𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝜀𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐
𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 𝑛 = 𝜀𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 + 𝜀𝑝 𝑛
𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛

𝜀𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡

𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛

𝑛

= 𝜀𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 + 𝜀𝑝 𝑛

(55)

𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛

𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛
In which the 𝜀𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐
𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 and 𝜀𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 represent the maximum elastic variation in

tension and in compression. These are given by equation (56).

𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝜀𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐
𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 =

𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝐹𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔
𝐸𝐴
𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛

{

𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝜀𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒

=

𝐹𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔

(56)

𝐸𝐴

The plastic deformation at a time step 𝑡𝑛 can be calculated based on equation (57).

{
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𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝜀𝑝𝑙 𝑛 = 𝜀𝑛 − 𝜀𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐
𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 𝑖𝑓 𝜀 > 𝜀𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡
𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛

𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛

𝜀𝑝𝑙 𝑛 = 𝜀𝑛 − 𝜀𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 𝑖𝑓 𝜀 < 𝜀𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡

(57)

Coupling equation (57) with equation (51), the linear elastic – perfectly plastic model,
represented by Figure 19, can be simulated.
These equations are sign sensitive, meaning a sign convention exist for compression and
tension.

4.3.2 Implementation
Particles and rods are central in this simulator as they are indispensable for the simulation of a
structure using the Finite Particle Method. Although particles are characterized by a set of properties
and rods by another, each individual particle’s and rod’s properties’ values are distinct. Therefore, each
one of these elements is defined by a class, PhysicalParticle and PhysicalRod, respectively. A third
auxiliary element, named environment, is used to apply forces and accelerations (such as wind loads
and gravity) to a group particles. For this element the class Environment was implemented.
Through this chapter, the approach taken to implement the previously explained physical
phenomena will be explained. It is worthy of note that this is but part of a whole, meaning that, by
themselves, the classes here explained are incapable of any simulation.

4.3.2.1 Particle
Although unique, as each particle has its own set of attribute values, all particles share the same
set of attributes. For this reason a class PhysicalParticle is defined, and as a result, simulated particles
are objects of the PhysicalParticle class.

Attributes
In order to simulate the physical behaviour of particles, attributes related to its spatial and its
mechanical properties must be defined. Each particle also has a set of connected rods, which is stored
in a specific attribute.
connected_rods – Rods connected to the particle are stored in this attribute using a list. A
particle is not attached to any rod at the moment of its creation, thus the initial value of this attribute is
an empty list.

Spatial Attributes
original_pos – The Cartesian position of the particle at the moment of its creation is stored as
a two indexed tuple inside this attribute. The values of both coordinates can be any real number. Its
initial value is received by the initializer as an argument.
pos – The Cartesian position of the particle at the most recent simulated instant is stored in this
attribute as a list. Its initial value is the same as the original position attribute’s (original_pos), except it
is a list and not a tuple.
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delta_pos – the Cartesian difference between the original position and the current position of a
particle is stored, once more, as a list in this attribute. This attribute is put to use by the graphical
interface (chapter 6 Rendering Engine), being its main reason to be. Its initial value is the difference
between the current position and the original position attributes (pos and original_pos).
radius – The radius of the particle is a required attribute particularly for the case of particle
collisions simulation. Its value is a float type and can assume any positive real value. Its initial value is
received by its initializer as an argument.

Mechanical Attributes
time_step – the time step in use is not dependent on each particle as every particle must be
simulated with the same time step. Thus, it is defined as a class attribute. It can assume any positive
real value, but its initial value is 0.0000001, as in most tested situations it led to good results without
taking too long to reach convergence.
coef_restitution – as the coefficient of restitution used for the collision simulations does not
belong to a single body but a combination of colliding bodies, it is defined as a class attribute, being,
then, its value the same for every particle. It can assume real values between 0.0 and 1.0, but its initial
value is 1.0, so that collision is set to elastic by default.
mass – The mass of the particle is stored as an attribute with the float type. It can assume
positive real values. Its initial value is the one returned by the method calculateMass.
forces, accels – Represented by its polar coordinates, the resultant force applied to the particle
and its total acceleration is assigned to this attribute. Their coordinates are stored inside a dictionary of
vectors. The value for both the angle and the scalar length is a real number. Its initial value is
{'angle':[0.0], 'scalar':[0.0]}.
user_applied_forces, user_applied_accels – The polar coordinates of the forces and the
accelerations applied by the user are stored as a dictionary of vectors in this attribute. Each applied
force or applied acceleration is inside the pair of lists of the dictionary of vectors. Again, the domain of
its angles and scalar lengths are all real numbers. Its initial value is {'angle':[0.0], 'scalar':[0.0]}.
internal_forces, external_forces – The internal and external forces are both stored in these
attributes. Their polar coordinates are represented as a dictionary of vectors and, as such, each
dictionary’s keyword holds a list of the angles/scalar lengths of the internal or external forces applied to
the particle. Any real number can be assigned to both angles and scalars. Its initial value is
{'angle':[0.0], 'scalar':[0.0]}.
constraint – Since particles can be restrained in both the horizontal axis and the vertical axis,
this attribute exists. This attribute is a list type with two indexes, one for each axis much like the pos
attribute. If the index’s value is 0.0, no constraint is applied over the corresponding axis, otherwise the
constraint is applied. Its initial value is [0.0, 0.0].
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Methods
The methods implemented are meant to be either private our shared with class users. Python
does not deal with this kind of distinction and this is not that relevant in the current program.
Nevertheless, the methods are displayed as such, that the methods up to (and including)
changePhysicsVariables are used and meant to be used from outside, while the remaining are meant
to be private.


__init__ – When an object of the PhysicalParticle class is created, this method is
automatically called, acting as its initializer, defining and initializing its attribute.



updatePhysicalParticle – Updates the physical particle attributes on a time step basis.



addInternalForce – Adds a new force to the existing internal forces.



addExternalForce – Adds a new force to the existing external forces.



connectRod – Connects a new rod to the particle and recalculates its mass.



deleteRod – Deletes a connected rod from the particle and recalculates its mass.



imposedAccelToForce – Calculates the imposed accelerations’ corresponding forces
and adds them to the external forces attribute of the particle.



getPhysicsChangeableVariables – The attributes (and values) that can be manually
changed in ‘properties mode’ must be obtained through this method.



changePhysicsVariables – Changes the values of chosen, and changeable, attributes
to the new ones from the ‘properties mode’. Attributes that are not chosen keep their
previous value.



addForces – Calculates the result of the sum of a group of forces.



move – Calculates the new position of the particle, and its position variation compared
to the original position.



particleCollision – Checks if the particle is in collision with others. If it is, changes its
own velocity and of the particles it collided with.



calculateMass - Calculates the mass of the particle taking into account the existence
or inexistence of connected rods and, if they do exist, their density. If no rod is
connected to the particle then the mass assumes 1 as its value. Any real number higher
than 0 could be accepted, however, since a unit mass allows a more direct relation
between the value of the force and the corresponding acceleration, this was chosen
over other possibilities.



forceToAccel – Calculates the acceleration of the particle due to the applied force.



instantVelToForce – Calculates the necessary force to change the velocity of the
particle into an imposed value.



accelerate – Calculates the new velocity of the particle based on its acceleration and
the time step.



instantVelToForce – This method calculates the necessary force to change the
velocity of the particle into an imposed value.
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Accelerate - Calculates the new velocity of the particle based on its acceleration and
the time step.



calculateConstraintReaction – Calculates the force to be applied by the constraint to
the particle (if the particle is constrained).



Reset – Resets the necessary particle attributes into its initial values. The only attributes
which require a reset are the internal, external and total forces and the total
accelerations of the particle.

4.3.2.2 Rod
Being indispensable for the simulation of structures, rods are the second main element in this
program.
Distinct rods can have distinct properties’ values, however, properties are still the same.
Similarly to particles, rods are defined as objects of a class PhysicalRod in order to be simulated. As
objects of one same class, rods distinguish themselves through distinct attributes’ values.

Attributes
Any instance of a rod object must have a variety of attributes that represent its physical
properties. These could be separated into two groups: spatial attributes and mechanical attributes.
Besides spatial and mechanical attributes, any rod also has two other attributes. One in which its
attached particles are stored, and another to indicate whether the rod is to act as the chosen removable
element in the adapted force method or not.
attached_particles – When a new rod object is created, two particles must be connected to it.
It is, then, impossible to create a rod without choosing two particles to act as its nodes. Thus, the
information of which pair of particles is attached is stored in this attribute, whose value is a list with the
two connected particle objects as its entries. Its initial value is received by the initializer as an argument.
discontinuity – If a rod is chosen as the static indeterminacy of the adapted force method, then
it will still exist inside the new base structure, but this attribute’s value will change, being then recognized
by the program as the removed element and using it accordingly. Its initial value is received by the
initializer as an argument.

Spatial Attributes
pos1, pos2 – The position of the rod can be represented by the position of its two end nodes.
Because the rod always has a particle attached at each end, the position of the end nodes is always the
same as the position of its respective attached particle. Each position attribute (one for each end node)
is a list of Cartesian coordinates. Its initial value is the position of the two PhysicalParticle objects
attached.
angle_p1_to_p2, angle_p2_to_p1 – Although redundant, the angle of the rod is also stored as
an attribute of each rod. This is due to the increase in code flexibility that storing such information adds.
In fact, for this same flexibility increase, it is both the angle of the rod from the first particle to the second
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particle (angle_p1_to_p2) and vice-versa (angle_p2_to_p1) that are stored as floats. The angles can
assume any value as long as it is a real number. Its initial value is calculated by the calculateAngles
method.
rest_length, current_deformation – Finally the rest length of each rod and current deformation
(at each time step) are also stored as attributes and, due to its nature, its values are of the float type.
The rest length can be any real value as longs as it is positive, whereas the current deformation can
also be negative and zero. Its initial values are calculated by, respectively, the calculateLength, the
calculateDeformation methods.
delta_length – the current length variation (at each time step) is stored as a float attribute. It
can assume any real number as its value. Its initial value is the result of equation (50) but in respect to
∆𝐿𝑛 .

Mechanical Attributes
stiffness – an attribute that stores the value of the stiffness of the rod as a float. It can be any
real number higher than 0. Its initial value is 164640.0, as it is the stiffness of the implemented rod (Table
1).
damp_coef – an attribute that stores the value of the damping coefficient of the rod as a float.
It can be any real number higher than 0. Its initial value is 100.0 as it usually allows the simulation to
converge without slowing it down too much.
strength – an attribute that stores the values of the rod’s axial strength (corresponding to the
yield stress). Since the tensile and compressive strengths can be different, this attribute stores a list of
two indexes, the first for the compressive strength and the second for the tensile strength. The value of
both strengths is a float type value. A value of 0.0 is interpreted by the program as, physically, limitless
strength. The accepted values for each strength are any values equal to or lesser than 0 for the
compressive strength and higher than or equal to 0 for the tensile strength. This attribute has [0.0, 0.0]
as its initial value so that new rods don’t have a strength limit.
hooke_force – the current rod’s force is stored inside this attribute as a float. Its initial value is
calculated by the rodHookeForce method.
damping_force – the current rod’s damping force is stored inside this attribute as a float. Its
initial value is calculated by the rodDamping method.
axial_force – an attribute that stores the force to be applied to the rod’s particles as a float
value. Its initial value is given by the rodHookeForce method.
plasticity – in order to know whether the rod is in plastic state or not, this attribute is used. Its
value is a Boolean type, having the value True when the rod is in plastic state and False otherwise. Its
initial value is False in order for new rods to start in its elastic state.
plastic_deformation – the accumulated plastic deformation of the rod is stored as positive float
(including 0.0) inside this attribute. Its initial value is 0.0 as this way rods start without plastic deformation.
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delta_elastic_deformation – taking into account the rod’s axial strength, the range of its
deformation that falls into the elastic state can be calculated and assigned to this attribute. Its value is a
list with two indexes, the first for the deformation under compression and the second for under tension.
Both deformations can be positive real numbers, including 0.0. Its initial value is calculated with by
calculatedDeltaElasticDeformation method.
elastic_limit_deformation – the deformation at which point the rod yields is stored as a list in
this attribute. This list comprises two entries, the first for deformation under compression and the second
under tension. Its values can be real numbers equal to or higher than 0. Its initial value is calculated by
equation (55).
density – The rod’s density is also an attribute of the rod which is stored as a float. Its initial
value is 0.0615 (Table 1), although any real number higher than 0.0 is valid.

Methods
As with the case of particles, the methods of the PhysicalRod are to be either called from an
outsider or from other methods of this class. This distinction is not hardcoded, but the order in which the
methods

are

hereby

presented

does

have

it

in

account.

The

first

methods

up

to

changePhysicsVariables can be considered to be safe to access from the outside, whilst the remaining
are meant to be called from the inside as support.


__init__ – Acts as an initializer of the PhysicalRod objects and it is called the moment
the object is created.



updatePhysicalRod – Each time step, with the appropriate class method each physical
rod updates once. This method updates the rod position attributes, the forces it
generates, its plastic state, and the forces sent to the attached particles.



getPhysicsChangeableVariables – Updates the rod position attributes, the forces it
generates, its plastic state, and the forces sent to the attached particles.



changePhysicsVariables – Changes the values of chosen changeable attributes while
keeping the values of non-chosen attributes.



updateRodPosition – The rod’s end nodes coordinates, its angle, its current
deformation and its current length are updated each time step with this method.



rodHookeForce – Calculates the force’s intensity of the rod.



rodDamping – Calculates the damping force intensity (positive or negative).



rodResultantForce – Calculates the sum of the Hooke’s force and the damping force.



checkPlasticity – Checks whether the rod is in plastic state or not, and if it is, updates
the plastic deformation and the elastic limit deformation of the rod.



calculateAngles – Calculates the angles of the rod axis from the first particle to the
second and vice-versa.



calculateLength – Calculates the current length of the rod based on the position of
both end nodes.
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calculateDeformation – This method calculates the current deformation of the rod.



calculateDeltaElasticDeformation – This method calculates the elastic deformation
range for both the rod in compression and in tension.



forceToParticles – Applies the rod’s force to the attached particles taking into account
the angle of each force (one for each particle).

4.3.2.3 Environment
In order to ease the implementation of the simulation of particles’ and structures’ behaviour, the
class Environment is implemented.
Each group of particles can simultaneously be affected by a single environment element. This
element can apply forces and accelerations to groups of particles. Different environments can have
different properties and this is implemented by allowing changes to their individual attributes values. As
such, the presented attributes and methods are instanced.

Attributes
name – an attribute that stores a string value. Its use is not relevant for the implemented physics
engine but for the rendering engine, as was mentioned in chapter 3 Fundamental Aspects. Its initial
value is the string ‘environment’.
acceleration – this attribute stores a list of polar coordinates that represents the angle and the
intensity of the acceleration. It represents the acceleration to be applied to every particle. If its angle is
𝜋/2 then it can be considered as the gravity of the system. Both list indexes can be assigned any real
number. Its initial value is [0, 0], meaning that no acceleration is applied to the particles when they are
created.
force – a list of polar coordinates are stored in this attribute. Represents the force to be applied
to every particle. Both list indexes can be assigned any real number. Its initial value [0, 0], not applying
any acceleration to its particles when created.

Methods
Only the last method presented, changeVariables is to be considered as private.


applyToParticles – Applies to the received group of particles the environment’s
acceleration and force.



getChangeableVariables – Gets the names of the manually changeable variables and
the respective values to be displayed in the ‘properties mode’.



changePhysicsVariables – This method changes the values of changeable attributes
chosen in the ‘properties mode’ while keeping the remaining unaltered.
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5 Event Handling
5.1 Definition
Commonly used in video games, events are occurring situations of interest as they represent a
potential change in the state of the game. Usually these are associated with user input, but in more
complex cases it can be in-game occurrences (in fact, most current video games’ events are not limited
to player’s input). These events must be registered by the system in order to be stored and for the
system to respond accordingly when they occur. Thus, event systems are integrated into game engines
in such way that events can be stored and later interpreted by the event handler (Gregory, 2009). For a
program that seeks interaction with its users, being able to correctly handle such events is of paramount
importance. In this program, implemented events differ from mode to mode. Thus, each mode’s events
are presented in the next sections.

Simulation Mode Functionalities
Closing the program – press ‘close window’ icon.
Shift game mode to ‘pause mode’ – press ‘escape’ key.

Pause Mode Functionalities
Closing the program – press ‘close window’ icon.
Shift the game mode to ‘save mode’ – press ‘s’ key.
Shift the game mode to ‘load mode’ – press ‘d’ key.
Shift the game mode to ‘force method mode’ – press ‘k’ key.
Shift the game mode to ‘properties mode’ – press ‘return’ key. The input window will
correspond to the selected element.
Shift game mode to ‘simulation mode’ – press ‘escape’ key while no particle, rod or grid is
selected.
Create a new grid – press ‘g’ key.
Create a new particle object under the mouse – press ‘p’ key.
Create a new rod object under the mouse – press ‘l’ key.
Delete selected particle, rod or grid – press ‘delete’ key.
Select particle, rod or grid – press a mouse button over the particle, rod or grid.
Unselect Element – press ‘escape’ key while a particle, a rod or grid is selected.
Change grid – press ‘h’ key.
Turn force diagrams On or Off – press ‘i’ when no particle nor rod is selected.
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Turn selected element’s force diagrams On or Off – press ‘i’ when a particle or a rod is
selected.

Properties, Save and Load Mode Functionalities
Closing the program – press ‘close window’ icon.
Shift the game mode to ‘pause mode’ – press ‘escape’ key while no box is selected.
Select box – press a mouse button over a box while none is selected.
Unselect box and apply new value – press ‘return’ while a box is selected.
Writing inside a box – press permitted keys.
Fully undo what was written inside selected box – press ‘escape’ key while having a
selected box.
Although, in terms of functionalities, these three modes are identical, what can be written inside
the boxes in the properties mode is different from the save and load mode. In the former only numbers,
the minus sign and the decimal dot can be used, while in the latter letters are also acceptable (not case
sensitive). A table presenting this information in an organized and succinct manner may be found in
Appendix C.

Force Method Mode Functionalities
Part 1 and from 3 to 7
Closing the program – press ‘close window’ icon.
Shift the game mode to ‘pause mode’ – press ‘escape’.
Shift to section 2 – press ‘k’.
Turn force diagrams On or Off – press ‘i’.

Part 2
Closing the program – press ‘close window’ icon.
Shift the game mode to ‘pause mode’ – press ‘escape’.
Select a particle or a rod - press a mouse button over the particle or rod.
Selecting the vertical or the horizontal reaction of a support as the hyperstatic element –
press ‘y’ or ‘x’ key (for the vertical or horizontal reaction, respectively) while a particle with both
constraints active is selected.
Shift to section 3 – press ‘k’.
Turn force diagrams On or Off – press ‘i’.
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5.2 Implementation
As previously shown in Figure 2, Figure 3, Figure 8 and Figure 9, event handling is done in
every game mode. By executing an appropriate function inside each game mode loop, the program
checks for occurring events and the corresponding instruction is issued.
Depending on the situation the outcome of any given event may differ. The possible situations
are mainly categorised by game modes, but even inside the same game mode consequences can vary
according to the situation at hand.
Although being different modes, the properties mode, save mode and load mode functionalities
are quite similar. As such, the code responsible for handling the events during these modes is
aggregated as one.
Even though every mode resorts to the event handler, the event handler is implemented as a
single function. This means that the event handler function is called by every mode, even though the
expected outcome for each event differs. To accomplish it, the event handler function is sectioned by ‘if’
statements, one for each group of expected outcomes. Being that the properties, the save and the load
modes have similar consequences for occurring events, these have been grouped together. Thus, the
event handler is separated into 4 major sections:


the ‘simulation mode’



the ‘pause mode’



the ‘properties’, the ‘save’ and the ‘load’ modes



the ‘force method mode’

Aside from the event handler functions, additional functions with the purpose of supporting the
event handler were defined. They are used to avoid repeating tranches of code and to better place larger
portions of code. In this way the code of the program is more organized and, consequently, more userfriendly. Ahead, in chapter 5.2.2 Event Handler’s Auxiliary Functions, these are enumerated and further
explained.
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5.2.1 checkEvents
This function acts as the event handler of the program. It is called any time the events are to be
checked and their consequences executed.

5.2.2 Event Handler’s Auxiliary Functions
The nine functions explained in this chapter were defined to improve the accessibility and
flexibility of the event handler’s code.


quitGame – This recurring function is called whenever the program is to be closed. It
avoids the program from being incorrectly shut down, continuing to consume unused
resources.



changeSelectedElement – Changes the selected element into a new element chosen
by the user or into a default element.



changeGrid – Unselects the grid in use and selects the one that follows in the list



addGrid – Creates a new grid object and changes the displayed grid into the newest
addition.



addParticle – Creates a new particle in the position of the mouse. If a grid is present
and the mouse is close enough to one of its lines, the particle snaps to the grid at the
point the nearest to the mouse.



addRod – This function is used to create new rods connecting two chosen particles.



deleteElement – Deletes selected particle, rod or grid.



selectBox – This function is used any time a box is to be selected or unselected. It
checks whether any box is selected and selects and unselects the existing boxes
accordingly.



switchDiagrams – Switches the diagrams of all elements on or off. If an element is
selected then only the diagrams of that element change.
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6 Rendering Engine
6.1 Definition
A graphical user interface, also known as GUI, is a type of interface that has a heavy focus on
displaying information graphically and allowing users to interact with the program through displayed
visual indicators (such as icons and objects).
Because one of the program’s objectives is to allow the visualisation of not only physical
phenomena in real time, but also the values of the physical elements properties, two distinct types of
windows are used. One is responsible for displaying the main physical elements – the particles and the
rods – and their behaviour in real time, while the other exists to display the values of said elements’
properties. Although this is their main purpose, both windows are capable of displaying more information
of interest to the user. These two types of windows are named the finite particle method windows (FPM
windows) and the input windows.
Inside the FPM window the particles and rods will be represented as circles and lines,
respectively. The physical simulator, however, is not responsible for the transformation of its results into
data to be used by the FPM window. This job is delegated to another section of the program, which
receives the physical simulator’s results, transforms it into the corresponding geometrical data and then
hands it to the FPM window so that it may be displayed.
In the next sections these concepts are developed.

6.1.1 FPM Window
A window of this type can display physical elements as geometrical figures and can be easily
updated to match the new information given by the physical simulator. Since this window is dedicated
to displaying the existing physical elements, it is the one used by the ‘simulation mode’, the ‘pause
mode’ and the ‘force method mode’.
Here, the position of every particle must be shown and, consequently, so does the rod’s. This
means that when analysing a structure, its deformation can be represented. However, since the
displacements can be too small to be discernible, an option to change the displacements scale exists
(chapter 3.1.3 Properties Mode) giving result to Figure 26.

Figure 26 – Scale comparison. At the left, a structure with an undiscernible deformation. At the right, the same
structure and the same load but with a bigger scale
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It must also be possible for the forces applied to the particles and the rods’ axial forces to be
displayed, and preferably, have a distinguishable visual indicator of whether the rod is in compression
or in tension. As such, this window can display the force’s diagrams of the existing elements, using
contrasting colours to differentiate compressed rods (blue) from tensioned ones (red), as represented
in Figure 27.

Figure 27 – Force’s diagram.

Another extremely important aspect that must be clear to the user is the yielding of the rods. To
better demonstrate the non-linear behaviour of materials and their consequences on the behaviour of
structures that include them, an indicator is present that clarifies which rod (or rods) is yielding. This is
achieved turning the colour of yielding rods violet, as shown in Figure 28.

Figure 28 – Rod yielding in a structure

Although the explained window’s functionalities are shared between the three modes, some
smaller differences still remain. Only the ‘simulation mode’ is fully characterized by the present concepts,
as such, the next two sections are dedicated to the ‘pause’ and ‘force method’ modes’ individual
characteristics’ explanation.

6.1.1.1 Pause Mode
During the pause mode it is possible to select particles, rods or the displayed grid. These
elements, when selected, are displayed in red in order for the user to tell them apart from the remaining.
Since only one of these elements can be selected at a time, it follows that only one will display the red
colour, as visible in Figure 29. In this image the word ‘Pause’ can also be seen in the upper left corner
of the window, indicating that, indeed, it is the ‘pause mode’ that is active.
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Figure 29 – A selected element in red among unselected elements in black

6.1.1.2 Force Method Mode
As, while applying the force method to solve a structure, three systems (structure and forces)
must be dealt with (chapter 4.2.5 The Force Method), the window must, preferably, display the three
systems side by side. Thus, its width is thrice that of the window used in the ‘simulations’ and ‘pause’
modes, giving the user the possibility to observe the deformation and the force’s diagrams of each
system simultaneously. Similarly to the ‘pause mode’, the message ‘Force method’ can be read in the
upper left corner of the window. Additionally, given that the adapted force method is sectioned in seven
different parts (as explained in 3.1.6 Force Method Mode), the window also displays a message stating
what the program is doing or which kind of input is expected from the user (Figure 30).

Figure 30 – Force method mode: three final parts of each set
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6.1.2 Input Window
The main purpose of this type of windows is, generally speaking, to display information to the
user in a readable form, and hand the user a simple way to input values into the program. Specifically,
this means displaying the values of element’s properties and allowing the user to manually change them,
or giving the user a way to name a file to load or to save. These functionalities, as explained in chapter
3.1 Game Modes Definition, correspond to the ‘properties’, ‘load’ and ‘save’ modes.
Through organized interactive boxes this information is displayed (as previously seen in Figure
5). Each box is assigned a title (above it) and a value (inside it). What the title or the contents of each
box are depends on the active mode.
Considering that the number of boxes can vary significantly, it is of utmost importance to
differentiate a selected box from the ones that remain, so that the user can tell them apart. Thus,
selected boxes are displayed in red, contrary to the unselected boxes, which are white. To know to
which element or to which mode the input window belongs to, a heading is displayed with the name of
the element or with ‘Load’ or ‘Save’ (Figure 31).

Figure 31 – Editable properties of a rod. A selected box in red is visible among unselected ones in white
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6.1.3 Particle and Rod Elements’ Graphical Components
The results of the physical simulation must be treated, through the appropriate means, in order
to be displayed in the FPM window. This is achieved by, conceptually, using particle and rod elements
that contain a physical and a graphical component. After the physical simulation has dealt with the
physical component, it hands to the corresponding element its results. These results are then correctly
given to the graphical component through the element. The graphical component holds the responsibility
of transforming those physical results into data interpretable by the FPM window.
In this chapter only the graphical component of particles and rods is further analysed, leaving
the explanation of the remaining concepts to the implementation section ahead.

6.1.3.1 Graphical Particles
Particles are represented as a dark, empty, circle with a diameter of 10 pixels. When selected,
their colour turns red, allowing an easy identification of the selected element among the remaining
(Figure 32).

Figure 32 – Unselected and selected particles comparison

As explained previously, since the displacements of the particles can be very small, a
changeable scale factor is used. The position of the displayed particle, 𝑝𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑑 , is then calculated
based on its position at the moment of creation, 𝑝0 , on the position variation, ∆𝑝 (calculated by the
physical simulator) and on the scale factor in use, 𝑆𝑐, by equation (58).

𝑝𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑑 = 𝑝0 + ∆𝑝 × 𝑆𝑐

(58)

It is possible to display the external forces applied to a particle, as represented in Figure 33.
The represented forces are always the horizontal and vertical components of the result of every external
force applied, facilitating the easy understanding of the system of forces applied to a structure.

Figure 33 – Particle’s forces diagram

Particles constrained in any of the two directions are represented with the corresponding
constraint (Figure 34).
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Figure 34 – Constraint types. From left to right: horizontal, vertical and both constraints

6.1.3.2 Graphical Rods
To represent the rods, dark lines are used. Similarly to what happens with particles, rods turn
red when selected (during ‘pause mode’) for its easy identification by the user. On the other hand, rods
that are yielding turn purple in order for the user to quickly pinpoint them. These three different cases
are visible in Figure 35.

Figure 35 – Unselected, selected and plasticized rods comparison

So that the user can easily comprehend the mechanical behaviour of a structure, the force
diagrams are shown (Figure 36), as they are the most useful tool for that purpose. The rod’s force is
then represented in alongside the diagrams. When in compression the diagram displays a blue colour,
while being red when under tension. The height of the diagram is proportional to the rod’s force and the
diagram’s scale being used.

Figure 36 – Rod’s forces diagram. The left rod is under compression while the right one is under tension
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6.1.4 Grids
As seen before, users can easily create particles at the position of their mouse. Although very
useful as it makes the process of creating particles very simple and intuitive, it lacks precision as the
mouse position is somewhat difficult to control. To solve this problem, grids can be activated, not only
facilitating the notion of distances between objects, but also permitting the user to snap their particles
to it. Because grids are a set of lines with equivalent, known, distances, users can know their
coordinates. As such, using grids to snap particles to, is a practical way to position them in a precise
manner. Although many grids can exist simultaneously, only one can be active at any moment. Like
particles and rods, grids become red when selected Figure 37.

Figure 37 – Grid with a 50 pixels horizontal and vertical spacing with three snapped particles. At the left, the grid
is unselected while at the right, it is selected

6.1.5 Input Boxes
As explained, the input window displays boxes whose name and contents depend not only on
the game mode but also, in case the game mode is the ‘properties’ mode, the object being analysed.
Thus, an input box type of object exists. These are capable of displaying its name above them and its
associated value inside. It is possible to change their contents by selecting them and writing a new
value. Therefore, similarly to other rods, particles and grids, when selected the box must be
distinguishable from the remaining. Once more this is achieved by shifting its colour to red as shown in
the previous Figure 31.
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6.2 Implementation
Both types of windows are characterized by a unique set of properties. Furthermore, not only
are the properties unique as are their values for each window of each type. As different modes display
distinct information, the used windows require distinct properties’ values. Therefore, much like the
physical particles and rods, each window type is defined by a specific class. These are the FPMWindow
and the InputWindow, which represent, respectively, the FPM window and the input window types.
Similarly the implementation of the graphical elements, the grids and input boxes also have a
heavy focus on classes. However the graphical elements are slightly more complex, as will be
demonstrated ahead.

6.2.1 FPM Window
When created, windows of the FPM window type are defined as belonging to the presented
class. Their attributes and methods are explained in the sections that follow.

6.2.1.1 Attributes
A variety of graphical properties compose the windows to be displayed. In the case of the FPM
window, these are its surface object, its dimensions, the colour of the background, the circles, grids, the
grid in use, lines, words, polygons, constraints and arrows to be drawn and written, and the font of the
words.
surface – this attribute represents the surface object of the window.
dimensions – The FPM window’s dimensions are not to be changed while the program is
running. For this reason its dimensions are defined by an attribute whose value is a tuple of two indexes,
one for each dimension (the width and the height, respectively). The value of each dimension is an
integer, as it represents the window’s measures in pixels. Each dimension can be any natural number
and its initial value is (600,600).
background – The background’s colour is meant to be white and immutable. As such, this
attribute is defined as a tuple of three indexes with its initial value that which corresponds to white (255,
255, 255).
circles, lines, words, polygons, grids, constraints, arrows – The circles, lines, words,
polygons, grids, constraints, arrows are attributes defined as lists (circles, lines, words, polygons,
grids, constraints, arrows, respectively). Each of these lists contain a group of geometric elements
(circles, lines, words or polygons, grids, constraints, arrows depending on the attribute) to be displayed
inside the window. These elements are each defined as a list with the necessary data for the program
to interpret and display them. Since a FPM window at the moment of its definition is not defined by what
it contains in these attributes, their initial value is an empty list, except for the grids attribute, whose first
value is None.
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grid_in_use – It is useful to have an attribute, to which an integer is assigned, that represents
which grid is in use. Thus its value can be any natural number, being its initial value is 0, as no grid is
defined at the moment of the window’s definition.
font_object - The font that is to be used in the window is also defined as an attribute. Its initial
is the Python’s default font.

6.2.1.2 Methods
All methods explained ahead are to be considered as public.


__init__ – This method acts as the initializer of FPMWindow objects. It defines and
initializes all its attributes except for the surface attribute (surface).



update – At every time step the displayed image is updated to match the new state of
the existing elements. This method replaces the previously displayed image with a new
one based on the current data. It works by drawing everything on a surface and then
updating the display to match the newly drawn surface.



openWindow – In order for the FPM window to be displayed this method must be called
as it defines the surface attribute (surface).



addCircle – Adds a new circle object to the circles attribute of the window.



addLine – Adds a new line object to the lines attribute of the window.



addPolygon – Adds a new polygon object to the polygons attribute of the window.



addWord – Adds a new word object to the words attribute of the window.



addGrid – Adds a new grid object to the grids attribute of the window.



addArrow – Adds a new arrow object to the arrows attribute of the window.



addConstraint – Adds a new constraint object to the constraints attribute of the
window.



reset – Resets the necessary attributes into its initial values.

6.2.2 Input Window
The following sections detail the attributes and methods that defined the InputWindow class.

6.2.2.1 Attributes
Once more, windows of this class are composed by a group of graphical properties. These are
the window’s name, its dimensions, the background colour, the existing boxes, the variables to be
displayed and the font to be used.
surface – this attribute represents the surface object of the window.
window_name – input windows are related to the existing elements or to the save and load
files functionality. For this reason, when one input window is being displayed, a brief description of it
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must be visible. This is achieved by having an attribute that represents the window’s name to be
displayed. As such a string is used as its value’s type.
dimensions – an attribute that represents the window’s dimensions. It is assigned a tuple type
value with two indexes, one for the width and another for the height. Each dimension can be any natural
number higher than 0. Its initial value is (400, 800) as it is enough to fit what is to be displayed.
background – the colour of the background, represented by this attribute, is meant to be black
and unchangeable. Thus, its defined by a tuple of three indexes whose initial value is (0,0,0).
boxes – The boxes displayed in input window are objects stored as a group inside this list
instance variable. Its initial value is an empty list as only after the input window is created are the boxes
added.
font_object – an attribute with the used font as its object. Its initial value is the Python’s default
font.

6.2.2.2 Methods
Similarly to the FPMWindow, this class’ methods are to be considered public.


__init__ – To define and initialize a PropertiesWindow object, this initializer method is
used, acting as the objects initializer.



update – Redraws the surface according to the window’s current attributes and updates
the displayed window to match the redrawn surface.



openWindow – This method is called to display the window. It defines the surface
attribute (surface).



addBoxes – Adds new box objects to the boxes attribute (boxes) of the window.



reset – Resets the appropriate attributes into its initial values.

6.2.3 Graphical Elements
Similarly to the physical particles and rods, their graphical counterparts are represented by two
classes, the GraphicalParticle and the GraphicalRods. These two classes are provided with the
attributes and methods needed to transform the received physical results into graphical data that can
be used by the FPM window. The physical results, as explained previously, are not directly passed from
the physical component to the graphical one, but are first handed to a ‘higher’ particle or rod responsible
for this procedure. Thus, the classes Particle (for particles) and Rod (for rods) are used to handle this
transference. The upcoming sections are dedicated to the details of the four classes, organizing them
by their corresponding elements (particles and then rods).
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6.2.3.1 Particles
Graphical Component
The GraphicalParticle class holds a set of unique attributes and methods that are fundamental
to define and interact with each particle.

Attributes
scale – the only class attribute. Stores the value of the graphical scale as a float. Any real
number higher than 0 can be its value. Its initial value is 1, so that the displacements do not start
amplified.
radius – a float attribute that stores the radius of the particle. Any real number higher than 0
can be its value. Its initial value is an argument received by the GraphicalParticle initializer.
constraint – a list attribute of two indexes. The first presents the horizontal direction and the
second the vertical. Its acceptable values are any real, though in truth only being 0 or different matters.
0 represents no constraint in the corresponding direction and different from it represents a constraint.
Its initial value is 0, as particles are created as free.
original_pos – a tuple attribute that stores the Cartesian coordinates of the particle of when it
is first created. Each coordinate can be any real number. Its initial value is an argument received by the
GraphicalParticle initializer.
pos – a list attribute that stores the Cartesian coordinates of the particle. Each coordinate can
be any real number. Its initial value is an argument received by the GraphicalParticle initializer.
delta_pos – a list attribute that stores the variation of the particle’s position in Cartesian
coordinates.
colour – a tuple attribute that stores the colour of the particle. Its initial value is set to black,
(0,0,0), as no particle is defined as being selected.
force_x, force_y – these two attributes represent the intensity of the resultant exterior force’s
horizontal and vertical projection, respectively, as floats. Their initial values are calculated by the
updateDiagram method.
diagram_pos_x1, diagram_pos_x2, diagram_pos_y1, diagram_pos_y2 – the position of the
particle’s force diagrams are defined by these attributes. Those with the ‘x’ index are pertaining to the
horizontal projection of the applied force, while the ones with the ‘y’ index belong to the vertical
projection. Since the forces are represented by a line, two points are used (each end node), hence index
‘1’ and ‘2’. Their initial values are calculated by the updateDiagram method.
word_x_pos, word_y_pos – the coordinates of the displayed values’ positions are stored in
these attribute. Their initial values are calculated with the updateDiagram method.
diagram_colour – stores the colour of the diagram as a tuple. Its initial value is light blue,
(0,100,255).
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show_diagram – this attribute indicates whether the particle is meant to show its force diagram
or not. As such, it stores a Boolean value. Its initial value is False, as when particles are created their
diagrams are not displayed by default.

Methods
All the methods of this class are to be considered public, except for getScale.


__init__ – Acting as this class’s initializer, it defines and initializes its attributes.



updateGraphicalParticle – This method is used to define and update the graphical
properties of the particle.



changeGraphicalVariables – Changes the values of three necessary attributes.



getScale – The only graphical attribute of the particle subject to change during the
‘properties mode’, the scale, is got using this method.



changeScale – Changes the value of the scale attribute to the new one received. If the
value was not changed in the ‘properties mode’, does not change the attribute’s value.



propertiesToReadableVector – In order to display the graphical particle, the FPM
window must be able to interpret its properties. This method stores the necessary
attributes in a list respecting the order in which the FPM window interprets these types
of data.



checkSelection – This method checks whether the position of the mouse at the
moment of selection overlapped that of the graphical particle and, if so, changes the
attributes of the particle to match those of a selected particle.



updateDiagram – Updates the attributes related to the particle’s forces diagram.



diagramOnOff – This method changes the diagram’s state of the graphical particle
from on to off and vice-versa.

Physical to Graphical Conversion
The attributes and methods that make up the Particle class are presented ahead.

Attributes
name – this attribute identifies the element but also its type (particle or rod). Its value is always
a string equal to ‘particle id’, where id is a unique integer. Its initial value is received as an argument by
the initializer.
physics – this attribute holds the instance’s corresponding PhysicalParticle object.
graphical – this attribute holds the instance’s corresponding GraphicalParticle object.
delta_pos – this attribute holds a Cartesian coordinates list that indicates the difference
between the current position of the particle and its original position. Its initial value is [0.0, 0.0].
external_force – the horizontal and vertical components of the external force applied to the
particle are stored in this attribute as a list. Its initial value is [0.0, 0.0].
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Methods
All method of this class can be considered public.


__init__ – When a particle is created this method is automatically called. It acts as its
initializer and it is also where the graphical and the physical components are defined.



updatePhysics – Updates the physical component of the particle.



updateGraphics – Updates the graphical component of the particle.



addConnectedRod – Connects a rod to the physical component of the particle.



checkSelection – Checks if the received position overlaps the particle.



diagramOnOff – This method changes the diagram’s state of the graphical particle
from on to off and vice-versa.



getChangeableVariables – This method gets the attributes of the particle that can be
changed by the user.



changeVariables – Changes the attributes of the particle.



propertiesToReadableVector – This method is used to transform and return the
adequate attributes into a vector ready to be read by the FPM window.

6.2.3.2 Rod Elements
Graphical Component
The GraphicalRod’s attributes and method are presented ahead.

Attributes
scale – The only class attribute. Stores the value of the geometrical scale of the diagram as a
float. Any real number higher than 0 can be its value. Its initial value is 1, so that the displacements do
not start amplified.
particles – a list attribute of the attached particles. Its initial value is received by the initializer
method as an argument.
colour – a tuple attribute that stores the colour of the rod. Its initial value is set to black, (0,0,0),
as the rod is defined as unselected.
pos1, pos2 – the position of the rod is defined by the Cartesian position of both of its end nodes.
Each end node has its position stored as a list attribute. Its initial values are received by the initializer
method as arguments.
plasticity – this attribute stores a Boolean value. If true it indicates that the rod is yielding and
otherwise if False. Its initial value is False, as the rod is not defined as being yielding.
axial_force – this attribute stores the intensity of the rod’s force as a float and can assume any
real number. Its initial value is defined by the updateDiagram method.
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diagram_word_pos – the Cartesian position of the force’s intensity to be displayed is stored in
this attribute. Its initial value is defined by the updateDiagram method.
diagram_pos – since the diagram is, geometrically, a polygon with four vertices, the Cartesian
coordinates of each vertex are stored inside this list attribute. Is initial value is defined by the
updateDiagram method.

Methods
The methods up to checkSelection are to be considered public, whereas changeColour is
private.


__init__ – This method initializes and defines most attributes of the graphical rod.



updateGraphicalRod – Updates the necessary attributes’ values.



propertiesToReadableVector – Stores the necessary data in a vector that can be
interpreted by the FPM window.



checkSelection – Checks whether the received position overlaps that of the graphical
rod.



changeColour – Changes the colour of the rod depending on the situation.



updateDiagram – Updates the attributes related to the rod’s force diagram.



getScale – The value of the graphical scale attribute of the graphical rod is got through
this method.



changeScale – Changes the value of the diagram’s scale attribute to a new received
one.



diagramOnOff – This method changes the diagram’s state of the graphical rod from on
to off and vice-versa.

Physical to Graphical Conversion
All information related to the rod, be it graphical or physical, is stored as attributes and methods
of the Rod class.
Created rods are objects of the Rod class. The information stored is all the information related
to the rod, be that graphical or physical.

Attributes
name – an attribute that identifies the element. It is a string equal to ‘rod id’, where id is a
number different for every rod. Its initial value is received by the initializer.
particles – a list of two indexes that store the particle objects that are attached to the rod’s
ends. Its initial value is received by the initializer method.
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discontinuity – this attribute stores a Boolean value that indicates whether the rod is the
chosen discontinuity element in the ‘force method mode’. Its initial value is received by the initializer
method.
hooke_force – the rod’s force intensity is stored as a float in this attribute. It can assume any
real value. Its initial value is 0 as the rods started unstressed.
rod_plasticity – a Boolean used to indicate whether the rod is yielding or not. It starts as False,
as rods, when created, are not yielding.
graphical – an attribute that has as its value the corresponding GraphicalRod object.
physics – an attribute that has as its value the corresponding PhysicalRod object.

Methods
Every method presented ahead can be considered as public.


__init__ – When a rod is created this method is automatically called, acting as its
initializer. In here, the graphical and physical components of the rod are defined.



updatePhysics – Updates the physical component attribute (physics).



updateGraphics – Updates the graphical component attribute (graphical).



checkSelection – Checks if the received position overlaps the rod’s position.



diagramOnOff – This method changes the visibility of the rod’s force’s diagram.



getChangeableVariables – This method gets the attributes of the rod that can be
changed by the user.



changeVariables – Changes the attributes of the rod.



propertiesToReadableVector – This method is used to transform and return the
adequate attributes into a vector ready to be read by the FPM window.

6.2.4 Grids
As previously mentioned, grids are implemented as classes. As it is possible to have a variety
of grids (although only one can be active at a given moment) with different characteristics, the use of a
class to define them is justifiable. Thus, the class Grid is defined.
The attributes and methods of this class are all characteristics of the Grid instance they belong
to.

6.2.4.1 Attributes
name – this attribute is used to identify the grid. It stores a string ‘Grid id’ where id is a number
(natural) that distinguishes the instance grid from the remaining ones. Its initial value is received by the
initializer.
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x_spacing – the horizontal distance between vertical lines is stored in this attribute as a float.
It can have as its value any real number higher than 0 and its initial value is 50.
y_spacing – the vertical distance between horizontal lines is stored in this attribute as a float.
It can have as its value any real number higher than 0 and its initial value is 50.
colour – the colour of the grid is stored in this attribute as a tuple. Its initial value is grey
(200,200,200).

6.2.4.2 Methods
The five methods presented can all be considered public.


__init__ – Acting as this class’s initializer, it defines and initializes its attributes.



checkSelection – This method checks if the received position overlaps the grid and, if
so, it selects it.



getChangeableVariables – This method gets the attributes of the grid that can be
changed by the user in the ‘properties mode’.



changeVariables – Changes the attributes of the grid to the new values received.
Attributes don’t change their values if the method does not receive a corresponding
argument.



propertiesToReadableVector – This method is used to transform and return the
adequate attributes into a vector ready to be read by the FPM window.

6.2.5 Input Boxes
The class Box is defined as to implement input boxes displayed on input windows. Their
attributes and methods are in here detailed.

6.2.5.1 Attributes
title – this attribute stores the title of the box as a string. Its initial value is received as an
argument by the initializer method.
title_pos – The Cartesian position of this attribute is stored in this attribute. Its initial value is
calculated in the initializer method.
frame_colour – The colour of the box’s frame is stored as a tuple in this attribute. Its initial
value is white (255,255,255).
frame_pos – the Cartesian position of the box’s frame is stored as a list in this attribute. Its
initial value is received as an argument by the initializer.
original_word – the contents of the box at the moment of selection are displayed as a string in
this attribute. Its initial value is received by the initializer.
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displayed_word – the contents of the box that are being displayed at any moment are stored
as a string inside this attribute. Its initial value is received by the initializer.
displayed_word_pos – this attribute stores the position of the displayed word as a list of
Cartesian coordinates. Its initial value is calculated by the initializer.
font_colour - The colour of the font is stored as a tuple in this attribute. Its initial value is white
(255,255,255).

6.2.5.2 Methods
The following methods can be considered public.


__init__ – Acting as this class’s initializer, it defines and initializes its attributes.



updateBox – Updates the box’s necessary attributes.



checkSelection – Checks the selection of the box.



write – Updates the box contents to match the input.



propertiesToReadableVector – This method stores the necessary attributes in a list
respecting the order in which the input window interprets these types of data.
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7 Support Functions
7.1 Definition
Given the repetitiveness of parts of the code, some recurring functionalities were implemented
as functions stored in their own modulus to be called in any part of the code. These functions are of
mathematical nature. With these functions, the code can be made simpler and more flexible, reducing
repetitiveness along the code.

7.2 Implementation


normalizeAngle – Even though the domain of an angle is infinite, its effective range is
only 2𝜋 radians. In order to keep simplicity, this function is used to transform the angles
of vectors into equivalent angles within the same domain ([−𝜋, 𝜋]).



addVectors – Sums (or subtracts) two different vectors with polar coordinates.



cartesianToPolar – Converts Cartesian coordinates into normalized polar coordinates.



polarToCartesian – Convert polar coordinates into Cartesian coordinates.



calculateDistanceVector – Calculates the polar vector that connects two points.



calculateDistance – Calculates the distance between two points.



identifyQuadrant – This function calculates the quadrant an angle belongs to.



projectVector – Calculate the projection of a vector over an axis.



decomposeVector – Projects the vectors over two axes. The axes are, by default,
perpendicular, however, they can be unrelated.



sumVectorsDict – Calculates the sum of the vectors inside a dictionary of vectors and
also the sum of said vectors and the vectors inside a secondary dictionary of vectors.
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8 Common Errors of the Simulation
A variety of errors can occur in any physical phenomena simulation. In what concerns the
current program, there are two big categories into which these errors fit: incompatible mechanical
properties and numerical errors. To the first group belong errors that cannot be solved by reducing the
time step while errors in the latter are strongly associated with the time step. Why this errors happen
and the way to solve them are presented in this chapter.
While solving structures, particles change their position constantly until an equilibrium is found.
If during the simulation, before reaching equilibrium, a particle moves to a position that significantly
changes the geometry of the problem, the simulation might converge to an unexpected solution. For
instance, Figure 38 shows a simple truss structure with height much smaller than its width. The load of
1000kN should compress both rod AB and BC when in equilibrium. However, since the displacement of
the particle B is higher than the height of the structure, members AB and BC start to be in tension until
equilibrium is found (Figure 39).

Figure 38 – Isostatic structure with high load and small stiffness.

Figure 39 – Structure in equilibrium but with an unexpected geometry

Another similar but more common situation is when the particle’s oscillations cause an
unexpected yielding. Figure 40 shows a rod being compressed by a load of 9kN. The load is less than
the compressive strength (10kN), however, the rod still yields. This is the consequence of the particle
oscillating around the equilibrium point and the equilibrium point being too close to the yielding one. As
the particle passes past the equilibrium position, the rod’s force increases until a point where it causes
the rod to yield. Eventually the particle does find equilibrium (as the axial force during yielding is higher
than the applied load) but the rod does not recover its plastic deformation.
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Figure 40 – Three steps of the rod’s behaviour while compressed: load is applied, the rod yields and then
equilibrium is found

These two situations are affected by the friction forces (damping), stiffness and the time step in
effect, being the first two the most important. Indeed, if the time step is not small enough the numerical
method’s results’ errors can be excessively high. However, even if the time step were to be infinitesimally
small, these problems could still persist. If the friction force is too small, the displacement beyond the
point of equilibrium might be too big. If the stiffness is not big enough, the displacements associated
with the expected equilibrium might be too close to an unstable position. Thus, when facing similar
problems a possible solution is to change these three variables, paying special attention to the damping
coefficient and to the stiffness.
When stiffness and damping coefficients are too high, if the time step is not small enough,
simulations might quickly diverge. In such situations, if the stiffness and the damping coefficients cannot
be reduced, then the best solution is to reduce the time step.
Finally it must be mentioned that these three variables also affect the time required for the
simulation to reach the expected solutions. Higher stiffness speed up the process while damping slows
it down. The higher the time step, on the other hand, the longer it takes to reach the same (or similar)
results.
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9 Applications and Model Verification
In this chapter a variety of applications will be analysed. These include non-head collisions of
particles and isostatic and hyperstatic structures simulations (including the adapted force method). Its
results will be compared with the theoretically expected ones. Note that the errors associated with
theoretically null values are not calculated (to avoid division by zero).

9.1 Particle Collision
Depending on the coefficient of restitution the behaviour of colliding bodies varies greatly. In
this section, 6 different cases are demonstrated: (i) perfectly plastic collision with equal masses; (ii) nonperfectly plastic with equal masses; and four other elastic collisions. In the elastic collision of two
particles there are three very peculiar situations that are always worth studying: (iii) both particles have
the same mass; (iv) the mass of the resting particle is much higher than the moving one; (v) the moving
particle is many times heavier than the resting particle. The third situation is usually the least intuitive,
being this a very good way to demonstrate it. Finally, (vi) the non-head on elastic collision of two particles
is simulated. In each one of these cases particle number 2 is resting before collision and the other has
a velocity of 5 m/s. Every collision is head-on and over the horizontal axis, except for the last case in
which the resting particle is 5 cm above the axis of movement of the moving particle.
The qualitative theoretical previsions of the collision’s outcome are the following:
i.

The two particles move together with the same velocity.

ii.

The loss of velocity of the first particle equals the gain of the second. The first particle
doesn’t lose all momentum.

iii.

The first particle loses all velocity. The second gains the first particle’s initial velocity.

iv.

The first particle is reflected back, keeping almost the same velocity but with the
opposite direction. The second particle gains a slight velocity increase.

v.

The first particle loses almost no velocity and the second gains almost twice the initial
velocity of the first.

vi.

The first particle’s colliding velocity (over the collision axis) is transferred to the second,
yet the tangential velocity is not lost. The sum of both particle’s horizontal velocity
equals the initial velocity of the first as the total momentum over the horizontal axis must
be maintained. The sum of both particle’s vertical velocity must be null, as to keep the
total momentum over the vertical axis unchanged.

In this way, the expected and the obtained velocities after collision for the first five cases are
represented in Table 2, being the sixth case represented in Table 3. The presented values indicate that
the simulation of collisions is well implemented.
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Table 2 – Expected and obtained velocities comparison. Cases (i) to (v)

Particle
2 Mass
[kg]

Particle 1
Expected
Velocity x
[cm/s]

Particle 2
Expected
Velocity x
[cm/s]

Particle 1
Obtained
Velocity x
[cm/s]

Particle 2
Obtained
Velocity x
[cm/s]

Collision

Cr

Particle
1 Mass
[kg]

i

0

1

1

250.00

250.00

250.00

250.00

ii

0.5

1

1

125.00

375.00

125.00

375.00

iii

1

1

1

0.00

500.00

0.00

500.00

iv

1

1

10000

-499.90

0.10

-499.90

0.10

v

1

10000

1

499.90

999.90

499.90

999.90

Table 3 – Expected and obtained velocities comparison. Case (vi)

Collision

Collision
Angle
[rad]

Particle
1 Mass
[kg]

Particle
2 Mass
[kg]

vi

0.524

1

1
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Particle 1
Expected
Velocity x
[cm/s]

Particle 1
Expected
Velocity y
[cm/s]

Particle 2
Expected
Velocity x
[cm/s]

Particle 2
Expected
Velocity y
[cm/s]

125.22
Particle 1
Obtained
Velocity x
[cm/s]

-216.63
Particle 1
Obtained
Velocity y
[cm/s]

374.78
Particle 2
Obtained
Velocity x
[cm/s]

216.63
Particle 2
Obtained
Velocity y
[cm/s]

125.22

-216.63

374.78

216.63

9.2 Isostatic Structure
Figure 41 represents an isostatic structure subjected to loads in which its nodes (the particles)
are named. The relevant properties of the structure’s rods are presented in Table 4.

Figure 41 – Isostatic structure subjected to a load

Table 4 – Isostatic structure’s properties

Rod

Rest Length
[m]

AB

1.41

BC

1.41

CA

2

Stiffness [kN]

Tensile
Strength [kN]

Compressive
Strength [kN]

164640

215

215

After running the simulation the program reached the results represented by Figure 42 and
represented in Table 5. These results hold up to the theoretical values as their relative error is very small
(lesser than 0,35%). Being so small, it is important to note that its analysis loses some meaning as the
error can be associated with the degree of approximation of the calculation of the expected and the
obtained results. Still, a part of the error can be explained by the fact that the theoretical values do not
take into account the small displacements of the elements. To confirm this, a new simulation can be run
but with higher stiffness values. Thus, with ten times the stiffness, the obtained results are presented in
Table 6, and as predicted, the error decreased significantly. The displacements of the structure (without
the increased stiffness) are presented in Table 7, where it can also be observed that the error is quite
low.
Since no rod’s axial force reached the yielding limit, none occurred. However, rod BC was
quite close to it. Thus, a small increase in the applied loads should prove to be enough to yield the rod.
Since this is an isostatic structure, such event should lead to the appearance of a mechanism. Indeed,
Figure 43 shows that under a higher load rod BC does yield, and the structure does collapse.
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Figure 42 – Isostatic structure’s loads, reaction forces and axial forces while subjected to a load. Scale factor 100

Table 5 – Expected and obtained forces of the isostatic structure comparison

Expected
Force [kN]

Obtained
Force [kN]

Error

Rod AB

-28.28

-28.34

0.22%

Rod BC

-197.99

-198.03

0.02%

Rod CA

20

20.07

0.34%

Vertical Reaction A

20

20.01

0.07%

Vertical Reaction B

140

139.99

-0.01%

Horizontal Reaction B

120

120.00

0.00%

Table 6 – Expected and obtained forces of the isostatic structure with higher stiffness comparison

Expected
Force [kN]

Obtained
Force [kN]

Error

Rod AB

-28.28

-28.29

0.04%

Rod BC

-197.99

-197.99

0.00%

Rod CA

20

20.01

0.03%

Vertical Reaction A

20

20.00

0.01%

Vertical Reaction B

140

140.00

0.00%

Horizontal Reaction B

120

120.00

0.00%

Table 7 – Expected and obtained nodes’ displacements of the isostatic structure comparison

Node

Expected
Horizontal
Displacement
[mm]

Expected
Vertical
Displacement
[mm]

Obtained
Horizontal
Displacement
[mm]

Obtained
Vertical
Displacement
[mm]

Horizontal
Displacement
Error

Vertical
Displacement
Error

A

-0.243

0.000

-0.244

0.000

0.34%

-

B

0.909

1.496

0.908

1.498

-0.15%

0.13%

C

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

-

-
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Figure 43 – Isostatic structure with a yielding rod and its axial force. A mechanism is formed. Scale factor 100

If unloaded, the structure will not lose its total deformation, retaining always the displacements
associated with plasticity, as Table 8 indicates the residual displacements of the structure, which, as
visible, are not null. The axial forces, however, will be null as observed in Figure 44.

Figure 44 – Isostatic structure’s load and axial forces after unloading when a rod yields. Scale factor 100

Table 8 – Isostatic structure’s nodes’ displacements after unloading

Node

Obtained
Horizontal
Displacement
[mm]

Obtained
Vertical
Displacement
[mm]

A

0

0

B

1.72

1.72

C

0

0
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9.3 Hyperstatic Structure
Figure 45 shows a hyperstatic structure subjected to a nodal load of 100kN in node C. The
structure’s properties are presented in Table 9.

Figure 45 - Hyperstatic structure (interior indeterminacy) subjected to a nodal load

Table 9 – Hyperstatic structure’s properties

Rod

Rest Length
[cm]

AB

1.50

BC

1.50

CD

1.50

DA

1.50

AC

2.12

BD

2.12

Stiffness
[kN]

Tensile
Strength [kN]

Compressive
Strength [kN]

164640

215

215

The solution found by the program, displayed in Figure 46 and presented in Table 10, is very
close to the expected results. Once more, the reasons for such errors (lesser than 0,15%) can be related
to the approximations in the calculations of the expected and obtained values, and the fact that the
program takes into account the displacement of the nodes when finding equilibrium. It is interesting to
note that the external forces (applied load and reactions) seem to be unbalanced. However, taking into
account the horizontal displacement of node C (Table 12) then it is clear that the pair of reactions of
intensity of 0,03 kN is balancing the pair of forces of 100 kN (load and part of the vertical reaction in D).
Thus, Table 11, that represents the forces for a structure with ten times the stiffness, present smaller
errors.
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Figure 46 – Hyperstatic structure’s loads, reaction forces and axial forces while subjected to a nodal
load. Scale factor 100
Table 10 – Expected and obtained forces of the hyperstatic structure comparison

Expected
Force [kN]

Obtained
Force [kN]

Error

Rod AB

10.36

10.37

0.11%

Rod BC

10.36

10.37

0.17%

Rod CD

-89.64

-89.66

0.01%

Rod DA

10.36

10.34

-0.12%

Rod AC

-14.64

-14.62

-0.14%

Rod DB

-14.64

-14.67

0.15%

Vertical Reaction A

0.00

-0.03

-

Vertical Reaction B

100.00

100.03

0.03%

Horizontal Reaction B

0.00

0.00

-

Table 11 – Expected and obtained forces of the hyperstatic rigid structure comparison

Rod AB

Expected
Force [kN]

Obtained
Force [kN]

Error

10.36

10.36

0.01%

Rod BC

10.36

10.36

0.02%

Rod CD

-89.64

-89.65

0.00%

Rod DA

10.36

10.35

-0.01%

Rod AC

-14.64

-14.64

-0.02%

Rod DB

-14.64

-14.65

0.02%

Vertical Reaction A

0.00

0.00

-

Vertical Reaction B

100.00

100.00

0.00%

Horizontal Reaction B

0.00

0

-
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Table 12 – Hyperstatic structure’s nodes’ expected and obtained displacements comparison

Node

Expected
Horizontal
Displacement
[mm]

Expected
Vertical
Displacement
[mm]

Obtained
Horizontal
Displacement
[mm]

Obtained
Vertical
Displacement
[mm]

Horizontal
Displacement
Relative
Error

Vertical
Displacement
Relative
Error

A

-0.094

0.000

-0.094

0.000

-0.12%

-

B

0.361

-0.094

0.362

-0.094

0.13%

0.04%

C

0.456

0.817

0.456

0.817

0.08%

0.02%

D

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

-

-

Figure 46 shows that if the load is increased, element CD is the first element to yield. It is
interesting to submit the structure to a higher load in order for this rod to yield as then it is possible to
compare the behaviour of this hyperstatic structure with the isostatic presented in Figure 41. Thus,
increasing the structure’s load to 260 kN leads to the yielding of rod CD and to the results visible in
Figure 47 and Table 13. Since the original structure is internally hyperstatic (1 degree of indeterminacy),
no mechanism is formed, unlike with the previous structure (Figure 43). However, axial forces and
displacements of the structure are no longer proportional to the total load applied (Figure 47).
Deformation due to plasticity led to higher errors, yet, these were still quite small (Table 14).

Figure 47 – Hyperstatic structure with a yielding rod (CD) and the rod’s axial forces. No mechanism is
formed. Scale factor 100
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Table 13 – Expected and obtained forces of the hyperstatic structure after yielding comparison

Rod AB

Expected
Force [kN]

Obtained
Force [kN]

Error

45.00

45.22

0.49%

Rod BC

45.00

45.34

0.76%

Rod CD

-215.00

-215.00

0.00%

Rod DA

45.00

45.00

-0.01%

Rod AC

-63.64

-63.59

-0.08%

Rod DB

-63.64

-64.08

0.69%

Vertical Reaction A

0.00

0.34

-

Vertical Reaction B

260.00

260.34

0.13%

Horizontal Reaction B

0.00

0.00

-

Table 14 – Hyperstatic structure’s nodes’ expected and obtained displacements after yielding comparison

Node

Expected
Horizontal
Displacement
[mm]

Expected
Vertical
Displacement
[mm]

Obtained
Horizontal
Displacement
[mm]

Obtained
Vertical
Displacement
[mm]

Horizontal
Displacement
Relative
Error

Vertical
Displacement
Relative
Error

A

-0.41

0.00

-0.41

0.00

-0.01%

-

B

1.57

-0.41

1.58

-0.41

0.60%

0.17%

C

1.98

3.55

1.99

3.56

0.37%

0.35%

D

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

-

-

In comparison with the previous structure after unloading, this one will similarly retain some
deformation. It will, on the other hand, retain some residual internal axial forces too. These forces and
displacements can be observed in Figure 48 and in Table 15 and Table 16. The relative errors have,
once more, increased. Yet, their values still fall below 1%.

Figure 48 – Residual axial forces and deformations of the hyperstatic structure after unloading while a rod was
yielding. Scale factor 100
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Table 15 – Expected and obtained forces of the hyperstatic structure after unloading comparison

Expected
Force [kN]

Obtained
Force [kN]

Error

Rod AB

18.08

18.19

0.62%

Rod BC

18.08

18.21

0.73%

Rod CD

18.08

18.21

0.73%

Rod DA

18.08

18.21

0.73%

Rod AC

-25.56

-25.74

0.70%

Rod DB

-25.56

-25.74

0.70%

Vertical Reaction A

0.00

0.00

-

Vertical Reaction B

0.00

0.00

-

Horizontal Reaction B

0.00

0.00

-

Table 16 – Hyperstatic structure’s nodes’ expected and obtained displacements comparison after
unloading

Node

Expected
Horizontal
Displacement
[mm]

Expected
Vertical
Displacement
[mm]

Obtained
Horizontal
Displacement
[mm]

Obtained
Vertical
Displacement
[mm]

Horizontal
Displacement
Relative
Error

Vertical
Displacement
Relative
Error

A

-0.16

0.00

-0.17

0.00

0.73%

-

B

0.63

-0.16

0.63

-0.17

0.66%

0.49%

C

0.80

1.43

0.80

1.44

0.57%

0.70%

D

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

-

-

As this is a hyperstatic structure with one degree of indeterminacy, it is a case where the
adapted force method can be used. Note that since this method requires the structure’s response to be
linear, the yielding simulation must be turned off.
As previously explained, the force method has three sets of parts. In the first set, the original
structure’s system is solved and rod BD is chosen as the hyperstatic element. Afterwards, set two is
started and the original load is applied to the base structure. Then, the base structure is applied the
unitary load corresponding to the chosen element. Having the three displacements (Figure 49)
corresponding to the chosen discontinuity in each system, equation (27) is used to find the unknown
force. This force is then applied to the structure and the axial forces of the three systems can be
compared, confirming the superposition principle (Figure 50).
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Figure 49 – Applied forces, axial forces and deformations of the three systems, being the third structure
subjected to the unitary force. The rod BD, in red, was selected. Scale factor 10 000

Figure 50 - Forces, stress and deformations of the three systems, being the third structure subjected to
the hyperstatic force. The rod BD, in red, was selected. Scale factor 10 000
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10 Conclusion and Future Work
In this chapter conclusions are drawn from the various sections of the work and the faced
struggles are mentioned. It concludes with a section addressing ways in which to further improve the
current work.
This work is a push to the development of new, more user-friendly, practical and intuitive didactic
tools in the field of structural engineering. Using the fundamental aspects long used by the video games
industry, this teaching-oriented software has been created with the purpose of contributing to increasing
the quality of structural engineering courses and giving students a means to autonomously refine and
test their knowledge on this field.
The opportunity to develop a software from scratch has been much more fruitful than initially
expected. Although tremendously challenging at times, this work proved itself as an opportunity to
autonomously learn and hone programming skills that, in the past, have not had an incentive to grow.
Although it is clear that what was learned is but the tip of an iceberg, it has been more than enough to
open the doors to a new, very valuable, skill set. However, the lack of formal learning is reflected along
the code, as the learning process occurred in parallel with the program’s development.
Python, the programming language, was chosen due to its interesting characteristics, which
allowed the building of this program through very flexible and simple code. Its simplicity should prove
useful for beginners willing to contribute to this project, instead of limiting the universe of potential
contributors to seasoned programmers. It must be stated that the flexibility power of Python is far from
being fully achieved in the developed code. In fact, because the program was developed alongside the
learning process, there is much to be optimized.
The physical phenomena simulation, the displaying of the results in an intuitive manner and the
possibility to interact with users, are treated as the three main pillars of the program. To implement
these, the most common technique in the video games industry was used. That being, these aspects
have been separated into a physics engine, a rendering engine and an event handler.
With the purpose of creating a rendering engine and an event handler tailored to this program’s
goals, the Pygame Python’s module was essential for the developed work. This module allowed the
easy implementation of most of the video game-like aspects of the program. Both event handling and
graphical rendering are heavily supported by it, being the physics engine the only independent engine.
This module permitted an easy implementation of a custom-made event handler and rendering engine.
With these, the developed graphical user interface allows the program’s users to easily create and edit
the physical systems to be solved. Similarly to Python, although to a lesser extent, the myriad of
accessible information found online regarding the use of this module widens the universe of potential
contributors.
The physics engine can be considered the core of this program, as it is responsible for the
physical phenomena simulations intended to be demonstrated. It is based on a finite particle method
tailored to the simulation of structures. Similarly to the previous works (Yu et al., 2010) and (Martini,
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2002), this method allows the simulation of truss structures’ behaviours over time without great effort,
significantly contrasting from more typical methods like the finite element methods and the discrete
element methods. While simulating the behaviour of structures, these particles are interconnected
between each other in order to restrain their relative movement and transfer applied forces. Mass is
inherited from the surrounding structural elements while volume is irrelevant. On the other hand, the
method used in this program is also capable of simulating the collision of particles. In this case, an
independent mass is assigned to the particle and volume (or in this two dimensional case, its area) plays
its role as it is used to detected the collision of particles.
Due to the nature of this work, the program was developed without special focus on its
presentation. Due to time constraints it was thought to be more important to implement different and
better types of physical simulations and higher degrees of flexibility for those who will use it (better
system’s creation and edition tools). Thus, the use of this program requires the previous learning of its
functionalities, that is, what it is capable of and how the user can correctly handle it. The current work
may be seen as a guide newcomers may use to learn it. The physical engine suffered from this obstacle
as well. Its implementation is not without its imperfections, which obligates the user to, in certain
situations, tinker with the accessible physical properties of the simulated system in order to find a
combination of values that lead to satisfactory results.
Finally, application cases were presented that serve both as the model’s verification and as
examples of use for new users. These include the simulation of particles collisions, isostatic and
hyperstatic structures, including the application of the force method on the latter. As expected, the
simulation of collisions led to very good results when compared to the theoretically expected ones, as
no approximations nor iterations are done to find the final velocity of the particles. The examples of
structures’ applications, on the other hand, did show some errors. However, these relative errors were
always below 1%, being highest in cases involving yielding. It can be concluded that the method used
led to good results, being that some caution is advised when dealing with the yielding phenomenon.
The program should not be considered as complete as it is, instead, as a product which can
already be used but must be actively improved by those who are willing in order to reach the project’s
goals. Thus, ideas for future implementations and improvements are presented in the following section.

Future Work
Many interesting physical phenomena have been left out of this first version of the program.
Currently, only the collision of pairs of particles (in one same instant) and the linear elastic behaviours,
the non-linear material’s behaviours and some simple non-linear geometric behaviours of truss
structures have been explored. Thus, the implementation of multiple bodies’ collisions and frame/beam
structures seem to be the first obvious necessary improvements. However the simulation of beam
structures should be highlighted instead of multiple bodies collisions as it is, usually, a more prominent
subject in structural engineering courses.
A very interesting phenomenon to be implemented in the program is the buckling of structures’
elements. This special case of geometric non-linear behaviours is usually a hard to understand
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phenomenon for engineering students. Effectively displaying such behaviour in real time should prove
to be a great support for teaching it.
Due to the possibility to simulate physical phenomena in real time, the teaching of the effect of
dynamic loads over structures should benefit greatly from its correct implementation in this program. A
very simple example could be the behaviour of a spring under the effect of a sinusoidal force.
A system capable of incrementing the intensity of applied loads each time step should be
implemented, as it could not only reduce the aforementioned errors but also show the evolution of the
structures’ behaviours as loads increase.
Controlling the convergence of the simulation could speed up and stabilize the process. If the
program could understand that good results had already been reached (by checking, for example, how
much each particle has moved during the previous time step, then it could halt the simulation instead of
letting it run indefinitely, as it does currently.
Currently the program only supports two dimensional systems. These are commonly the most
used ones in classes due to their simplicity. Yet, users could gain much from having the possibility to
study mechanical phenomena and structural behaviours in three dimensional environments.
Unrelated to the physical simulations, but still quite important, is the improvement of the overall
graphical user interface, turning this program into a more intuitive and easy to use one.
Last but not least, improving the stability and precision of simulations should always be
considered. Currently, the more complex a structure is the easier it is for the simulation to fail. This is
especially true when the yielding of hyperstatic structures’ elements is at play. Increasing its stability by
improving the algorithms and the numerical methods should be seen as a major improvement. A
suggestion is to study the possibility of changing the second order Taylor’s method into the fourth order
Runge-Kutta or the Verlet methods, commonly used in physics engines that deal with particles systems.
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Appendices

Appendix A

A. Natural Language Algorithms
A.1. Game Modes
A.1.1 Main Loop
Before starting the ‘Main Loop’ the program defines a few initial variables. These are a dictionary
of elements, a FPM window object and a string object to determine the active mode.
1. Defines the game mode variable and assigns it the string ‘pause’ as its initial value.
2. Defines and opens the FPM window.
3. Defines the elements variable as a dictionary of elements filled only with the environment
element.
4. Starts the ‘Main Loop’ and within it:
a. Checks the game mode and calls the respective function. Every function returns the
new game mode which is assigned to the respective variable. The loadMode and the
pauseMode functions are the only cases that also returns a dictionary of elements
and the selected element (respectively), which are assigned to their respective
variable.

A.1.2 simulationMode
This function comprises a ‘while’ loop. Within each loop the event handler and the rendering
engine updated once, the physics engine being called 20 times. It receives a dictionary of elements, the
string referring to the current mode and the FPM window object. Returns the new game mode.
1. For as long as the game mode is set to ‘simulation’:
a. Updates the physical simulation.
b. Calls the event handler.
c. Renders the updated display.
2. Returns the game mode.

A.1.3 pauseMode
The ‘pause mode’ is defined as a function containing a ‘while’ loop that for each loop updates
the rendering engine once and checks occurring events with the event handler. Receives the elements,
the FPM window and the game mode. It returns the selected element and the new game mode variables.
1. Defines the selected element local variable and assigns it None as its value.
2. Opens the FPM window and calls the rendering engine.
3. While the game mode is set to ‘pause’:
a. Calls the event handler.
b. Renders the updated display.
4. Returns the selected element, the game mode.
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A.1.4 propertiesMode
The implementation of the ‘properties mode’ is achieved through the use of this function. Within
it a loop exists where the cycling aspects of the mode occur. Receives the existing elements, the FPM
window, the mode and the selected element variables. Returns the new mode.
1. Gets the changeable variables of the selected element.
2. Defines and opens the new input window.
3. Sets the initial value for the selected box as None.
4. Creates a box for each changeable variable.
5. While the game mode is set to ‘properties’:
a. Calls the event handler.
b. Writes the letters input by the user on the selected box.
c. Renders the updated display.
6. Changes the values of the selected element’s attributes according to the values inside the
corresponding boxes.
7. Unselects the received selected element.
8. Returns the game mode.

A.1.5 saveMode
This function implements the ‘save mode’. A ‘while’ loop contains the event handler and the
displayed renderer which are used once each loop. Receives the current mode, the elements and the
FPM window variables. Returns the new game mode.
1. Defines and opens the new input window with the title ‘Save File’ and with the ‘New File
Name’ box.
2. Sets the initial value for the selected box as None.
3. Creates a box for the new file name.
4. Finds the path of the directory the program is in and the path to the ‘Saved Files’ folder.
5. While the game mode is set to ‘save’:
a. Calls the event handler.
b. Writes what the user has put in the selected box.
c. Renders the updated display.
6. Defines the path to the new saved file as the concatenation of the ‘Saved Files’ folder’s
path and the name of the saved file (what is written inside the selected box).
7. If the saved file name is not empty, saves the necessary data into the file being created.
8. Returns the game mode.

A.1.6 loadMode
The ‘load mode’ is implemented through this function which, like every other, contains a ‘while’
loop which calls the event handler and the rendering engine once every loop. Receives the current
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mode, the elements and the FPM window. Returns the new game mode and the elements from the
loaded file.
1. Defines and opens the new input window with the title ‘Open File’ and with the ‘Load File’
box.
2. Sets the initial value for the selected box as None.
3. Creates a box for the new file name.
4. Finds the path of the directory the program is in and the path to the ‘Saved Files’ folder.
5. While the game mode is set to ‘load’:
a. Calls the event handler.
b. Writes the letters input by the user on the selected box.
c. Renders the updated display.
6. Defines the path to the file as the concatenation of the ‘Saved Files’ folder’s path and the
name of the file (what is written inside the selected box).
7. If the file does not exist, the message ‘File not found’ is printed to the Python’s command
window.
8. If the file name is not empty, loads the necessary data from it.
9. Returns the game mode and the elements from the loaded file.

A.1.7 forceMethodMode
Through this function the ‘force method mode’ is implemented. Unlike the previous, simpler,
modes, this one is comprised of not one but 7 ‘while’ loops. Each loop corresponds to a part of the mode
and is finished only when the user wants to leave the force mode or advance to the next step. Receives
the current game mode, the elements and the FPM window variables. Returns the new game mode.
1. Defines and opens a new FPM window with three times the width of the original one.
2. Defines the active part as ‘1’ (an integer).
3. While the active part is ‘1’, runs the corresponding section.
4. If the part variable’s value is ‘End’, changes the game mode to ‘pause’ and returns it.
5. Defines the selected element and the indeterminate static element and assigns it None as
initial values.
6. While the active part is ‘2’, runs the corresponding section.
7. If the part variable’s value is ‘End’, changes the game mode to ‘pause’ and returns it.
8. Renders the updated display but taking into account that the displacement/deformation
corresponding to the hyperstatic element must be written.
9. Defines the base structure without the chosen element.
10. While the active part is ‘3’, runs respective section.
11. If the part variable’s value is ‘End’, changes the game mode to ‘pause’ and returns it.
12. While the active part is ‘4’, runs corresponding section.
13. If the part variable’s value is ‘End’, changes the game mode to ‘pause’ and returns it.
14. Defines the base structure without the chosen element loaded solely with the unit force
corresponding to the chosen element.
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15. While the active part is ‘5’, runs respective section.
16. If the part variable’s value is ‘End’, changes the game mode to ‘pause’ and returns it.
17. While the active part is ‘6’, runs respective section.
18. If the part variable’s value is ‘End’, changes the game mode to ‘pause’ and returns it.
19. Solves equation (27) calculating the hyperstatic force.
20. While the active part is ‘7’, runs respective section.
21. If the part variable’s value is ‘End’, changes the game mode to ‘pause’ and returns it.

Part 1
1. Updates the physical simulation.
2. Calls the event handler. With it, the part variable either stays the same or changes. If it
changes, then it either changes to ‘2’ or to ‘End’.
3. Renders the updated display.

Part 2
1. Calls the event handler. With it, the part variable either stays the same or changes. If it
changes, then it either changes to ‘3’ or to ‘End’. The selected element can also change.
2. If the selected element is a particle, then:
a. If the particle is constrained in one (and only one) direction, that constraint becomes
the chosen element.
b. If the particle is constrained in both directions, then one must be chosen as the chosen
element.
3. If the selected element is a rod, then it becomes the chosen element.
4. Renders the updated display.

Part 3
1. Updates the physical simulation.
2. Calls the event handler. With it, the part variable either stays the same or changes. If it
changes, then it either changes to ‘4’ or to ‘End’.
3. Renders the updated display.

Part 4
1. Calls the event handler. With it, the part variable either stays the same or changes. If it
changes, then it either changes to ‘5’ or to ‘End’.
2. Renders the updated display.

Part 5
1. Updates the physical simulation.
2. Calls the event handler. With it, the part variable either stays the same or changes. If it
changes, then it either changes to ‘6’ or to ‘End’.
3. Renders the updated display.
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Part 6
1. Calls the event handler. With it, the part variable either stays the same or changes. If it
changes, then it either changes to ‘7’ or to ‘End’.
2. Renders the updated display.

Part 7
1. Updates the physical simulation.
2. Calls the event handler. With it, the part variable either stays the same or changes to ‘End’.
3. Renders the updated display.

A.1.8 Auxiliary Functions
A.1.8.1 sendBoxesToWindow
After creating and filling them, the boxes graphical information must be sent to the input window
in use as otherwise they would not be drawn on screen. It receives the input window object and the
boxes objects.
1. Adds each box to the received input window.

A.1.8.2 createBoxes
This function creates a box for each variable received taking into account the received window’s
dimensions. Receives an input window object and a dictionary of variables. Returns the created boxes
objects.
1. Creates a box for each variable in the received dictionary of variables, taking into account
their alphabetic order. Each box’s title is the keyword of the corresponding variable. The
boxes positions are defined as being in the centre of the horizontal axis of the window
and, from the top to the bottom, with an equal length from one another along the vertical
axis.
2. Returns the created boxes.

A.1.8.3 sendElementsToWindow
This method is used to get the element’s data and send it to the window to be drawn afterwards.
Receives a dictionary of elements and a FPM window object.
1. Gets the necessary data from each particle (in the dictionary of elements) and adds it to
the received FPM window.
2. Gets the necessary data from each spring (in the dictionary of elements) and adds it to the
received FPM window.
3. Gets the necessary data from each grid (in the dictionary of elements) and adds it to the
received FPM window.
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A.1.8.4 updateElementsPhysics
Updates the received elements’ physical components. Receives a dictionary of elements to
update.
1. Updates the physical component of every particle, rod and environment in the received
dictionary of elements.

A.1.8.5 updateElementsGraphics
Updates the received elements’ graphical components. Receives a dictionary of elements to
update.
1. Updates the graphical component of every particle and rod in the received dictionary of
elements.

A.1.8.6 createParticle
Adds a new particle object with the desired position to a dictionary of elements. Receives the
position of the new particle and the dictionary of elements.
1. Checks the name of existent particles. Defines a local variable (n) with the first number
that is not taken by any of the existent particle’s names.
2. Creates a new particle object with the received position (pos) and with its identification as
the value of n.
3. Appends the new particle to the list of particles in the dictionary of elements (elements).
4. Returns the new particle.

A.1.8.7 CreateRod
Adds a new spring object attached to the desired particles to a dictionary of elements. Receives
the particles to be attached to, a dictionary of elements and an indicator of whether to treat the rod as a
discontinuity or not.
1. Checks the name of existent rods. Defines a local variable (n) with the first number that is
not taken by any of the existent rod’s names.
2. Creates a new spring object attached to the received particles (particle1, particle2), with
its identification as the value of n and the discontinuity indicator (discontinuity).
3. Connects the new rod to the received particles.
4. Appends the new rod to the list of rods in the dictionary of elements (elements).
5. Returns the new rod.

A.1.8.8 createBaseStructure
This extensive process is used to create the base structure to be used in the force method
mode, that is, it creates a structure identical to the received one but without the chosen static
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indeterminacy. It receives the chosen element and the original elements of the structure. Returns the
new structure and the chosen element.
1. Copies the environment of the original structure to the new one.
2. Creates a new, empty, dictionary of elements.
3. Copies the particles from the original structure to the new one, except the chosen statically
indeterminacy (if a particle was chosen). A copy of the chosen particle is created for the
new structure except the chosen constraint is removed.
4. Copies the rods from the original structure to the new one, except the chosen statically
indeterminate (if a rod was chosen). A copy of the chosen rod is created having its
discontinuity attribute (discontinuity) set to True.
5. Returns the new elements dictionary and the discontinuity element.

A.1.8.9 eraseStructureForces
Erases the forces applied to a received structure. Receives the dictionary of elements
corresponding to the structure whose forces are to be erased.
1. Changes the acceleration and the forces of the environment to 0.
2. Changes the individual forces and accelerations applied to the particles to 0.

A.1.8.10 applyHyperForce
The force corresponding to the erased statically indeterminate element is applied through this
method. It takes into account that the direction of the force must be equal to the direction of the released
element. Receives the chosen element and the intensity of the force to be applied.
1. If the chosen element is a constraint in the vertical axis, then the hyperstatic force is equal
to the received intensity and it is aligned with the vertical axis.
2. If the element is a constraint in the horizontal axis, then the hyperstatic force is equal to
the received intensity and it is aligned with the horizontal axis.
3. If the element is a rod, then the hyperstatic force is equal to the received intensity and it is
aligned with the rod’s axis.
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A.2. Finite Particle Method
A.2.1 Class ‘PhysicalParticle’ Methods
A.2.1.1 __init__
When an object of the PhysicalParticle class is created, this method is automatically called,
acting as its initializer, defining and initializing its attribute. It receives, as arguments, the original position
and the radius of the new physical particle.
1. Assigns to the connected rods attribute (connected_rods) its initial value.
2. Calculates the mass (by calling calculateMass) and assigns its value to the mass attribute
(mass).
3. Assigns to the radius attribute (radius) the received value.
4. Assigns to the constraint attribute (constraint) its initial value.
5. Assigns to the user applied accelerations attribute (user_applied_accels) its initial value.
6. Assigns to the user applied forces attribute (user_applied_forces) its initial value.
7. Assigns to the total forces attribute (forces) its initial value.
8. Assigns to the internal forces attribute (internal_forces) its initial value.
9. Assigns to the external forces attribute (external_forces) its initial value.
10. Assigns to the total velocity attribute (vels) its initial value.
11. Assigns to the total acceleration attribute (accels) its initial value.
12. Assigns to the original position attribute (original_pos) the received value.
13. Assigns to the current position attribute (pos) the value of the original positon attribute
(original_pos) as a list.
14. Calculates the difference between the current position (pos) and the original positon
(original_position) and assigns this value to the position variation attribute (delta_pos).

A.2.1.2 updatePhysicalParticle
This method updates the physical particle attributes on a time step basis. Receives a list of the
particles that can collide with the instance particle. Returns the value of the variation of the position from
its origin and the resultant external force applied to it. Uses the user applied accelerations
(user_applied_accels), the total accelerations (accels), the total forces (forces), the internal and
external forces (internal_forces and external_forces) and the time step (time_step) attributes.
Changes the values of the user applied accelerations (user_applied_accels), the total accelerations
(accels), the total forces (forces) and the total velocities (vels) attributes.
1. Checks the collision of the particle with the ones inside the received list (by calling the
method particleCollision).
2. Sums every acceleration applied by the user (user_applied_accels) (by calling the
support function sumVectorsDict) and substitutes the attribute value.
3. Converts the resultant user applied acceleration (user_applied_accels) into an external
force (by calling the method imposedAccelToForce).
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4. Calculates the sum of the internal forces (internal_forces) and the external forces
(external_forces) (by calling the method addForces) and assigns this value to the total
forces attribute (forces).
5. Calculates

the reaction

from

the existing restraints

(by calling the method

calculateConstraintReactions) and assigns this value to a local variable (reaction).
6. Sums the previously calculated total force (force) and the calculated reaction (reaction)
(by calling the method addForces) and substitutes the value of the total force attribute
(forces) by the new result.
7. Calculates the acceleration of the particle under the applied forces effect (by calling the
method forceToAccel) and assigns the value to the total accelerations attribute (accels).
8. Sums every acceleration of the particle (by calling the support function sumVectorsDict)
and substitutes the value of the total accelerations attribute (accels) by the new result.
9. Moves the particle to a new position (by calling the method move).
10. Calculates the new velocity of the particle (by calling the method accelerate) and
substitutes the value of the total velocity attribute by the result (vels).
11. Calculates the total external force of the particle by summing the reaction’s force and the
remaining external forces (by calling the addVectors support function). Defines a new
local variable (total_external_force) and assigns it the calculated value.
12. Resets the necessary attributes (by calling the method reset).
13. Returns the variation of the position in relation to its origin (delta_length) and returns the
total external force (total_external_force).

A.2.1.3 addInternalForce
This method adds a new force to the existing internal forces. It receives the new force’s value
as a dictionary of vectors or as a list of polar coordinates. Uses the internal forces attribute
(internal_forces). Changes the value of the internal forces attribute (internal_forces).
1. If the received argument’s type is a dictionary:
a. Appends the received new force’s first angle (new_force['angle'][0]) to the internal
forces attribute’s angles list (internal_forces['angle']).
b. Appends the received new force’s first scalar (new_force[‘scalar’][0]) to the internal
forces attribute’s scalar’s list (internal_forces[‘scalar’]).
2. Otherwise:
a. Appends the received new force’s angle (new_force[0]) to the internal forces
attribute’s angles list (internal_forces[‘scalar’]).
b. Appends the received new force’s scalar length (new_force[1]) to the internal forces
attribute’s angles list (internal_forces[‘scalar’]).
3. Sums every internal force inside the internal forces attribute (internal_forces) (by calling
the support function sumVectorsDict) and substitutes the value of the internal forces
attribute (internal_forces).
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A.2.1.4 addExternalForce
It receives the new force value as a dictionary of vectors or as a list of polar coordinates. Uses
the external forces attribute (external_forces). Changes the value of the external forces attribute
(external_forces).
1. If the received argument’s type is a dictionary:
a. Appends the received new force’s first angle (new_force['angle'][0]) to the internal
forces attribute’s angles list (external_forces['angle']).
b. Appends the received new force’s first scalar (new_force[‘scalar’][0]) to the internal
forces attribute’s scalar’s list (external _forces[‘scalar’]).
2. Otherwise:
a. Appends the received new force’s angle (new_force[0]) to the internal forces
attribute’s angles list (external _forces[‘scalar’]).
b. Appends the received new force’s scalar length (new_force[1]) to the internal forces
attribute’s angles list (external _forces[‘scalar’]).
3. Sums every external force inside the external forces attribute (external_forces) (by calling
the support function sumVectorsDict) and substitutes the value of the external forces
attribute (external_forces).

A.2.1.5 connectRod
Connects a new rod to the particle and recalculates its mass. Receives the new rod. Changes
the connected rods and the mass attributes (connected_rods and mass).
1. Appends the received rod to the list of connected rods attribute (connected_rods).
2. Calculates the mass of the particle (by calling the method calculateMass) and assigns it
to the mass attribute (mass).

A.2.1.6 deleteRod
Deletes a connected rod from the particle and recalculates its mass. Receives the rod to be
deleted. Changes the connected rods and the mass attributes (connected_rods and mass).
1. Removes received rod from the list of connected rods attribute (connected_rods).
2. Calculates the mass of the particle (by calling the method calculateMass) and assigns it
to the mass attribute (mass).
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A.2.1.7 imposedAccelToForce
This method calculates the imposed accelerations’ corresponding forces and adds them to the
external forces attribute of the particle. It receives the value of the imposed acceleration structured as a
dictionary of vectors.
1. Calculates the force and assigns it to a local variable (force). Its value is a dictionary with
the dictionary of vectors.
2. Adds the new force to the external forces of the particle (by calling the method
addExternalForce)

A.2.1.8 getPhysicsChangeableVariables
The attributes (and values) that can be manually changed in ‘properties mode’ must be obtained
through this method. It returns a dictionary with the variables’ names as keywords and the variables’
values as values of the corresponding keywords. Uses the forces applied by the user, the accelerations
applied by the user, the particle’s velocity, the constraints, the mass, the original position, the position
variation, the coefficient of restitution and the time step attributes (user_applied_forces,
user_applied_accels, vels, constraint, mass, original_pos, delta_pos, coef_restitution and the
time_step), being these the physical attributes that can be subjected to manual alterations.
1. Converts

the

first

user

applied

force

(user_applied_forces[‘angle’][0]

and

user_applied_forces[‘scalar’][0]) into Cartesian coordinates (by calling the support
function polarToCartesian) and assigns each coordinate to two local variables (force_x
and force_y).
2. Converts the first user applied acceleration (user_applied_accels[‘angle’][0] and
user_applied_accels [‘scalar’][0]) into Cartesian coordinates (by calling the support
function polarToCartesian) and assigns each coordinate to two local variables
(acceleration_x and acceleration_y).
3. Converts

the

first

particle’s

velocity

(user_applied_accels[‘angle’][0]

and

user_applied_accels [‘scalar’][0]) into Cartesian coordinates (by calling the support
function polarToCartesian) and assigns each coordinate to two local variables
(velocity_x and velocity_y).
4. Creates and assigns to a local variable (changeable_variables) a dictionary with the
following keywords and values:


constraint x: constraint over the horizontal axis attribute (constraint[0]).



constraint y: constraint over the horizontal axis attribute (constraint[1]).



Mass [kg]: mass attribute (mass).



original pos x [cm]: original position of the particle over the horizontal axis attribute
(original_pos[0]).



original pos y [cm]: original position of the particle over the vertical axis attribute
(original_pos[1]).
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delta pos x [cm]: position variation of the particle over the horizontal axis attribute
(delta_pos[0]).



delta pos y [cm]: position variation of the particle over the vertical axis attribute
(delta_pos[1]).



force x [kN]: force over the horizontal axis local variable (force_x).



force y [kN]: force over the vertical axis local variable (force_y).



acceleration x [m/s2]: acceleration over the horizontal axis local variable
(acceleration_x).



acceleration y [m/s2]: acceleration over the vertical axis local variable
(acceleration_y).



velocity x [m/s]: velocity over the horizontal axis local variable (velocity_x).



velocity y [m/s]: velocity over the vertical axis local variable (velocity_y).



coefficient of restitution: the coefficient of restitution of all particles
(coef_restitution).



time step [s]: the time step in effect.

5. Returns the changeable_variables local variable.

A.2.1.9 changePhysicsVariables
Changes the values of chosen, and changeable, attributes to the new ones from the ‘properties
mode’. Attributes that are not chosen keep their previous value. Receives a dictionary with the name of
the chosen changeable attributes as its keyword and the new value as each keyword’s value. Returns
the original position and the position variation attributes (original_pos and delta_pos). Uses the force
and the acceleration applied by the user, the velocity, the mass, the constraints, the original position,
the position variation, the coefficient of restitution and the time step attributes (user_applied_forces,
user_applied_accels, vels, mass, constraints, original_pos, delta_pos, coef_restitution and the
time_step). Changes the force and the acceleration applied by the user, the velocity, the mass, the
constraints, the original position, the position variation, the coefficient of restitution and the time step
attributes (user_applied_forces, user_applied_accels, vels, mass, constraints, original_pos,
delta_pos, coef_restitution and the time_step).
1. Converts

the

first

user

applied

force

(user_applied_forces[‘angle’][0]

and

user_applied_forces[‘scalar’][0]) into Cartesian coordinates (by calling the support
function polarToCartesian) and assigns each coordinate to two local variables (force_x
and force_y).
2. Converts the first user applied acceleration (user_applied_accels[‘angle’][0] and
user_applied_accels [‘scalar’][0]) into Cartesian coordinates (by calling the support
function polarToCartesian) and assigns each coordinate to two local variables
(acceleration_x and acceleration_y).
3. Converts the first velocity (vels[‘angle’][0] and vels [‘scalar’][0]) into Cartesian
coordinates (by calling the support function polarToCartesian) and assigns each
coordinate to two local variables (vels_x and vels_y).
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4. Gets the ‘mass [kg]’ keyword’s value from the dictionary and assigns it to the mass
attribute.
5. Gets the ‘constraint x’ and the ‘constraint y’ keywords’ values from the dictionary and
assigns it to the constraint attribute (constraint) as a list.
6. Gets the ‘original pos x [cm]’ and the ‘original pos y [cm]’ keywords’ values from the
dictionary and assigns it to the original position attribute (original_pos) as a list.
7. Gets the ‘delta pos x [cm]’ and the ‘delta pos y [cm]’ keywords’ values from the dictionary
and assigns it to the positon variation attribute (delta_pos) as a list.
8. Gets the ‘force x [kN]’ and the ‘force y [kN]’ keywords’ values from the dictionary. If the
keyword doesn’t exist, uses the value of the force_x and force_y local variables.
Aggregates both values in a list and changes it from a vector in Cartesian coordinates to
a vector in polar coordinates (by calling the method cartesianToPolar). Assigns it to a
local variable (force).
9. Assigns the first value (the angle) and the second value (the scalar length) of the force
local variable to the first angle and first scalar length of the user applied forces attribute
(user_applied_forces[‘angle’][0] and user_applied_forces[‘scalar’][1]).
10. Gets the ‘acceleration x [m/s2]’ and the ‘acceleration y [m/s2]’ keywords’ values from
the dictionary. If the keyword doesn’t exist, uses the value of the acceleration_x and
acceleration_y local variables. Aggregates both values in a list and changes it from a
vector in Cartesian coordinates to a vector in polar coordinates (by calling the method
cartesianToPolar). Assigns it to a local variable (acceleration).
11. Assigns the first value (the angle) and the second value (the scalar length) of the
acceleration local variable to the first angle and first scalar length of the user applied
accelerations

attribute

(user_applied_accels[‘angle’][0]

and

user_applied_accels[‘scalar’][1]).
12. Assigns the first value (the angle) and the second value (the scalar length) of the velocity
local variable to the first angle and first scalar length of the velocity attribute
(vels[‘angle’][0] and vels[‘scalar’][1]).
13. Gets the ‘coef restitution’ keyword’s value from the dictionary and assigns it to the
coefficient of restitution attribute (coef_restitution).
14. Gets the ‘time step’ keyword’s value from the dictionary and assigns it to the time step
attribute (time_step).
15. Calculates the new position as the sum of the original position attribute and the position
variation attribute (original_pos and delta_pos).
16. Returns the value of the original position and the position variation attribute (original_pos
and delta_pos).

A.2.1.10 addForces
This method calculates the result of the sum of a group of forces. It receives a list of dictionaries
of vectors, each dictionary being a group of forces. Returns the resultant force as a dictionary of vectors.
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1. Creates a local dictionary of vectors variable (forces) with two indexes. Both entries have
an empty list assigned to them.
2. For each group of forces in the list received:
a. For each angle in the group of forces:
i. Appends the angle into the angle list of the forces local variable
b. For each scalar length in the group of forces:
i. Appends the scalar length into the scalar length list of the forces local variable
3. Sums every force (by calling the support function sumVectorsDict) and the result is
assigned to the local variable forces
4. Returns the forces local variable’s value

A.2.1.11 Move
This method calculates the new position of the particle, and its position variation compared to
the original position. It changes the values of the current positon and position variation attributes (pos
and delta_pos). Uses the values of the total velocities, the total accelerations and the time step
attributes (vels, accels and the time_step).
1. Calculates the new position over the horizontal axis (pos[0]) and assigns the value to the
position attribute’s first index (pos[0])
2. Calculates the new position over the vertical axis (pos[1]) and assigns the value to the
position attribute’s second index (pos[1])
3. Calculates the difference between the current position (pos) and the original position
(original_pos) and assigns it to the position variation attribute (delta_pos)

A.2.1.12 particleCollision
Checks if the particle is in collision with others. If it is, changes its own velocity and of the
particles it collided with. Receives a list of particles to check the collision with. Uses the current position,
the coefficient of restitution, the velocities, the mass and the radius attributes of the particle (pos,
coef_restitution, vels, mass and radius). Of the received group of particles uses some of their physical
attributes: current position, coefficient of restitution, radius, velocity (pos, coef_restitution, vels, mass
and radius). Changes the position attribute of the instanced particle and of the received particles (pos).
1. Defines and assigns to a local variable (p2) each particle inside the received list:
a. Substitutes the p2 local variable’s value by the physical component of the received
particle.
b. Calculates the horizontal distance between the horizontal coordinate of the instanced
particle and the received one (pos[0]). Assigns this value to a new local variable (dx).
c. Calculates the vertical distance between the vertical coordinate of the instanced particle
and the received one (pos[1]). Assigns this value to a new local variable (dy).
d. Calculates the distance between the two particles using dx and dy local variables and
assigns it to a new local variable (dist).
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e. If the dist local variable’s values is lesser than the sum of both particles radius attributes
(radius):
i. Calculates the sum of both particle’s mass attributes (mass) and assigns it to a new
local variable (total_mass).
ii. Calculates the collision between the two particles and assigns it to a new local
variable (collision_angle).
iii. Calculates the projection of the instanced particle’s velocity of the collision axis and
the tangential axis (by calling the support function decomposeVector). Assigns it
to two new local variables (v1_collision, v1_tagent).
iv. Calculates the projection of the received particle’s velocity of the collision axis and
the tangential axis (by calling the support function decomposeVector). Assigns it
to two new local variables (v2_collision, v2_tagent).
v. If the instanced particle’s collision velocity’s angle (v1_collision[0]) is the same as
the collision’s (collision_angle):
1. Assigns the integer 1 to a new local variable (sign1).
vi. Otherwise:
1. Assigns the integer -1 to a new local variable (sign1).
vii. If the received particle’s collision velocity’s angle (v2_collision[0]) is the same as
the collision’s (collision_angle):
1. Assigns the integer 1 to a new local variable (sign2).
viii. Otherwise:
1. Assigns the integer -1 to a new local variable (sign2).
ix. Calculates the velocity of the instanced particle in the direction of the collision in
accordance to equation (45). Assigns the value to a new local variable
(v1_coll_final).
x. Calculates the velocity of the received particle in the direction of the collision in
accordance to equation (46). Assigns the value to a new local variable
(v2_coll_final).
xi. Calculates the new total velocity of the instanced particle as the vector sum the
tangential and perpendicular velocities (v1_tangent and v1_coll_final). Assigns
the value to a new local variable (new_v1).
xii. Calculates the new total velocity of the received particle as the vector sum the
tangential and perpendicular velocities (v2_tangent and v2_coll_final). Assigns
the value to a new local variable (new_v2).
xiii. Changes the velocity attribute of the instanced particle (vels) to the new one
(new_v1).
xiv. Changes the velocity attribute of the received particle (vels) to the new one
(new_v2).
xv. Calculates the overlapping distance and assigns it to a new local variable
(overlap).
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xvi. If the horizontal position attribute of the instanced particle is lesser than the
horizontal position attribute of the received particle (pos[0]):
1. Calculates the new horizontal position of the instanced particle (using equation
(47)). Substitutes the horizontal position attribute of the instanced particle by
the new value (pos[0]).
2. Calculates the new horizontal position of the received particle (using equation
(47)). Substitutes the horizontal position attribute of the received particle by the
new value (pos[0]).
xvii. If the horizontal position attribute of the instanced particle is higher than the
horizontal position attribute of the received particle (pos[0]):
1. Calculates the new horizontal position of the instanced particle (using equation
(47)). Substitutes the horizontal position attribute of the instanced particle by
the new value (pos[0]).
2. Calculates the new horizontal position of the received particle (using equation
(47)). Substitutes the horizontal position attribute of the received particle by the
new value (pos[0]).
xviii. If the vertical position attribute of the instanced particle is lesser than the vertical
position attribute of the received particle (pos[0]):
1. Calculates the new vertical position of the instanced particle (using equation
(47)). Substitutes the vertical position attribute of the instanced particle by the
new value (pos[0]).
2. Calculates the new vertical position of the received particle (using equation (47)).
Substitutes the vertical position attribute of the received particle by the new
value (pos[0]).
xix. If the vertical position attribute of the instanced particle is higher than the vertical
position attribute of the received particle (pos[0]):
1. Calculates the new vertical position of the instanced particle (using equation
(47)). Substitutes the vertical position attribute of the instanced particle by the
new value (pos[0]).
2. Calculates the new vertical position of the received particle (using equation (47)).
Substitutes the vertical position attribute of the received particle by the new
value (pos[0]).

A.2.1.13 calculateMass
Calculates the mass of the particle taking into account the existence or inexistence of connected
rods and, if they do exist, their density. If no rod is connected to the particle then the mass assumes 1
as its value. Any real number higher than 0 could be accepted, however, since a unit mass allows a
more direct relation between the value of the force and the corresponding acceleration, this was chosen
over other possibilities. Returns the value of the calculated mass. Uses the connected rods attribute
(connected_rods).
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1. If the length of the connected rods attribute’s list (connected_rods) is not 0:
a. Assigns 0 to a local variable (mass).
b. For each rod in the connected rods attribute’s list (connected_rods):
i. Sums the mass contribution from the rod to the particle (by using equation (48)) to
the mass local variable and substitutes the mass local variable’s value by the
calculated one.
2. Otherwise:
a. Substitutes the value of the mass local variable by 1.
3. Returns the mass local variable.

A.2.1.14 forceToAccel
This method calculates the acceleration of the particle due to the applied force. It receives the
value of the applied force as a dictionary of vectors. Returns the calculated acceleration. Uses the value
of the particle’s mass attribute (mass).
1. Creates a new local variable (accels) and assigns it a dictionary of vectors with empty
lists.
2. Appends to the angle’s list of the accels local variable the angle of the received force
variable.
3. Calculates the acceleration’s intensity and appends its value to the scalar’s list of the
accels local variable.
4. Returns the accels local variable’s value

A.2.1.15 instantVelToForce
This method calculates the necessary force to change the velocity of the particle into an
imposed value. It receives the value of the imposed velocity as a list object. Uses the mass and time
step attributes (mass and time_step).
1. Defines a dictionary of vectors variable (force). Assigns to its angles’ list the angle of the
received velocity. Assigns to its scalar’s list the intensity of the calculated force.
2. Adds the calculated force to the external forces’ attribute (by calling the method
addExternalForce).

A.2.1.16 accelerate
Calculates the new velocity of the particle based on its acceleration and the time step. Returns
the new velocity (a dictionary of vectors). Uses the values of the total acceleration, total velocities and
time step attributes (accels, vels and the time_step).
1. Calculates the increment in velocity due to the acceleration. This is assigned as a
dictionary of vectors to a new local variable (incremental_variable).
2. Calculates the new velocity (by calling the support function sumVectorsDict,) and assigns
this value into a new local variable (new_vel)
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3. Returns the new velocity local variable (new_vel)

A.2.1.17 calculateConstraintReaction
Calculates the force to be applied by the constraint to the particle (if the particle is constrained).
Returns the value of the reaction. Uses the total forces and the total velocities attributes of the particle
(forces, vels). Changes the total velocities attribute (vels).
1. Defines an empty dictionary of vectors local variable (reaction).
2. Calculates the sum of the forces attribute’s dictionary of vectors (by calling its
sumVectorsDict). Assigns this dictionary of vectors to a new local variable (resultant).
3. Decomposes the resultant’s vector into its horizontal and vertical components (by calling
the support function decomposeVector). Assigns it to two new local variables
(resultant_x and resultant_y).
4. Decomposes the total velocities’ vector into its horizontal and vertical components (by
calling the support function decomposeVector). Assigns it to two new local variables
(vel_x and vel_y).
5. If the horizontal constraint attribute’s value (constraint[0]) is not 0:
a. Calculates the horizontal constraint’s reaction’s angle as being the opposite of the
horizontal resultant’s (resultant_x[0]). Appends it to the resultant’s angles.
b. Appends the horizontal resultant’s intensity (resultant_x[1]) to the resultant’s scalars.
c. Calculates the horizontal velocity (vel_x[0] opposing angle and appends it to the total
velocities attribute’s angles (vels[‘angle’]).
d. Appends the horizontal velocity’s intensity (vel_x[1]) to the total velocities attribute’s
scalars (vels[‘scalar’]).
6. If the vertical constraint attribute’s value (constraint[1]) is not 0:
a. Calculates the vertical constraint’s reaction’s angle as being the opposite of the vertical
resultant’s (resultant_y[0]). Appends it to the resultant’s angles.
b. Appends the vertical resultant’s intensity (resultant_y[1]) to the resultant’s scalars.
c. Calculates the vertical velocity (vel_y[0] opposing angle and appends it to the total
velocities attribute’s angles (vels[‘angle’]).
d. Appends the vertical velocity’s intensity (vel_y[1]) to the total velocities attribute’s
scalars (vels[‘scalar’]).
7. Calculates the sum of the vectors inside the resultant’s dictionary of vectors. Substitutes
the values of this local variable by the value of this calculation.
8. Returns the resultant local variable.

A.2.1.18 reset
Resets the necessary particle attributes into its initial values. The only attributes which require
a reset are the internal, external and total forces and the total accelerations of the particle. Changes the
value of the internal, external and total forces and the acceleration attributes (internal_force,
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external_force,

forces,

accels).

Uses

the

value

of

the

user

applied

forces

attribute

(user_applied_forces).
1. Assigns the total accelerations’ initial value to the corresponding attribute (accels)
2. Assigns the external forces’ initial value to the corresponding attribute (external_forces)
3. Assigns the internal forces’ initial value to the corresponding attribute (internal_forces)
4. Assigns the total forces’ initial value to the corresponding attribute (forces)

A.2.2 Class ‘PhysicalRod’ Methods
A.2.2.1 __init__
This method acts as an initializer of the PhysicalRod objects and it is called the moment the
object is created. Receives the attached particles as its argument.
1. Assigns the received Boolean value to the discontinuity indicator attribute (discontinuity).
2. Assigns the received particles to the attached particles attribute (attached_particles).
3. Assigns the position of the first attached particle (attached_particles[0]) to the
corresponding position attribute (pos1).
4. Assigns the position of the first attached particle (attached_particles[1]) to the
corresponding position attribute (pos2).
5. Calculates the rod’s angles (by calling the method calculateAngles) and assigns them to
the angle from the first to the second and vice-versa attributes (angle_p1_to_p2 and
angle_p2_to_p1).
6. Calculates the current length of the rod (by calling the method calculateLength) and
assigns it to the rest length attribute (rest_length).
7. Calculates

the

current

calculateDeformation)

deformation
and

assigns

of
it

the
to

rod

the

(by

calling

current

the

method

deformation

attribute

(current_deformation).
8. Assigns to the stiffness attribute (stiffness) its initial value.
9. Assigns to the damping coefficient attribute (damp_coef) its initial value.
10. Assigns to the density attribute (density) its initial value.
11. Assigns to the axial strength attribute (strength) its initial value.
12. Assigns to the plasticity state attribute (plasticity) its initial value.
13. Calculates

the

elastic

deformation

range

(by

calling

the

calculateDeltaElasticDeformation) and assigns it to the corresponding attribute
(delta_elastic_deformation).
14. Assigns to the plastic deformation attribute (plastic_deformation) its initial value.
15. Calculates the tension and compression elastic limit deformation and assigns them to the
corresponding attribute (elastic_limit_deformation).
16. Calculates the rod’s Hooke’s force (by calling the method rodHookeForce).
17. Calculates the rod’s damping force (by calling the method rodDamping).
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18. Calculates

the

rod’s

resultant

axial

force

(by

calling

the

method

rodResultantAxialForce).

A.2.2.2 updatePhysicalRod
This method updates the rod position attributes, the forces it generates, its plastic state, and the
forces sent to the attached particles. It returns the resultant axial force and the plastic state attributes
(axial_force and plasticity).
1. Updates the position of the end nodes (pos1, pos2), the rod’s angles (angle_p1_to_p2,
angle_p2_to_p1) and its current deformation (current_deformation) (by calling the
method updatePhysicalRod).
2. If the discontinuity’s attribute’s value (discontinuity) is False:
a. Checks if the rod is in the plastic state (by calling the method checkPlasticity).
b. Calculates Hooke’s force (by calling the method rodHookeForce).
c. Calculates the damping force (by calling the method rodDamping).
d. Calculates the resultant force (by calling the method rodResultantAxialForce).
e. Sends the forces to the attached particles (by calling the method forceToParticles).
f. Returns the resultant axial force (axial_force) and the plastic state (plasticity) of the
rod.
3. Otherwise:
a. Sends the forces to the attached particles (by calling the method forceToParticles).

A.2.2.3 getPhysicsChangeableVariables
Gets the names of the attributes that can be manually changeable in the ‘properties mode’ and
their respective values. Returns a dictionary with the names of the variables as keywords and the
respective values as the values of the corresponding keywords. Uses the rod’s density, stiffness, rest
length, damping coefficient, tensile strength and compressive strength attributes (density, stiffness,
rest_length, damp_coef, strength[0] and strength[1]).
1. Creates and assigns to a local variable (changeable_variables) a dictionary with the
following keywords and values:


density [kg/m]: rod’s density’s attribute (density).



stiffness [kN]: rod’s stiffness attribute (stiffness).



rest length [cm]: rest length attribute (rest_length).



damping coefficient [kN.s/m]: damping coefficient of the rod (damp_coef).



tensile strength[kN]: force’s limit under tension attribute (strength[1]).



compressive strength [kN]: force’s limit under compression attribute (strength[0])
but with an inverse sign.

2. Returns the changeable_variables local variable.
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A.2.2.4 changePhysicsVariables
This method changes the values of chosen changeable attributes while keeping the values of
non-chosen attributes. Receives a dictionary with the name of the chosen changeable attributes as its
keyword and the new value as each keyword’s value. Uses the rod’s density, stiffness, rest length,
damping coefficient, tensile strength and compressive strength attributes (density, stiffness,
rest_length, damp_coef, strength[0] and strength[1] ), being these the physical attributes that can
be subjected to manual alterations. Changes the values of the rod’s density, stiffness, rest length,
damping coefficient, tensile strength, compressive strength, elastic deformation range and elastic
deformation limit attributes (density, stiffness, rest_length, damp_coef, strength[0], strength[1],
delta_elastic_deformation, elastic_limit_deformation).
1. Gets the ‘density [kg/cm]’ keyword’s value from the dictionary and assigns it to the
density attribute.
2. Gets the ‘stiffness [kN]’ keyword’s values from the dictionary and assigns it to the
stiffness attribute (stiffness) as a list.
3. Gets the ‘rest length [cm]’ keyword’s value from the dictionary and assigns it to the rest
length attribute (rest_length) as a list.
4. Gets the ‘damping coefficient [kN.s/m]’ keyword’s value from the dictionary and assigns
it to the damping coefficient attribute (damping coefficient) as a list.
5. Gets the ‘compressive strength [kN]’ and the ‘tensile strength [kN]’ keywords’ values
from the dictionary. Multiplies the value of the compressive strength by -1 and
aggregates both values into a tuple. Assigns the tuple to the axial strength attribute
(strength).
6. Recalculates

the

elastic

deformation

range

(by

calling

calculateDeltaElasticDeformation) and assigns it to the corresponding attribute
(delta_elastic_deformation).
7. Recalculates the elastic deformation limit and assigns it to the corresponding attribute
(elastic_limit_deformation).

A.2.2.5 updateRodPosition
The rod’s end nodes coordinates, its angle, its current deformation and its current length are
updated each time step with this method. Uses the attached particles, the current deformation and the
rest length attributes (attached_particles, current_deformation, rest_length). Changes the end
node’s positions, the rod’s angles, current deformation and length variation attributes (pos1, pos2,
angle_p1_to_p2, angle_p2_to_p1, current_deformation, delta_length).
1. The position of the first end node (pos1) is assigned the position of the first attached
particle (particles[0]).
2. The position of the second end node (pos2) is assigned the position of the second
attached particle (particles[1]).
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3. The rod’s angle from the first end node to the second and vice-versa are calculated (by
calling the method calculateAngles) and assigned to the respective attribute
(angle_p1_to_p2 and angle_p2_to_p1).
4. Calculates the current deformation (current_deformation).
5. Calculates the length variation attribute (delta_length).

A.2.2.6 rodHookeForce
Calculates the force of the rod. Uses the values of the current deformation, plastic deformation
and the stiffness attributes (current_deformation, plastic_deformation and stiffness). Changes the
value of the Hooke’s force attribute (hooke_force).
1. If the current deformation is positive or 0:
a. Calculates Hooke’s force and assigns that value to the Hooke’s force attribute
(hooke_force).

A.2.2.7 rodDamping
This method calculates the damping force intensity (positive or negative). Uses the values of
the attached particles and the angles of the rod (attached_particle, angle_p1_to_p2 and
angle_p2_to_p1). It changes the value of the rod’s damping force attribute (damping_force).
1. The projection of the first attached particle’s velocity is calculated (by calling the support
function projectVector) and assigned to a local variable (axial_vel1_to_2).
2. The projection of the second attached particle’s velocity is calculated (by calling the
support function projectVector) and assigned to a local variable (axial_vel2_to_1).
3. The velocity of the first attached particle in relation to the second is calculated (by calling
the support function addVectors) and assigned to a local variable (relative_vel1_to_2).
4. The velocity of the second attached particle in relation to the first is calculated (by calling
the support function addVectors) and assigned to a local variable (relative_vel2_to_1).
5. If:
a. The velocity’s angle of the first particle in relation to the second (relative_vel1_to_2[0])
is the same as the angle of the rod from the first to the second end node
(angle_p1_to_p2 attribute),
b. Or: The velocity’s angle of the first particle in relation to the second
(relative_vel1_to_2[0]) is 𝜋 and the angle of the rod from the first to the second end
node (angle_p1_to_p2 attribute) is – 𝜋,
c. Or: The velocity’s angle of the first particle in relation to the second
(relative_vel1_to_2[0]) is −𝜋 and the angle of the rod from the first to the second end
node (angle_p1_to_p2 attribute) is 𝜋:
i. Assings -1 to a local variable (damping_sign).
6. Otherwise:
a. Assings 1 to a local variable (damping_sign).
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7. Calculates the damping force using (using the relative_vel1_to_2 as velocity) but
multiplies the value by the damping_sign’s value as the relative_vel1_to_2’s value’s
sign is always positive.

A.2.2.8 rodResultantForce
Calculates the sum of the Hooke’s force and the damping force. Changes the value of the
resultant force attribute (axial_force).
1. Sums the intensity of the damping force (damping_force) and of the Hooke’s force
(hooke_force) and assigns the result to the resultant axial force (axial_force).

A.2.2.9 checkPlasticity
Checks whether the rod is in plastic state or not, and if it is, updates the plastic deformation and
the elastic limit deformation of the rod. Uses the current deformation, the elastic limit deformation, the
elastic

deformation

range

and

plastic

deformation

attributes

(current_deformation,

elastic_limit_deformation, delta_elastic_deformation, plastic_deformation). Changes the value of
the plastic state, the plastic deformation and the elastic limit deformation attributes (plasticity,
plastic_deformation, elastic_limit_deformation).
1. If the current deformation attribute is higher than the tension elastic limit deformation
attribute (current_deformation, elastic_limit_deformation[1]) and the elastic limit
deformation’s value is not 0:
a. Assigns True to the plastic state attribute (plasticity).
b. Calculates the plastic deformation and assigns it to the corresponding attribute
(plastic_deformation).
c. Calculates the new tension elastic limit deformation and assigns it to the corresponding
attribute (elastic_limit_deformation[1]).
2. If the current deformation attribute is higher than the tension compression elastic limit
deformation attribute (current_deformation, elastic_limit_deformation[0]) and the
elastic limit deformation’s value is not 0:
a. Assigns True to the plastic state attribute (plasticity).
b. Calculates the plastic deformation and assigns it to the corresponding attribute
(plastic_deformation).
c. Calculates the new elastic limit deformation and assigns it to the corresponding attribute
(elastic_limit_deformation[0]).

A.2.2.10 calculateAngles
Calculates the angles of the rod axis from the first particle to the second and vice-versa. Returns
the calculated angles. Uses the position of the end nodes attributes (pos1 and pos2). Changes the
values of the angles attributes (angle_p1_to_p2 and angle_p2_to_p1).
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1. Calculates the difference between the horizontal coordinates of both end nodes (pos1[0]
and pos2[0]) and assigns it to a local variable (dx).
2. Calculates the difference between the vertical coordinates of both end nodes (pos1[1] and
pos2[1]) and assigns it to a local variable (dy).
3. Calculates the angle and length of the rod (by calling the support function
cartesianToPolar) and assigns those values to two local variables (angle and length).
4. Calculates the angle from the first to the second end node by adding the value of the local
variable angle and 𝜋 and then normalizing it (by calling the support function
normalizeAngle). Assigns this value to the angle from the first to the second end node
attribute (angle_p1_to_p2).
5. Normalizes the value of the local variable angle (by calling the support function
normalizeAngle) and assigns the result the angle from the 2st to the 1nd end node
attribute (angle_p1_to_p2).
6. Returns both the angle from the first to the second and the angle from the second to the
first end node attributes values (angle_p1_to_p2 and angle_p2_to_p1).

A.2.2.11 calculateLength
Calculates the current length of the rod based on the position of both end nodes. Returns the
calculated length. Uses the value of both end nodes’ position attributes (pos1 and pos2).
1. Calculates the difference between the horizontal coordinates of both end nodes (pos1[0]
and pos2[0]) and assigns it to a local variable (dx).
2. Calculates the difference between the vertical coordinates of both end nodes (pos1[1] and
pos2[1]) and assigns it to a local variable (dy).
3. Calculates the angle and length of the rod (by calling the support function
cartesianToPolar) and assigns those values to two local variables (angle and length).
4. Returns the value of the local variable (length).

A.2.2.12 calculateDeformation
This method calculates the current deformation of the rod. Returns the calculated deformation.
Uses the value of the rest length attribute (rest_length).
1. Calculates the length of the rod (by calling the method calculateLength) and assigns is
to a local variable (length).
2. Calculates the current deformation and assigns that value to a new local variable
(deformation).
3. Returns the local variable deformation.

A.2.2.13 calculateDeltaElasticDeformation
This method calculates the elastic deformation range for both the rod in compression and in
tension. Uses the values of the axial strength and the rod’s stiffness attributes (strength and stiffness).
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1. Calculates the tension elastic deformation range of the rod and assigns it to a local variable
(positive_delta_elastic_deformation).
2. Calculates the compression elastic deformation range of the and assigns it to a local
variable (negative_delta_elastic_deformation).
3. Stores both values in a list local variable (delta_elastic_deformation).
4. Returns the local variable’s value (delta_elastic_deformation).

A.2.2.14 forceToParticles
Applies the rod’s force to the attached particles taking into account the angle of each force (one
for each particle). Uses the rod’s angles, axial force and discontinuity attributes (angle_p1_to_p2,
angle_p2_to_p1, axial_force and discontinuity).
1. If the discontinuity attribute’s value (discontinuity) is not True:
a. Adds the rods axial force to the first attached particle (attached_particles[0]) by calling
the particle’s method addInternalForce.
b. Adds the rods axial force to the second attached particle (attached_particles[1]) by
calling the particle’s method addInternalForce.
2. Otherwise:
a. Adds the rods axial force to the first attached particle (attached_particles[0]) by calling
the particle’s method addExternalForce.
b. Adds the rods axial force to the second attached particle (attached_particles[1]) by
calling the particle’s method addExternalForce.

A.2.3 Class ‘Environment’ Methods
A.2.3.1 applyToParticles
Applies to the received group of particles the environment’s acceleration and force. Receives
the group of particles.
1. For each particle in the received group of particles:
a. Applies the environment’s acceleration (acceleration) to the particle (by calling the
physical particle’s method imposedAccelToForce).
b. Applies the environment’s force (force) to the particle (by calling the physical particle’s
method addExternalForce).

A.2.3.2 getChangeableVariables
Gets the names of the manually changeable variables and the respective values to be displayed
in the ‘properties mode’. Returns a dictionary with the names of the variables as keywords and the
respective values as the values of the corresponding keywords. Uses the environment’s acceleration
and force attributes (acceleration, force).
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1. Creates and assigns to two local variables (acceleration_x, acceleration_y) the
horizontal and vertical components of the environment’s acceleration (acceleration) (by
calling the support function polarToCartesian).
2. Creates and assigns to two local variables (force_x, force_y) the horizontal and vertical
components of the environment’s force (force) (by calling the support function
polarToCartesian).
3. Creates and assigns to a local variable (changeable_variables) a dictionary with the
following keywords and values:


acceleration_x: rod’s density’s attribute (density).



acceleration_y: rod’s stiffness attribute (stiffness).



force_x: rest length attribute (rest_length).



force_y: damping coefficient of the rod (damp_coef).

4. Returns the changeable_variables local variable.

A.2.3.3 changePhysicsVariables
This method changes the values of changeable attributes chosen in the ‘properties mode’ while
keeping the remaining unaltered. Receives a dictionary with the name of the chosen changeable
attributes as its keyword and the new value as each keyword’s value (new_variables). Uses the
environment’s acceleration and force attributes (acceleration, force). Changes the values of the
environment’s acceleration and force attributes (acceleration, force).
1. Creates and assigns to two local variables (acceleration_x, acceleration_y) the
horizontal and vertical components of the environment’s acceleration (acceleration) (by
calling the support function polarToCartesian).
2. Creates and assigns to two local variables (force_x, force_y) the horizontal and vertical
components of the environment’s force (force) (by calling the support function
polarToCartesian).
3. Gets the ‘acceleration_x and the ‘acceleration_y’ keywords’ values from the dictionary.
Aggregates both values into a list. Assigns the list to the acceleration attribute
(acceleration).
4. Gets the ‘force_x and the ‘force _y’ keywords’ values from the dictionary. Aggregates
both values into a list. Assigns the list to the acceleration attribute (force).
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A.3. Event Handling
A.3.1 checkEvents
This function acts as the event handler of the program. It is called any time the events are to be
checked and their consequences executed. Within it, depending on the active mode, only one of its
sections will be used. Thus, the code’s explanation is also separated in sections ahead. Note that the
possible events during the ‘properties’, ‘load’ or ‘save’ modes are very similar, thus, its respective code
has been agglomerated. Receives the elements, FPM window, game mode, selected element, boxes,
selected box, input letters permission, force method part and sub-part variables (game_mode,
elements, main_window, selected_element, boxes, selected_box, input_letters, allow_letters,
part, sub_part). The default value in all cases, except the first, is None. The returned variables depend
on each section:


Simulation Mode Section– returns the game mode.



Pause Mode Section– returns the selected element, the game mode and the elements
variables.



Properties, Save and Load Mode Section– returns the game mode, selected box and
input key variables



Force Method Mode Section– Although the ‘force method mode’ is divided into seven
sections, the event handler’s part that is responsible for this mode is only divided in two,
as the only mode’s section with different events is the second. Thus, the event handler
is split into two sections: one for the second mode’s section and another for the
remaining. Likewise, the explanation of this event handler’s part is divided in two: the
first for every mode’s section except the second, and the later for the second mode’s
section.
-

Section 1 and from 3 to 7: returns the new force method part variable.

-

Section 2: returns a selected element, a selected constraint and the new force
method part variable.

1. Checks the active game mode and runs the respective section, presented ahead
separately for each mode.

A.3.1.1 Simulation Mode Section’s Algorithm
1. For each event obtained from the event queue:
a. If the event type is pressing the ‘close window’ icon, then the program is closed.
b. Otherwise, if the event type is ‘pressing a key’ :
1. If the pressed key is ‘escape’, changes the game mode to ‘pause’ and returns
the game mode variable.
2. Returns the game mode variable.
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A.3.1.2 Pause Mode Section’s Algorithm
1. From each event got from the event queue:
a. If the event type is pressing the ‘close window’ icon, then the program is closed.
b. Otherwise, if the event type is ‘pressing a key’:
i. If the pressed key is ‘h’, changes the current grid.
ii. Otherwise, if the pressed key is ‘g’, creates a new grid.
iii. Otherwise, if the pressed key is ‘s’, changes the game mode to ‘save’ and returns
the selected elements, game mode and elements variables (selected_elements,
game_mode, elements).
iv. Otherwise, if the pressed key is ‘d’, changes the game mode to ‘load’ and returns
the selected elements, game mode and elements variables (selected_elements,
game_mode, elements).
v. Otherwise, if the pressed key is ‘k’ changes the game mode to ‘force method’ and
returns

the

selected

elements,

game

mode

and

elements

variables

(selected_elements, game_mode, elements).
vi. Otherwise, if the pressed key is ‘escape’:
1. If the selected element is the environment or if its value is None, changes the
game mode back to ‘simulation’. It returns the selected elements, game mode
and elements variables (selected_elements, game_mode, elements).
2. Otherwise, changes the selected element to the environment element.
vii. Otherwise, if the pressed key is ‘p’, creates a new particle.
viii. Otherwise, if the pressed key is ‘l’, creates a new rod.
ix. Otherwise, if the pressed key is ‘i’, switched the force diagrams On or Off.
x. Otherwise, if the pressed key is ‘return’, changes the game mode to ‘properties’.
The ‘properties mode’ will correspond to the selected element. If the selected
element’s value is None, then assigns to it the environment. Afterwards it returns
the selected elements, game mode and elements variables (selected_elements,
game_mode, elements).
xi. Otherwise, if the pressed key is ‘delete’, deletes the selected particle, rod or grid.
c. Otherwise, if the event type is ‘pressing a mouse button’, selects a particle, rod or grid
if the mouse is over it.
2. Returns the selected element, the game mode and the elements variables
(selected_element, game_mode and elements).

A.3.1.3 Properties, Save and Load Mode Section’s Algorithm
1. Defines an input key local variable and assigns None as its initial value.
2. For each event got from the event queue:
a. If the event type is pressing the ‘close window’ icon, then the program is closed.
b. Otherwise, if no box is selected :
i. If the event type is ‘pressing a key’ :
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1. If the pressed key is ‘escape’, changes the game mode to ‘pause’ and returns
the game mode, the selected box and the input key variables (game_mode,
selected_box, input_key).
ii. Otherwise, if the event type is ‘pressing a mouse button’, selects a box if the mouse
is over it.
c. Otherwise:
i. If the event type is ‘pressing a key’:
1. If the pressed key is ‘return’, unselects the box.
2. Otherwise, if the pressed key is ‘backspace’, ‘escape’, or one of the permitted
characters ():
a. If the allowed letters indicator variable’s value is False:
i. If the ASCII code of the pressed key is not 47 or 32 (‘/’ or ‘backspace’)
assigns the pressed key to the input key local variable.
ii. Otherwise, if the ASCII code of the pressed key is 47, assigns the ASCII
value of ‘-‘ to the input key local variable.
b. Otherwise:
i. If the ASCII code of the pressed key is not 47 (‘/’) assigns the code to the
input key local variable.
ii. Otherwise, assigns the ASCII value of ‘-‘ to the input key local variable.
3. Returns the game mode, selected box and input key variables (game_mode,
selected_box, input_key).

A.3.1.4 Force Method Mode Section’s Algorithm
1. If the force method’s active part is lower than ‘7’ but is not ‘2’:
a. For each event got from the event queue:
i. If the event type is ‘pressing a key’:
1. If the pressed key is ‘k’, advances the ‘force method mode’ to the next step.
2. If the pressed key is ‘i’, turns the force diagrams on or off.
3. If the pressed key is ‘escape’, changes the part variable’s value to ‘End’, quitting
the ‘force method mode’ back into ‘pause’. Returns the part variable.
ii. Otherwise, if the event type is pressing the ‘close window’ icon:
1. Quits the game.
b. Returns the part variable.
2. Otherwise:
a. If the received force method sub-part variable’s value is not ‘choose constraint’:
i. For each event got from the event queue:
1. If the event type is ‘pressing a key’:
a. If the pressed key is ‘k’, advances the ‘force method mode’ to the next step.
b. If the pressed key is ‘i’, turns the force diagrams on or off.
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c. If the pressed key is ‘escape’, changes the part variable’s value to ‘End’,
quitting the ‘force method mode’ back into ‘pause’. Returns the selected
element and the part variable.
2. Otherwise, if the event type is ‘pressing a mouse button’, selects a particle or a
rod if the mouse is over it.
3. Otherwise, if the event type is pressing the ‘close window’ icon, then the
program is closed.
ii. Returns the selected element and the part variables.
b. Otherwise:
i. Defines the constraint local variable and assigns it None.
ii. For each event got from the event queue:
1. If the event type is ‘pressing a key’:
a. If the pressed key is ‘y’ then the vertical constraint is selected, by assigning
the string ‘constraint y’ to the constraint local variable.
b. If the pressed key is ‘x’ then the vertical constraint is selected, by assigning
the string ‘constraint x’ to the constraint local variable.
c. If the pressed key is ‘escape’, changes the part variable’s value to ‘End’,
quitting the ‘force method mode’ back into ‘pause’. Returns the part variable.
2. If the event type is ‘pressing a mouse button’, selects a particle or a rod if the
mouse is over it.
3. Otherwise, if the event type is pressing the ‘close window’ icon, then the
program is closed.
iii. Returns the selected element, the selected constraint and the part variable.

A.3.2 Auxiliary Functions
A.3.2.1 quitGame
This recurring function is called whenever the program is to be closed. It avoids the program
from being incorrectly shut down, continuing to consume unused resources.
1. Unitializes all pygame modules that have been initialized.
2. Exits from Python.

A.3.2.2 changeSelectedElement
Changes the selected element into a new element chosen by the user or into a default element.
Receives a dictionary of elements, the FPM window and selection’s position. The default values of the
selection’s position is None.
1. Checks which grid is being used and defines a local variable with it assigned. This is to
avoid selecting a grid that is not being displayed.
2. Defines the selected element as the environment from the received dictionary of elements.
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3. If no selection’s position is received, it unselects the previously selected element by
selecting the environment.
4. Otherwise, checks if the received selection’s position corresponds to any particle, rod or
grid and changed the selected element variable accordingly. The remaining particles,
rods and grids are unselected.
5. Returns the selected element.

A.3.2.3 changeGrid
Unselects the grid in use and selects the one that follows in the list. Receives the FPM widow
and a dictionary of elements. Returns the selected element.
1. Changes the displayed grid to the one that follows. If the displayed grid is the last in the
list, displays the first grid.
2. Unselects the grid by calling the changeSelectedElement and assigning the returned
value to a local variable (selected_element).
3. Returns the selected_element local variable.

A.3.2.4 addGrid
Creates a new grid object and changes the displayed grid into the newest addition. Receives
the FPM window and a dictionary of elements.
1. Creates a new grid, adding it to the group of elements.
2. Changes the displayed grid into the most recent one.

A.3.2.5 addParticle
Creates a new particle in the position of the mouse. If a grid is present and the mouse was close
enough to one of its lines, the particle snaps to the grid at the point the nearest to the mouse. Receives
a dictionary of elements and the FPM window.
1. Gets the position of the mouse.
2. If no grid is being displayed, creates a particle at the position of the mouse.
3. Otherwise :
a. Checks if the position of the mouse overlaps the grid’s (by calling the grid’s
checkSelection method) and assigns the second returned value to a local variable
(pos).
b. Creates a particle with the position of the pos local variable.

A.3.2.6 addRod
This function is used to create new rods connecting two chosen particles. Receives a dictionary
of elements and the FPM window.
1. Gets the first mouse position at moment the function is called.
2. Starts a ‘while’ loop :
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a. For each event got from the event queue:
i. If the event type is pressing the ‘close window’ icon, then the program is closed.
ii. Otherwise, if the event type is pressing a key :
a. If the pressed key is ‘l’, gets the second position of the mouse and breaks the
‘for’ loop.
b. Otherwise, if the pressed key is ‘escape’, returns None.
iii. Otherwise, if the event type is pressing a mouse button, gets the second position of
the mouse and breaks the ‘for’ loop.
b. If the ‘for’ loop was broken, breaks out of the ‘while’ loop.
3. If the second mouse position is not None:
a. Checks if two different particles were selected (comparing their position with the first
and the second mouse position) and, if so, creates a rod connecting them.

A.3.2.7 deleteElement
Deletes selected particle, rod or grid. Receives a dictionary of elements, the selected element
and the FPM window. Returns the new selected element.
1. If the selected element is a particle, a rod or a grid, erases it.
2. If the deleted element is a rod, deletes the rod from the attached particle’s list.
3. If the deleted element is a grid, no grid is displayed afterwards.
4. Changes the selected element back into the environment element.
5. Returns the elements dictionary and the selected element.

A.3.2.8 selectBox
This function is used any time a box is to be selected or unselected. It checks whether any box
is selected and selects and unselects the existing boxes accordingly. Receives a list of boxes and the
mouse position.
1. Checks which, if any, box from the received list is selected. If one box is selected, returns
it.
2. Returns the value None if no box is selected.

A.3.2.9 switchDiagrams
Switches the diagrams of all elements on or off. If an element is selected then only the diagrams
of that element change. Receives a dictionary of elements and the selected element.
1. For each particle and rod present, checks whether any of them is the selected element. If
so, switches its diagrams on or off. Returns None.
2. Switches the force diagrams on or off of each particle and each rod.

A.4. Rendering Engine
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A.4.1 Class ‘FPM Window’ methods
A.4.1.1 __init__
This method acts as the initializer of FPMWindow objects. It defines and initializes all its
attributes except for the surface attribute (surface). Receives its dimensions as an argument.
1. Defines the dimensions attribute (dimensions) and assigns the received value (dim) to it.
2. Defines the remaining attributes, except for the surface (surface), and assigns them their
initial values.

A.4.1.2 Update
At every time step the displayed image is updated to match the new state of the existing
elements. This method replaces the previously displayed image with a new one based on the current
data. It works by drawing everything on a surface and then updating the display to match the newly
drawn surface. Uses the polygons, words, circles, lines, grids, the grid in use and the surface attributes
(circles, lines, words, polygons, grids, grid_in_use, surface). Changes the surface attribute
(surface).
1. Fills the surface attribute (surface) with the background colour (background).
2. If the grid in use attribute’s value (grid_in_use) is not 0, draws the corresponding grid’s
lines on the surface.
3. Draws and writes, on the surface, each polygon, word, circle, line, constraints and arrow
contained in the respective attributes (polygon, words, circles, lines, constraints,
arrows).
4. Displays the drawn surface.

A.4.1.3 openWindow
In order for the FPM window to be displayed this method must be called as it defines the surface
attribute (surface).
1. Defines the surface attribute (surface) with the dimensions stored in the respective
attribute (dimensions) and opens the window.
2. Sets the title of the window to ‘Finite Particle Method’.

A.4.1.4 addCircle
Adds a new circle object to the circles attribute of the window. Receives the new circle object.
Changes the list of circles attribute (circles).
1. Appends the received circle object (new_circle) to the list of circles attribute (circles) to
be displayed in the window.
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A.4.1.5 addLine
Adds a new line object to the lines attribute of the window. Receives the new line object.
Changes the list of lines attribute.
1. Appends the received line object (new_line) to the list of lines attribute to be displayed
in the window.

A.4.1.6 addPolygon
Adds a new polygon object to the polygons attribute of the window. Receives the new polygon
object. Changes the list of polygons attribute (polygons).
1. Appends the received polygon object (new_polygon) to the list of polygons attribute
(polygons) to be displayed in the window.

A.4.1.7 addWord
Adds a new word object to the words attribute of the window. Receives the new word object.
Changes the list of words attribute (words).
1. Appends the received word object (new_word) to the list of words attribute (words) to be
displayed in the window.

A.4.1.8 addGrid
Adds a new grid object to the grids attribute of the window. Receives the new grid object.
Changes the list of grids attribute (grids).
1. Appends the received grid object (new_grid) to the list of grids attribute (grids) to be
displayed in the window.

A.4.1.9 addArrow
Adds a new arrow object to the arrows attribute of the window. Receives the new arrow object.
Changes the list of arrows attribute (arrows).
1. Appends the received arrow object (new_arrows) to the list of arrows attribute (arrows)
to be displayed in the window.

A.4.1.10 addConstraint
Adds a new constraint object to the constraints attribute of the window. Receives the new
constraint object. Changes the list of constraints attribute (grids).
1. Appends the received constraint object (new_ constraint) to the list of constraints attribute
(constraints) to be displayed in the window.
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A.4.1.11 reset
Resets the necessary attributes into its initial values. Changes the values of the list of circles,
lines, words, polygons and grids attributes (circles, lines, words, polygons, grids).
1. Assigns its initial values to the circles, lines, words, polygons grids, constraints and arrows
attributes (circles, lines, words, polygons, grids, constraints, arrows).

A.4.2 Class ‘Input Window’ methods
A.4.2.1 __init__
To define and initialize a PropertiesWindow object, this initializer method is used, acting as
the objects initializer. Receives the name of the window (window_name).
1. Defines the window’s name (window_name) and assigns it the corresponding received
values.
2. Defines the remaining attributes, except for the surface (surface), and assigns them their
initial values.

A.4.2.2 update
Redraws the surface according to the window’s current attributes and updates the displayed
window to match the redrawn surface. Uses the values of the boxes attribute (boxes). Changes the
surface attribute (surface).
1. Fills the surface attribute (surface) with the background colour (background).
2. For each box stored in the boxes attribute (boxes):
a. Draws, on the surface attribute (surface), the frame of the box.
b. Writes, on the surface attribute (surface), the contents of the box inside it.
c. Writes, on the surface attribute (surface), the title of the box over it.
3. Displays the drawn surface.

A.4.2.3 openWindow
This method is called to display the window. It defines the surface attribute (surface).
1. Defines the surface attribute (surface) with the dimensions stored in the respective
attribute (dimensions).
2. Sets the title of the window to the window’s name attribute (window_name).

A.4.2.4 addBoxes
Adds new box objects to the boxes attribute (boxes) of the window. Receives a new box object.
1. Appends the new box object received to the list of boxes attribute (boxes).
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A.4.2.5 Reset
Resets the appropriate attributes into its initial values. Changes the value of the boxes attribute
(boxes).
1. Substitutes the value of the boxes attribute (boxes) by its initial one.

A.4.3 Class ‘GraphicalParticle’
A.5.
A.5.1.1 __init__
Acting as this class’s initializer, it defines and initializes its attributes. Receives the original
position and the radius.
1. Defines the radius, the constraint, the original position and the position attributes (radius,
constraint, original_position, pos) and assigns to them the respective received values.
2. Defines the particle’s position variation and colour attributes and assigns them their initial
values.
3. Defines the remaining attributes (related to the diagram) and assigns them their initial
values.

A.5.1.2 updateGraphicalParticle
This method is used to define and update the graphical properties of the particle. Receives two
list variables one for the position variation and another for the force. If omitted, these arguments assume
None as their default value. Uses the values of the original position, the position variation and the scale
(original_position, delta_pos and scale). Changes the value of the position and the position variation
attributes (pos and delta_pos).
1. If the received position variation’s value is not None, then it substitutes the value of the
position variation attribute (delta_pos) by this one and calculates the new displayed
position of the particle.
2. Updates the attributes pertaining to the particle’s diagram.

A.5.1.3 changeGraphicalVariables
Changes the values of three necessary attributes. Receives the new values for a new position
variation, new original position and for the constraints attributes. Changes the value of the original
position, the position and the constraint attributes (original_pos, pos, constraint).
1. Changes the value of the constraint, original position and position variation attributes
(constraint, original_pos, delta_pos) for the corresponding received values.
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A.5.1.4 getScale
The only graphical attribute of the particle subject to change during the ‘properties mode’, the
scale, is got using this method. Returns a dictionary with the scale attribute’s value. Uses the scale
attribute (scale).
1. Defines a local variable dictionary (scale_dict) and assigns to it the keyword ‘particle
scale’ with the value of the scale attribute (scale).
2. Returns the scale_dict local variable.

A.5.1.5 changeScale
Changes the value of the scale attribute to the new one received. If the value was not changed
in that ‘properties mode’, does not change the attribute’s value. Receives a dictionary. Uses the scale
attribute (scale). Changes the value of the scale attribute (scale).
1. Substitutes the value of the scale attribute (scale) by the value inside the received
dictionary.

A.5.1.6 propertiesToReadableVector
In order to display the graphical particle, the FPM window must be able to interpret its properties.
This method stores the necessary attributes in a list respecting the order in which the FPM window
interprets these types of data. Returns a list with the necessary values. Uses the values of the particle’s
colour, position, radius, constraints attributes (colour, pos, radius, constraints) and the diagram’s
visibility, colour, positions and force’s intensity attributes (show_diagram, diagram_colour,
diagram_pos_x1, diagram_pos_x2, diagram_pos_y1, diagram_pos_y2,

force_x, force_y,

word_x_pos, word_y_pos).
1. Defines a local variable (particle_vector) and assigns it a list comprised of the necessary
attributes for the window to display the particle.
2. Defines

three

local

variables

(constraint_vector,

diagram_vector_1,

diagram_vector_2) and assigns to them an empty list.
3. Defines a local variable (vector) and assigns to it a list composed of the previously defined
variables

(particle_vector,

constraint_vector,

diagram_vector_1,

diagram_vector_2).
4. If either the first value or the second value of the constraint attribute (constrain) is 1:
a. Defines a local variable (constraint_number) and assigns to it the value 1.
b. If the second value of the constraint attribute (constrain) is 1, then defines and assigns
to a new local variable (constraint_dir) the string ‘y’. Otherwise, defines the same
variable but assigns to it the string ‘x’.
c. If both constraint values are equal to 1, substitutes the value of the constraint_number
local variable by 2.
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d. Adds to the constraint_vector local variable list the constraint_number and
constraint_dir local variables and the position and colour attributes (pos and colour)
in a way that can be interpreted by the FPM window.
e. If the diagram’s visibility attribute’s value (show_diagram) is True:
i. Adds to the diagram_vector_1 the colour and positions of the diagram, the
horizontal force and the corresponding word attributes (diagram_color,
diagram_pos_x1, diagram_pos_x2, force_x, diagram_color, word_x_pos).
ii. Adds to the diagram_vector_2 the colour and positions of the diagram, the vertical
force and the corresponding word attributes (diagram_color, diagram_pos_y1,
diagram_pos_y2, force_y, diagram_color, word_y_pos).
f. Returns the vector local variable.

A.5.1.7 checkSelection
This method checks whether the position of the mouse at the moment of selection overlapped
that of the graphical particle and, if so, changes the attributes of the particle to match those of a selected
particle. Receives as arguments the selection’s position as a list of two integers and a Boolean variable
that indicates whether to change the colour of the particle or not. If the last argument is not passed by
the caller, then it assumes True as its default value. Returns a Boolean that indicates whether the particle
was selected or not. Changes the value of the colour attribute (colour). Uses the value of the position
attribute (pos).
1. If the selection’s position received value is None, then a local variable (selection) is
defined and assigned the Boolean value False. If the received colour change indicator
argument’s value is True, substitutes the value of the colour attribute (colour) by black
(0,0,0).
2. Otherwise :
a. Calculates the distance between the received selection’s position and the particle’s
position attribute (pos).
b. If the calculated distance is lesser than the particle’s radius, then a local variable
(selection) is defined and assigned the Boolean value True. If the received colour
change indicator argument’s value is True, substitutes the value of the colour attribute
(colour) by red (255,0,0).
c. Otherwise, a local variable (selection) is defined and assigned the Boolean value
False. If the received colour change indicator argument’s value is True, substitutes
the value of the colour attribute (colour) by black (0,0,0).
3. Returns the selection local variable’s value (selection).

A.5.1.8 updateDiagram
Updates the attributes related to the particle’s forces diagram. Receives the value of the force
to be represented in the diagram. If omitted, assumes None as its default value. Uses the particle’s
forces and position and the diagram’s position attributes (force_x, force_y, pos, diagram_pos_x1,
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diagram_pos_x2, diagram_pos_y1, diagram_pos_y2). Changes the particle’s forces and the
diagram’s

position

and

displayed

value

attributes

(force_x,

force_y,

diagram_pos_x1,

diagram_pos_x2, diagram_pos_y1, diagram_pos_y2, word_x_pos and word_y_pos).
1. If the received force’s value is not None:
a. Calculates the horizontal and the vertical force applied to the particle. Defines the
forces attributes (force_x, force_y) and assigns to them the calculated forces.
b. Identifies the quadrant of each force attribute (force_x, force_y) and assigns it to two
local variables (quadrant_x, quadrant_y).
c. Defines two local variables (length_x and length_y), one for each direction. If the force
on one of those directions is close to 0, the respective local variable is assigned the
value 0. Otherwise, it is assigned the value 20.
d. Depending on the quadrant of the horizontal force (quadrant_x local variable’s value)
defines the position of the horizontal diagram of the particle and the corresponding
value’s position attribute (diagram_pos_x1, diagram_pos_x2, word_x_pos).
e. Depending on the quadrant of the vertical force (quadrant_y local variable’s value)
defines the position of the vertical diagram of the particle and the corresponding
value’s position attribute (diagram_pos_y1, diagram_pos_y2, word_y_pos).
2. Otherwise:
a. Depending on the direction each diagram is pointing, defines the position of the two
diagrams of the particle and the corresponding values’ position attributes
(diagram_pos_x1,

diagram_pos_x2,

diagram_pos_y1,

diagram_pos_y2,

word_x_pos, word_y_pos).

A.5.1.9 diagramOnOff
This method changes the diagram’s state of the graphical particle from on to off and vice-versa.
Uses and changes the diagram’s visibility attribute (show_diagram).
1. Switches the diagram’s visibility attribute (show_diagram) from True to False and viceversa.
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A.5.2 Class ‘GraphicalRod’
A.5.2.1 __init__
This method initializes and defines most attributes of the graphical rod. Receives the position of
both end nodes and the two attached particles.
1. Defines the particles attribute (particles) and the two positional attributes (pos2, pos2)
and assigns it the received list of particles and the end nodes’ positions.
2. Defines the colour and plastic state attributes (colour, plasticity) and assigns them their
initial value.
3. Defines the remaining attributes, which are related to the rod’s diagram, and assigns them
their initial values.

A.5.2.2 updateGraphicalRod
This method updates the necessary attributes’ values. It receives as arguments the new
positions of the rod, a Boolean that indicates whether the rod is in plastic state or not and the value of
the axial force. If the two last arguments are not passed by the caller then they assume None as values.
Changes the value of the end node’s positions and the plastic state of the rod attributes (pos1, pos2,
plasticity).
1. If the received plasticity indicator is not None, then substitutes the value of the plasticity
attribute (plasticity) the corresponding received value (rod_plasticity).
2. Change the colour of the rod according to its attributes.
3. Substitutes the value of both position attributes (pos1, pos2) by the new positions received
(new_pos1, new_pos2).
4. Updates the attributes related to the rod’s forces diagram.

A.5.2.3 propertiesToReadableVector
Stores the necessary data in a vector that can be interpreted by the FPM window. Returns a list
with the attributes. Uses the rod’s colour and position attributes (colour, pos1, pos2) and the diagram’s
colour, position, width, axial force, and displayed axial force position attributes (diagram_colour,
diagram_pos, force, diagram_word_pos).
1. Defines a local variable (rod_vector) and assigns it a list comprised of the necessary
attributes for the window to display the rod.
2. If the diagram’s visibility attribute’s value (show_diagram) is True:
a. Defines a local variable (diagram_vector_1) and assigns it a list comprised of the
necessary attributes for the window to display the diagram’s shape.
b. Defines a local variable (diagram_vector_2) and assigns it a list comprised of the
necessary attributes for the window to display the diagram’s value.
c. Defines a local variable (vector) to store the rod_vector, diagram_vector_1 and
diagram_vector_2.
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3. Otherwise, defines a local variable (vector) to store the rod_vector.
4. Returns the vector local variable.

A.5.2.4 checkSelection
Checks whether the received position overlaps that of the graphical rod. Receives as arguments
a selection position and a Boolean variable that indicates whether to change or not the colour of the
particle. If the last arguments is not passed by the caller, then it assumes the default value of True.
Returns a Boolean that indicates whether it was selected or not. Changes the value of the rod’s colour
attribute (colour).
1. If the received selection’s position’s value is None, defines the selection local variable
and assigns it False. If the received colour change indicator received variable’s value is
True, then changes the colour of the rod to black.
2. Otherwise, calculates the distance over the horizontal and the vertical axes from the
received position to the rod’s end nodes. Assigns these values to the dx_mouse,
dy_mouse, dx_mouse_p2, dy_mouse_p2 local variables.
3. If the received position overlaps those of the particles, then the rod is not selected, defining
the selection local variable and assigning it False. If the colour change indicator received
variable’s value is True, then the changes the colour to black.
4. Otherwise, if the received position overlaps that of the rod, then the selection local
variable is defined and assigned True. Otherwise, it is defined and assigned False. Either
way, if the colour change indicator received value is True, the rod’s colour is respectively
changed to red or to black.

A.5.2.5 changeColour
Changes the colour of the rod depending on the situation. Receives a Boolean value to indicate
whether the spring is selected or not. If it is not sent by the caller, it assumes a default value of None.
Changes the value of the colour attribute (colour).
1. If the received selection indicator variable’s value is None or False:
a. If the rod’s plasticity (plasticity) variable’s value is False, the rod’s colour attribute
(colour) is changed to black, (0,0,0).
b. Otherwise, the colour attribute (colour) is changed to purple, (255,0,255).
2. Otherwise, if the received selection indicator variable’s value is either True, the rod’s colour
attribute (colour) is changed to red (255,0,0).

A.5.2.6 updateDiagram
Updates the attributes related to the rod’s force diagram. Receives the value of the force to be
represented in the diagram. If omitted by the caller, assumes None as its default value. Uses the rod’s
force, position and scale attributes (force, pos1, pos2, scale). Changes the rod’s force and the
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diagram’s colour, position and displayed value’s position attributes (force, diagram_colour,
diagram_pos, diagram_word_pos).
1. If the received force’s value is not None, then defines the force attribute (force) and
assigns it the received value.
2. Defines the diagram’s colour attribute (diagram_colour) and assigns it a colour
depending on the value of the force attribute (force). If its equal to, higher than, or lower
than 0, assigns the colour black (0,0,0), red (255,0,0) or blue (0,0,255) respectively.
3. Calculates the positions that define the diagram and assigns them to the diagram’s position
attribute (diagram_pos).
4. Calculates the position of the diagram’s value and assigns it to the diagram’s value
attribute (diagram_word_pos).

A.5.2.7 getScale
The value of the graphical scale attribute of the graphical rod is got through this method. Returns
a dictionary with the diagram’s scale attribute’s value. Uses the diagram’s scale attribute (scale).
1. Defines a local variable dictionary (scale_dict) and assigns to it the keyword ‘scale’ with
the value of the scale attribute (scale).
2. Returns the scale_dict local variable.

A.5.2.8 changeScale
Changes the value of the diagram’s scale attribute to a new received one. Receives a dictionary
with the value of the scale. Uses the diagram’s scale attribute (scale). Changes the value of the
diagram’s scale attribute (scale).
1. Substitutes the value of the diagram’s scale attribute (scale) by the value inside the
received dictionary.

A.5.2.9 diagramOnOff
This method changes the diagram’s state of the graphical rod from on to off and vice-versa.
Uses and changes the diagram’s visibility attribute (show_diagram).
1. Switches the diagram’s visibility attribute (show_diagram) from True to False and viceversa.
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A.5.3 Class ‘Particle’
A.5.3.1 __init__
When a particle is created this method is automatically called. It acts as its initializer and it is
also where the graphical and the physical components are defined.Receives the position of the particle
and an integer identifying the particle. If the identification of the particle is omitted by the caller, then its
default value is an empty string.
1. Defines the name of the particle attribute (name) and assigns it the concatenation of
‘particle ‘ and the string equivalent of the received particle’s identification.
2. Defines the graphical attribute (graphical) and assigns to it a graphical particle instance.
3. Defines the physical attribute (physics) and assigns to it a physical particle instance.
4. Defines the position variation and the external force attributes (delta_pos and
external_force) and to them their initial values.

A.5.3.2 updatePhysics
Updates the physical component of the particle. Receives a list of particles that can collide with
this particle.
1. Updates the physical component attribute (physics) by calling its updatePhysicalParticle
and assigns the returned values to the position variation and external force attributes
(delta_pos, external_force).

A.5.3.3 updateGraphics
Updates the graphical component of the particle. Receives a list of particles that can collide with
this particle.
1. Updates

the

graphical

component

attribute

(graphical)

by

calling

its

updateGraphicalParticle.

A.5.3.4 addConnectedRod
Connects a rod to the physical component of the particle. Receives the new rod to connect.
1. Calls the physics attribute’s method connectRod.

A.5.3.5 checkSelection
Checks if the received position overlaps the particle. Receives the position of the selection as a
list of Cartesian coordinates and a Boolean variable that indicates whether to change or not the colour
of the particle. The last variable’s value is, if omitted by the caller, set by default as True. Uses and
changes the graphical particle attribute (graphical).
1. Checks the selection of the graphical particle by calling its checkSelection method.
Assigns the returned value to a local variable (selection).
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2. Returns the local variable selection.

A.5.3.6 diagramOnOff
This method changes the diagram’s state of the graphical particle from on to off and vice-versa.
Uses the particle’s graphical attribute (graphical).
1. Switches the diagram’s state of the graphical particle by calling its diagramOnOff method.

A.5.3.7 getChangeableVariables
This method gets the attributes of the particle that can be changed by the user. Returns the
changeable attributes. Uses the particle’s physics and graphical attribute (physics and graphical).
1. Gets a dictionary of names and values of the changeable physical attributes by calling the
getPhysicsChangeableVariables method of the physical component (physics), and
assigns it to a local variable (changeable_variables).
2. Gets the graphical scale in a dictionary by calling the getScale method of the graphical
component (graphical) and adds it to the changeable_variables local dictionary.
3. Returns the changeable_variables value.

A.5.3.8 changeVariables
Changes the attributes of the particle. Uses the physics and graphical attribute (physics and
graphical). Changes the physical and the graphical attributes (physics and graphical).
1. Changes the physical attribute (physics) by calling its changePhysicsVariables method.
The returned values are assigned to three local variables (original_pos, delta_pos and
constraint).
2. Changes the scale of the graphical attribute (graphical) by calling its changeScale
method.
3. Changes the graphical attribute (graphical) by calling its changeGraphicalVariables
method.

A.5.3.9 propertiesToReadableVector
This method is used to transform and return the adequate attributes into a vector ready to be
read by the FPM window. Uses the graphical particle attribute (graphical).
1. Gets the graphical properties of the particle in a form readable by the renderer by calling
its graphical attribute’s method propertiesToReadableVector and defines a local
variable (vector) and assigns the returned value to it.
2. Returns the vector local variable.
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A.5.4 Class ‘Rod’
A.5.4.1 __init__
When a rod is created this method is automatically called, acting as its initializer. In here, the
graphical and physical components of the rod are defined. Receives two particle objects, an
identification and an indication of whether the rod is the discontinuity element of the force method or
not. If the last two arguments are not received, a default value is assume for each: and empty string of
the former and False for the latter.
1. Defines the name of the rod attribute (name) and assigns it the concatenation of ‘rod‘ and
the string equivalent of the received identification.
2. Defines the particles attribute (particles) and assigns it the received particles.
3. Defines the discontinuity indicator (discontinuity) and assigns it the received indicator.
4. Defines the Hooke’s force and the yielding indicator (hooke_force, rod_plasticity) and
assigns them their initial values.
5. If the discontinuity indicator attribute’s value (discontinuity) is False, then it defines the
graphical attribute (graphical)
6. Defines the physical attribute (physics).

A.5.4.2 updatePhysics
Updates the physical component attribute (physics).
1. If the discontinuity attribute’s value (discontinuity) is False, it updates the rod’s physical
attribute, by calling the physical component’s (physics) updatePhysicalRod and
assigns and substitutes the Hooke’s force and plasticity indicator attributes by the
returned values (hooke_force, rod_plasticity).
2. Otherwise, updates the rod’s physical attribute, by calling the physical component’s
(physics) updatePhysicalRod.

A.5.4.3 updateGraphics
Updates the graphical component attribute (graphical).
1. Updates

the

graphical

component

attribute

(graphical)

by

calling

its

updateGraphicalRod.

A.5.4.4 checkSelection
Checks if the received position overlaps the rod’s position. Receives the selection’s position and
an indication of whether to change the colour of the rod or not as a Boolean. If the last value is omitted
by the caller, then its default value is True. Uses and changes the graphical component attribute
(graphical).
1. Checks the selection of the rod by calling its checkSelection method. Assigns the
returned value into a local variable (selection).
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2. Returns the local variable selection.

A.5.4.5 diagramOnOff
This method changes the visibility of the rod’s force’s diagram.
1. Calls the graphical attribute’s diagramOnOff, switching the diagram’s visibility.

A.5.4.6 getChangeableVariables
This method gets the attributes of the rod that can be changed by the user. Uses the physical
and graphical components attributes (physics and graphical). Returns the changeable attributes.
1. Gets a dictionary of names and values of the changeable physical attributes of the, by
calling the physical component method getPhysicsChangeableVariables, and assigns
it to a local variable (changeable_variables).
2. Gets a dictionary with the rod’s diagram’s scale by calling the graphical component’s
getScale, and concatenates it to the changeable_variables dictionary.
3. Returns the changeable_variables value.

A.5.4.7 changeVariables
Changes the attributes of the rod. Uses the physical and graphical rod components attributes
(physics and graphical).
1. Changes the physical attribute of the instance (physics), by calling the physical
component’s method changePhysicsVariables.
2. Changes the graphical scale by calling the graphical component’s changeScale method.

A.5.4.8 propertiesToReadableVector
This method is used to transform and return the adequate attributes into a vector ready to be
read by the FPM window.Uses the discontinuity and the graphical component attributes (discontinuity,
graphical).
1. If

the

discontinuity

attribute’s

value

is

False,

then

it

calls

the

propertiesToReadableVector method of the graphical component and assigns the
returned value to a local variable there defined (vector).
2. Otherwise, defines a local variable (vector) and assigns it an empty list.
3. Returns the vector local variable.

A.5.5 Class ‘Grids’
A.5.5.1 __init__
Acting as this class’s initializer, it defines and initializes its attributes. Receives the grid
identification number.
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1. Defines the name of the grid attribute (name) and assigns it the concatenation of ‘grid ‘
and the string equivalent of the received identification.
2. Defines the remaining attributes and assigns them their initial values.

A.5.5.2 checkSelection
This method checks if the received position overlaps the grid and, if so, it selects it. Receives
the selection’s Cartesian position, a Boolean value that indicates if the colour of the grid is to be changed
and another to indicate whether a particle that can be snapped is being created. If the two last arguments
are omitted, then their values are True and False, respectively. Uses the spacing and the colour
attributes (x_spacing, y_spacing and colour). Changes the colour attribute (colour).
1. If the received selection’s position’s value is None:
a. Defines a local variable (selection) and assigns it False.
b. If the indicator to change colour (change_colour) is True, then substitutes the value of
the colour attribute (colour) by grey (200,200,200).
2. Otherwise:
a. For both Cartesian coordinates, calculates the remainder of the received selection’s
position over the corresponding spacing attribute (x_spacing, y_spacing) and
assigns them to two local variables (remainder_x, remainder_y).
b. Defines a local variable (selection) and assigns it False.
c. Defines two local variables (pos_x and pos_y) to which assigns the two Cartesian
coordinates received (select_pos).
d. If remainder_x is equal to or lesser than 5:
i. Defines a local variable (selection) and assigns it True.
ii. If the received snap value is True, then substitutes the pos_x local variable’s value
by the horizontal coordinate of the closest vertical line.
e. Otherwise, if the difference between the horizontal spacing attribute (x_spacing) and
the horizontal remainder (remainder_x) is equal to or lesser than 5:
i. Defines a local variable (selection) and assigns it True.
ii. If the received snap value is True, then substitutes the pos_x local variable’s value
by the horizontal coordinate of the closes vertical line.
f. Repeats the last two steps but for the vertical axis (remainder_y, y_spacing, pos_y).
g. If both the selection local variable’s value and the received indicator to change colour
(change_colour) are True, then it changes the colour of the grid to red (255,0,0).
h. Otherwise, if the received indicator to change colour (change_colour) is True, then it
changes the colour of the grid to red (200,200,200).
3. If the snap’s value is True, then returns the selection local variable’s value and a list of
the two Cartesian coordinates pos_x and pos_y.
4. Otherwise, returns the selection local variable.
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A.5.5.3 getChangeableVariables
This method gets the attributes of the grid that can be changed by the user in the ‘properties
mode’. Returns the changeable attributes. Uses the horizontal and vertical spacing attributes
(x_spacing and y_spacing).
1. Defines a local variable (changeable_variables) and assigns to it a dictionary with the
‘horizontal space [cm]’ and ‘vertical space [cm]’ as keywords. Their respective values
are the x_spacing and y_spacing attributes.
2. Returns the changeable_variables local variable.

A.5.5.4 changeVariables
Changes the attributes of the grid to the new values received. Attributes don’t change their
values if the method does not receive a corresponding argument. Uses the horizontal and vertical
spacing attributes (x_spacing and y_spacing). Changes the horizontal and vertical spacing attributes
(x_spacing and y_spacing).
1. Gets the ‘horizontal space [cm]’ and the ‘vertical space [cm]’ keywords’ values from the
dictionary and assigns them to the horizontal and vertical spacing attribute, respectively
(x_spacing and y_spacing).

A.5.5.5 propertiesToReadableVector
This method is used to transform and return the adequate attributes into a vector ready to be
read by the FPM window.
Uses the colour and spacing attributes (colour, x_spacing, y_spacing).
1. Returns a list comprised of the colour and the horizontal and vertical spacing of the grid
(colour, x_spacing, y_spacing).
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A.5.6 Class ‘Box’
A.5.6.1 __init__
Acting as this class’s initializer, it defines and initializes its attributes. Receives the position of
the box, the contents and the title of the box.
1. Defines the title of the box, its frame’s position and its original contents and displayed
contents attributes (title, frame_pos, original_word, displayed_word) and assigns
them the corresponding received values.
2. Defines the remaining attributes and assigns them their initial values.

A.5.6.2 updateBox
Updates the box’s necessary attributes. Receives a new colour tuple and a new word string as
arguments. Changes the frame’s colour and displayed contents attributes (colour, displayed_word).
1. Assigns to the frame’s colour and displayed contents attributes (frame_colour,
displayed_word) the corresponding received values.

A.5.6.3 checkSelection
Checks the selection of the box. Receives the selection’s position. Returns a Boolean value
indicating whether the selection’s position overlaps the box. Uses the frame’s position attribute
(frame_pos). Changes the frame’s colour attribute (frame_colour).
1. If the received selection’s position’s value (select_pos) is None:
a. First, it defines a local variable (selection) and assigns it the value False, then,
switches the colour attribute’s value (colour) to white (255,255,255).
2. Otherwise, if the selection’s position is within the box’s frame:
a. First, it defines a local variable (selection) and assigns it the value True, then, switches
the colour attribute’s value (colour) to red (255,0,0).
3. Otherwise, first, it defines a local variable (selection) and assigns it the value False, then,
switches the colour attribute’s value (colour) to white (255,255,255).
4. Returns the selection local variable.

A.5.6.4 Write
Updates the box contents to match the input. Receives the input key. Uses the displayed word
and original word attributes (displayed_word, original_word). Changes the displayed word attributes
(displayed_word).
1. If the received input key (input_key) is ‘backspace’, erases the last letter of the displayed
word attribute (displayed_word).
2. Otherwise, if the received input key (input_key) is ‘escape’, substitutes the displayed word
attribute’s value (displayed_word) by the original word attribute’s one (original_word).
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3. Otherwise, if the received input key’s value (input_key) is not None, the adds it to the
displayed word attribute (displayed_attribute).

A.5.6.5 propertiesToReadableVector
This method stores the necessary attributes in a list respecting the order in which the input
window interprets these types of data. Uses the frame’s colour and position, the fonts colour, the
displayed word and its position and the title and its position attributes (frame_colour, frame_pos,
displayed_word, font_colour, displayed_word_pos, title, font_colour, title_pos).
1. Defines a local variable (box_shape) and stores the frame’s colour and position attributes
(frame_colour, frame_pos) in a vector and assigns it to it.
2. Defines a local variable (contents) and stores the displayed word, the font’s colour and
the

displayed

word’s

position

attributes

(displayed_word,

font_colour,

displayed_word_pos) in a vector and assigns it to it.
3. Defines a local variable (title) and stores the frame’s colour and position attributes (title,
font_colour, title_pos) in a vector and assigns it to it.
4. Returns a vector which contains the box_shape, the contents and the title vectors.

A.6. Support Functions
A.6.1 normalizeAngle
Even though the domain of an angle is infinite, its effective range is only 2𝜋 radians. In order to
keep simplicity, this function is used to transform the angles of vectors into equivalent angles within the
same domain ([−𝜋, 𝜋]). It receives the angle to transform as its argument. Returns the value of the
normalized angle.
1. Identifies the quadrant of the received angle (by calling the support function
identifyQuadrant) and assigns it to a local variable (quadrant).
2. If the received angle (angle) equals 0:
a. Assigns 0 to a local variable (normalized_angle).
3. Otherwise, if the received angle (angle) is higher than 0:
a. Calculates the remainder of the received angle (angle) over 𝜋/2 and assigns the value
to a local variable (remainder).
b. If the quadrant local variable’s value is 1:
i. Assigns the value of the remainder local variable to a local variable
(normalized_angle).
c. If the quadrant local variable’s value is 2:
i. Assigns the value of the remainder local variable plus 𝜋/2 to a local variable
(normalized_angle).
d. If the quadrant local variable’s value is 3:
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i. Assigns −𝜋 plus the value of the remainder local variable to a local variable
(normalized_angle).
e. Otherwise:
i. Assigns −𝜋/2 plus the value of the remainder local variable to a local variable
(normalized_angle).
4. Otherwise:
a. Calculates the remainder of the received angle (angle) over −𝜋/2 and assigns the
value to a local variable (remainder).
b. If the quadrant local variable’s value is 1:
i. Assigns the value of the remainder local variable plus 𝜋/2 to a local variable
(normalized_angle).
c. If the quadrant local variable’s value is 2:
i. Assigns the value of the remainder local variable plus 𝜋 to a local variable
(normalized_angle).
d. If the quadrant local variable’s value is 3:
i. Assigns the value of the remainder local variable minus 𝜋/2 to a local variable
(normalized_angle).
e. Otherwise:
i. Assigns the value of the remainder local variable to a local variable
(normalized_angle).

A.6.2 addVectors
This function sums (or subtracts) two different vectors with polar coordinates. It receives two
polar coordinates vector lists and a scale multiplier for the first and the second vectors. If the last two
arguments are not sent by the caller, the integer 1 is assumed by default. Returns a polar coordinates
vector as a list.
1. Calculates the projection of the sum of both vectors, each multiplied by its own scale
multiplier, over the horizontal axis and assigns the result to a local variable (x).
2. Calculates the projection of the sum of both vectors, each multiplied by its scale multiplier,
over the vertical axis and assigns the result to a local variable (y).
3. Normalizes the angle (by calling the support function normalizeAngle) and assigns the
returned value to a local variable (angle).
4. Calculates the length of the vector and assigns it to a local variable (length).
5. Returns the calculated polar vector as a list.

A.6.3 cartesianToPolar
This function is used to convert Cartesian coordinates into normalized polar coordinates. It
receives both Cartesian coordinates inside a list. Returns the normalized polar coordinates inside a list.
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1. Calculates the hypotenuse corresponding to the received Cartesian coordinates and
assigns it to a local variable (length).
2. Calculates the angle corresponding to the received Cartesian coordinates, normalizes it
and assigns it to a local variable (angle).
3. Returns the polar coordinates as a list (angle and length).

A.6.4 polarToCartesian
This function is used to convert polar coordinates into Cartesian coordinates. It receives a polar
coordinates vector lists. Returns the normalized polar coordinates vector as lists.
1. Calculates the projection of the received vector over the horizontal axis and assigns it to a
local variable (x).
2. Calculates the projection of the received vector over the vertical axis and assigns it to a
local variable (y).
3. Returns the values of both projections (x and y).

A.6.5 calculateDistanceVector
This function calculates the polar vector that connects two points. Receives the Cartesian
coordinates of the both points in a list. Returns the distance polar vector as a list.
1. Calculates the polar vector that represents the distance between both points (by calling
the support function cartesianToPolar) and assigns it to the local variable (vector).
2. Returns the vector local variable.

A.6.6 calculateDistance
Calculates the distance between two points. Receives the Cartesian coordinates of the both
points in two lists. Returns the distance between both points.
1. Calculates the distance between both points. Assigns this value to a local variable
(distance).
2. Returns the distance local variable.

A.6.7 identifyQuadrant
This function calculates the quadrant an angle belongs to. Receives the value of the angle.
Returns the corresponding quadrant. If the received angle is equal to or higher than 0:
a. If the received angle is equal to or higher than 2𝜋:
i. Calculates the remainder of the received angle over 2𝜋 and assigns the value to the
received variable.
b. Calculates the floor division of the received angle over 𝜋/2 and adds 1 to the result.
Assigns this to a local variable (quadrant).
2. If the received angle is lower than 0:
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a. If the received angle is equal to or lower than −2𝜋:
i. Calculates the remainder of the received angle over −2𝜋 and assigns the value to
the received angle.
b. Calculates the floor division of the received angle over −𝜋/2 and subtracts the result
to 4. Assigns this to a local variable (quadrant).
3. Returns the quadrant local variable.

A.6.8 projectVector
Using this function it is possible to calculate the projection of a vector over an axis. Receives
the vector’s polar coordinates and the angle of the projection axis. Returns the projected vector’s polar
coordinates.
1. Calculates the difference between the received angle of the vector and angle of the
projection axis. Assigns it to a local variable (delta_angle).
2. Calculates the length of the projection and assigns it to a local variable
(projected_length).
3. Identifies the quadrant corresponding to the delta_angle local variable (by calling the
support function identifyQuadrant) and assigns the returned value to a local variable
(quadrant).
4. If the received angle of projection equals 0:
a. Substitutes the value of the received angle by 2𝜋.
5. If the quadrant local variable equals 1 or 4:
a. Normalizes the received angle (by calling the support function normalizeQuadrant)
and assigns it to a local variable (vector_angle).
b. Returns a list with the vector_angle and the projected_length local variables.
6. Otherwise:
a. Sums the value of the received angle and 𝜋. Normalizes the resultant angle (by calling
the support function normalizeQuadrant) and assigns it to a local variable
(vector_angle).
b. Returns a list with the vector_angle and the projected_length local variables.

A.6.9 decomposeVector
Projects the vectors over two axes. The axes are, by default, perpendicular, however, they can
be unrelated. Receives the vector to be decomposed in polar coordinates and the angle of both axes. If
the angle of the second axis is not sent, it assumes None as its default value. Returns the vector’s
projection over both axes as polar vector lists.
1. If the received second axis’ angle’s value is None:
a. Calculates the sum of the first axis’ angle’s value (angle_x) and 𝜋/2.
2. Calculates the projection of the received vector over the first axis (by calling the support
function projectVector) and assigns the returned value to a local variable (vector_x).
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3. Calculates the projection of the received vector over the second axis (by calling the support
function projectVector) and assigns the returned value to a local variable (vector_y).
4. Returns the vector_x and vector_y local variables.

A.6.10 sumVectorsDict
Calculates the sum of the vectors inside a dictionary of vectors and also the sum of said vectors
and the vectors inside a secondary dictionary of vectors. Receives two dictionary of vectors. If the
second is not sent by the caller, assumes None as its default value. Returns a dictionary of vectors with
only 1 vector inside.
1. Defines an empty dictionary of vectors local variable (total_vector).
2. For each vector inside the first dictionary of vectors received:
a. Adds the vector inside the total_vector local variable to the vector of index equal to
the loop inside the received first dictionary of vectors. Substitutes the vector inside the
total_vector by the new result.
3. If the value of the second dictionary of vectors received is not None:
a. For each vector inside the second dictionary of vectors received:
i. Adds the vector inside the total_vector local variable to the vector of index equal to
the loop inside the received second dictionary of vectors. Substitutes the vector
inside the total_vector by the new result.
4. Returns the total_vector local variable.
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Appendix B

B. Program’s Code
B.1. ‘Main’ Module
import pygame, Elements, sys, Windows, Modes, Environment
pygame.init ()
game_mode = 'pause'
fpm_window = Windows.FPMWindow((600,600))
fpm_window.openWindow()
elements = {'environment': Environment.Environment(), 'particles': [], 'rods': [], 'grids':
[]} #trocar as variaveis pelos valores
while True:
if game_mode == 'simulation':
game_mode = Modes.simulationMode(elements, fpm_window, game_mode)
elif game_mode == 'pause':
selected_element, game_mode = Modes.pauseMode(elements, fpm_window, game_mode)
elif game_mode == 'properties':
game_mode = Modes.propertiesMode(elements, fpm_window, game_mode, selected_element)
elif game_mode == 'save':
game_mode = Modes.saveMode(game_mode, elements, fpm_window)
elif game_mode == 'load':
game_mode, elements = Modes.loadMode(game_mode, elements, fpm_window)
elif game_mode == 'force method':
game_mode = Modes.forceMethodMode(game_mode, elements, fpm_window)

B.1.1 ‘Modes’ Module
import pygame, Elements, Boxes, time, sys, random, math, Events, Windows, pickle, os,
Environment
import SupportFunctions as supfc

B.1.2 simulationMode
def simulationMode(elements, fpm_window, game_mode): #simulation cycle
while game_mode == 'simulation':
for i in range(0,20):
updateElementsPhysics(elements)
game_mode = Events.checkEvents(game_mode, elements, fpm_window)
updateElementsGraphics(elements)
fpm_window.reset()
sendElementsToWindow(elements, fpm_window)
fpm_window.update()
return game_mode

B.1.3 pauseMode
def pauseMode(elements, fpm_window, game_mode):
selected_element = None
fpm_window.openWindow()
updateElementsGraphics(elements)
while game_mode == 'pause':
selected_element, game_mode, elements = Events.checkEvents(game_mode, elements,
fpm_window,
selected_element)
fpm_window.reset()
fpm_window.addWord(['Pause', 1, (255,0,0),(0,0)])
sendElementsToWindow(elements, fpm_window)
fpm_window.update()
return selected_element, game_mode

B.1.4 propertiesMode
def propertiesMode(elements, fpm_window, game_mode, selected_element):
variables = selected_element.getChangeableVariables()
input_window = Windows.InputWindow(selected_element.name)
input_window.openWindow()
selected_box = None
boxes = createBoxes(input_window, variables)
while game_mode == 'properties':
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game_mode, selected_box, input_key = Events.checkEvents(game_mode, elements,
fpm_window, boxes = boxes,
selected_box = selected_box)
if selected_box != None:
selected_box.write(input_key)
input_window.reset()
sendBoxesToWindow(input_window, boxes)
input_window.update()
new_variables = {}
for b in boxes:
if b.displayed_word !='' and b.displayed_word != None:
new_variables[b.title] = float(b.displayed_word)
selected_element.changeVariables(new_variables)
Events.changeSelectedElement(elements, fpm_window)
return game_mode

B.1.5 saveMode
def saveMode(game_mode, elements, fpm_window):
variables = {'New File Name:': ''}
input_window =
Windows.InputWindow('Save File')
input_window.openWindow()
selected_box = None
boxes = createBoxes(input_window, variables)
dir_path = os.path.realpath(os.path.dirname(__file__))
pickle_dir = os.path.join(dir_path, 'Saved Files')
while game_mode == 'save':
game_mode, selected_box, input_key = Events.checkEvents(game_mode, elements,
fpm_window,
boxes = boxes,
selected_box = selected_box,
allow_letters = True)
if selected_box != None:
selected_box.write(input_key)
input_window.reset()
sendBoxesToWindow(input_window, boxes)
input_window.update()
file_dir = os.path.join(pickle_dir, boxes[0].displayed_word)
if boxes[0].displayed_word != '' and file_dir != None:
with open(file_dir+'.dat', 'wb') as f:
pickle.dump([elements, fpm_window.grid_in_use], f, protocol=2)
f.close()
return game_mode

B.1.6 loadMode
def loadMode(game_mode, elements, fpm_window):
variables = {'Open File': ''}
input_window = Windows.InputWindow('Load File:')
input_window.openWindow()
selected_box = None
boxes = createBoxes(input_window, variables)
dir_path = os.path.realpath(os.path.dirname(__file__))
pickle_dir = os.path.join(dir_path, 'Saved Files')
while game_mode == 'load':
game_mode, selected_box, input_key = Events.checkEvents(game_mode,
elements,
fpm_window,
boxes = boxes,
selected_box = selected_box,
allow_letters = True)
if selected_box != None:
selected_box.write(input_key)
input_window.reset()
sendBoxesToWindow(input_window, boxes)
input_window.update()
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file_name = os.path.join(pickle_dir, boxes[0].displayed_word)
if not os.path.exists(file_name+'.dat'):
print 'File not found'
elif boxes[0].displayed_word != '' and file_name != None:
with open(file_name+'.dat', 'rb') as f:
elements, fpm_window.grid_in_use = pickle.load(f)
f.close()
return game_mode, elements

B.1.7 forceMethodMode
def forceMethodMode(game_mode, elements, fpm_window):
force_method_window_dim = (fpm_window.dimensions[0]*3, fpm_window.dimensions[1])
force_method_window = Windows.FPMWindow(force_method_window_dim)
force_method_window.addWord(['Force Method. Choose one discontinuity element', 1,
(255,0,0),(0,0)])
force_method_window.openWindow()
part = 1
while part == 1:
for i in range (0,20):
updateElementsPhysics(elements)
part = Events.checkEvents(game_mode, elements, force_method_window, part = part)
updateElementsGraphics(elements)
force_method_window.reset()
force_method_window.addWord(['Force Method', 1, (255,0,0),(0,0)])
force_method_window.addWord(['Applying forces', 1, (255,0,0),(0,20)])
sendElementsToWindow(elements, force_method_window)
force_method_window.update()
if part == 'End':
game_mode = 'pause'
return game_mode
selected_element = None
discontinuity_element = [None, None]
while part == 2:
selected_element, part = Events.checkEvents(game_mode, elements,
force_method_window,
selected_element = selected_element,
part = part)
if isinstance(selected_element, Elements.Particle):
if selected_element.physics.constraint[0] == 0 and
selected_element.physics.constraint[1] == 1:
discontinuity_element = [selected_element, 'constraint y']
elif selected_element.physics.constraint[0] == 1 and
selected_element.physics.constraint[1] == 0:
discontinuity_element = [selected_element, 'constraint x']
elif selected_element.physics.constraint[0] == 1 and
selected_element.physics.constraint[1] == 1:
selected_particle = selected_element
if discontinuity_element[0] != selected_particle:
chosen_constraint = None
while selected_element == selected_particle and chosen_constraint == None:
selected_element, chosen_constraint, part =\
selected_element, chosen_constraint, part =\
Events.checkEvents(game_mode,elements,
force_method_window,
selected_element =\
selected_element,
part = part,
sub_part = 'choose constraint')
if part == 'End':
return game_mode
force_method_window.reset()
force_method_window.addWord(['Force Method', 1, (255,0,0),(0,0)])
force_method_window.addWord(['Select constraint direction', 1,
(255,0,0),(0,20)])
sendElementsToWindow(elements, force_method_window)
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force_method_window.update()
discontinuity_element = [selected_element, chosen_constraint]
elif isinstance(selected_element, Elements.Rod):
discontinuity_element = [selected_element, 'rod']
force_method_window.reset()
force_method_window.addWord(['Force Method', 1, (255,0,0),(0,0)])
force_method_window.addWord(['Select the discontinuity element', 1, (255,0,0),(0,20)])
sendElementsToWindow(elements, force_method_window)
force_method_window.update()
if part == 'End':
game_mode = 'pause'
return game_mode
force_method_window.reset()
if discontinuity_element[1] == 'constraint x':
delta_pos_0 = discontinuity_element[0].physics.delta_pos[0]
force_method_window.addWord(['x displacement 0 ' + str(delta_pos_0), 1,
(255,0,0),(0,20)])
elif discontinuity_element[1] == 'constraint y':
delta_pos_0 = discontinuity_element[0].physics.delta_pos[1]
force_method_window.addWord(['y displacement 0 ' + str(delta_pos_0), 1,
(255,0,0),(0,20)])
elif discontinuity_element[1] == 'rod':
delta_pos_0 = discontinuity_element[0].physics.delta_length
force_method_window.addWord(['axial deformation 0 ' + str(delta_pos_0), 1,
(255,0,0),(0,20)])
force_method_window.addWord(['Force Method', 1, (255,0,0),(0,0)])
sendElementsToWindow(elements, force_method_window)
force_method_window.update()
base_elements_1, discontinuity_element_1 = createBaseStructure(discontinuity_element,
elements)
while part == 3:
for i in range (0,20):
updateElementsPhysics(base_elements_1)
part = Events.checkEvents(game_mode, base_elements_1, force_method_window,
part = part)
force_method_window.reset()
if discontinuity_element[1] == 'constraint x':
force_method_window.addWord(['x displacement 0 ' + str(delta_pos_0), 1,
(255,0,0),(0,20)])
elif discontinuity_element[1] == 'constraint y':
force_method_window.addWord(['y displacement 0 ' + str(delta_pos_0), 1,
(255,0,0),(0,20)])
elif discontinuity_element[1] == 'rod':
force_method_window.addWord(['axial deformation 0 ' + str(delta_pos_0), 1,
(255,0,0),(0,20)])
force_method_window.addWord(['Applying forces', 1,
(255,0,0),(force_method_window_dim[0]/3,20)])
force_method_window.addWord(['Force Method', 1, (255,0,0),(0,0)])
updateElementsGraphics(base_elements_1)
sendElementsToWindow(elements, force_method_window)
sendElementsToWindow(base_elements_1, force_method_window)
force_method_window.update()
if part == 'End':
game_mode = 'pause'
return game_mode
while part == 4:
part = Events.checkEvents(game_mode, base_elements_1, force_method_window,
part = part)
force_method_window.reset()
if discontinuity_element_1[1] == 'constraint x':
delta_pos_1 = discontinuity_element_1[0].physics.delta_pos[0]
force_method_window.addWord(['x displacement 0 ' + str(delta_pos_0), 1,
(255,0,0),(0,20)])
force_method_window.addWord(['x displacement 1 ' + str(delta_pos_1), 1,
(255,0,0),(force_method_window_dim[0]/3,20)])
elif discontinuity_element_1[1] == 'constraint y':
delta_pos_1 = discontinuity_element_1[0].physics.delta_pos[1]
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force_method_window.addWord(['y displacement 0 ' + str(delta_pos_0), 1,
(255,0,0),(0,20)])
force_method_window.addWord(['y displacement 1 ' + str(delta_pos_1), 1,
(255,0,0),(force_method_window_dim[0]/3,20)])
elif discontinuity_element[1] == 'rod':
delta_pos_1 = discontinuity_element_1[0].physics.delta_length
force_method_window.addWord(['axial deformation 0 ' + str(delta_pos_0), 1,
(255,0,0),(0,20)])
force_method_window.addWord(['axial deformation 1 ' + str(delta_pos_1), 1,
(255,0,0),(force_method_window_dim[0]/3,20)])
force_method_window.addWord(['Force Method', 1, (255,0,0),(0,0)])
sendElementsToWindow(elements, force_method_window)
sendElementsToWindow(base_elements_1, force_method_window)
force_method_window.update()
if part == 'End':
game_mode = 'pause'
return game_mode
base_elements_2, discontinuity_element_2 = createBaseStructure(discontinuity_element_1,
base_elements_1)
eraseStructureForces(base_elements_2)
applyHyperForce(discontinuity_element_2, 1)
while part == 5:
for i in range (0,20):
updateElementsPhysics(base_elements_2)
part = Events.checkEvents(game_mode, base_elements_2, force_method_window,
part = part)
force_method_window.reset()
if discontinuity_element_2[1] == 'constraint x':
force_method_window.addWord(['x displacement 0 ' + str(delta_pos_0), 1,
(255,0,0),(0,20)])
force_method_window.addWord(['x displacement 1 ' + str(delta_pos_1), 1,
(255,0,0),(force_method_window_dim[0]/3,20)])
elif discontinuity_element_2[1] == 'constraint y':
force_method_window.addWord(['y displacement 0 ' + str(delta_pos_0), 1,
(255,0,0),(0,20)])
force_method_window.addWord(['y displacement 1 ' + str(delta_pos_1), 1,
(255,0,0),(force_method_window_dim[0]/3,20)])
elif discontinuity_element[1] == 'rod':
force_method_window.addWord(['axial deformation 0 ' + str(delta_pos_0), 1,
(255,0,0),(0,20)])
force_method_window.addWord(['axial deformation 1 ' + str(delta_pos_1), 1,
(255,0,0),(force_method_window_dim[0]/3,20)])
force_method_window.addWord(['Force Method', 1, (255,0,0), (0,0)])
force_method_window.addWord(['Applying forces', 1,
(255,0,0), (2*force_method_window_dim[0]/3,20)])
updateElementsGraphics(base_elements_2)
sendElementsToWindow(elements, force_method_window)
sendElementsToWindow(base_elements_1, force_method_window)
sendElementsToWindow(base_elements_2, force_method_window)
force_method_window.update()
if part == 'End':
game_mode = 'pause'
return game_mode
while part == 6:
part = Events.checkEvents(game_mode, base_elements_2, force_method_window,
part = part)
force_method_window.reset()
if discontinuity_element_2[1] == 'constraint x':
delta_pos_2 = discontinuity_element_2[0].physics.delta_pos[0]
force_method_window.addWord(['x displacement 0 ' + str(delta_pos_0), 1,
(255,0,0),(0,20)])
force_method_window.addWord(['x displacement 1 ' + str(delta_pos_1), 1,
(255,0,0),(force_method_window_dim[0]/3,20)])
force_method_window.addWord(['x displacement 2 ' + str(delta_pos_2), 1,
(255,0,0),(2*force_method_window_dim[0]/3,20)])
elif discontinuity_element_2[1] == 'constraint y':
delta_pos_2 = discontinuity_element_2[0].physics.delta_pos[1]
force_method_window.addWord(['y displacement 0 ' + str(delta_pos_0), 1,
(255,0,0),(0,20)])
force_method_window.addWord(['y displacement 1 ' + str(delta_pos_1), 1,
(255,0,0),(force_method_window_dim[0]/3,20)])
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force_method_window.addWord(['y displacement 2 ' + str(delta_pos_2), 1,
(255,0,0),(2*force_method_window_dim[0]/3,20)])
elif discontinuity_element[1] == 'rod':
delta_pos_2 = discontinuity_element_2[0].physics.delta_length
force_method_window.addWord(['axial deformation 0 ' + str(delta_pos_0), 1,
(255,0,0),(0,20)])
force_method_window.addWord(['axial deformation 1 ' + str(delta_pos_1), 1,
(255,0,0),(force_method_window_dim[0]/3,20)])
force_method_window.addWord(['axial deformation 2 ' + str(delta_pos_2), 1,
(255,0,0),(2*force_method_window_dim[0]/3,20)])
force_method_window.addWord(['Force Method', 1, (255,0,0),(0,0)])
sendElementsToWindow(elements, force_method_window)
sendElementsToWindow(base_elements_1, force_method_window)
sendElementsToWindow(base_elements_2, force_method_window)
force_method_window.update()
if part == 'End':
game_mode = 'pause'
return game_mode
if discontinuity_element[1] != 'rod' and part != 'End':
if (discontinuity_element[1] == 'constraint x'
or discontinuity_element[1] == 'constraint y'):
force = (delta_pos_0 - delta_pos_1)/delta_pos_2
if discontinuity_element[1] == 'constraint x':
discontinuity_element_2[0].changeVariables({'force x [KN]': force})
elif discontinuity_element[1] == 'constraint y':
discontinuity_element_2[0].changeVariables({'force y [KN]': force})
elif discontinuity_element[1] == 'rod' and part != 'End':
force = (delta_pos_0 - delta_pos_1)/delta_pos_2
applyHyperForce(discontinuity_element_2, force)
while part == 7:
for i in range (0,20):
updateElementsPhysics(base_elements_2)
part = Events.checkEvents(game_mode, base_elements_2, force_method_window,
part = part)
force_method_window.reset()
if discontinuity_element_2[1] == 'constraint x':
delta_pos_2 = discontinuity_element_2[0].physics.delta_pos[0]
force_method_window.addWord(['x displacement 0 ' + str(delta_pos_0), 1,
(255,0,0),(0,20)])
force_method_window.addWord(['x displacement 1 ' + str(delta_pos_1), 1,
(255,0,0),(force_method_window_dim[0]/3,20)])
force_method_window.addWord(['x displacement 2 ' + str(delta_pos_2), 1,
(255,0,0),(2*force_method_window_dim[0]/3,20)])
elif discontinuity_element_2[1] == 'constraint y':
delta_pos_2 = discontinuity_element_2[0].physics.delta_pos[1]
force_method_window.addWord(['y displacement 0 ' + str(delta_pos_0), 1,
(255,0,0),(0,20)])
force_method_window.addWord(['y displacement 1 ' + str(delta_pos_1), 1,
(255,0,0),(force_method_window_dim[0]/3,20)])
force_method_window.addWord(['y displacement 2 ' + str(delta_pos_2), 1,
(255,0,0),(2*force_method_window_dim[0]/3,20)])
elif discontinuity_element[1] == 'rod':
delta_pos_2 = discontinuity_element_2[0].physics.delta_length
force_method_window.addWord(['axial deformation 0 ' + str(delta_pos_0), 1,
(255,0,0),(0,20)])
force_method_window.addWord(['axial deformation 1 ' + str(delta_pos_1), 1,
(255,0,0),(force_method_window_dim[0]/3,20)])
force_method_window.addWord(['axial deformation 2 ' + str(delta_pos_2), 1,
(255,0,0),(2*force_method_window_dim[0]/3,20)])
force_method_window.addWord(['Force Method', 1, (255,0,0),(0,0)])
force_method_window.addWord(['Hyperstatic Force ' + str(force), 1, (255,0,0),
(2*force_method_window_dim[0]/3,40)])
updateElementsGraphics(base_elements_2)
sendElementsToWindow(elements, force_method_window)
sendElementsToWindow(base_elements_1, force_method_window)
sendElementsToWindow(base_elements_2, force_method_window)
force_method_window.update()
if part == 'End':
game_mode = 'pause'
return game_mode
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B.1.8 sendBoxesToWindow
def sendBoxesToWindow(input_window, boxes):
for b in boxes:
vector = b.propertiesToReadableVector()
input_window.addBoxes(vector)

B.1.9 sendElementsToWindow
def sendElementsToWindow(elements, fpm_window):
for p in elements['particles']:
vector = p.propertiesToReadableVector()
for v in vector:
if v != []:
if v == vector[0]:
fpm_window.addCircle(v)
if v == vector[1]:
fpm_window.addArrow(v[0])
fpm_window.addWord(v[1])
if v == vector[2]:
fpm_window.addArrow(v[0])
fpm_window.addWord(v[1])
if v == vector[3]:
fpm_window.addConstraint (v)
for s in elements['rods']:
vector = s.propertiesToReadableVector()
if len(vector) == 3:
fpm_window.addLine(s.propertiesToReadableVector()[0])
fpm_window.addPolygon(s.propertiesToReadableVector()[1])
fpm_window.addWord(s.propertiesToReadableVector()[2])
elif len(vector) == 1:
fpm_window.addLine(s.propertiesToReadableVector()[0])
elif len(vector) == 0:
pass
for g in elements['grids']:
fpm_window.addGrid(g.propertiesToReadableVector())

B.1.10 createBaseStructure
def createBaseStructure(discontinuity_element, original_elements): #ponho esta funcao dentro
do modo? #copies the orignial elements changing it's positions and changing the hyperstatic
element
new_e = Environment.Environment()
old_variables = original_elements['environment'].getChangeableVariables()
new_e.changeVariables(old_variables)
particles = []
rods = []
grids = []
new_elements = {'environment': new_e, 'particles': particles, 'rods': rods,
'grids': grids}
for op in original_elements['particles']:
pos = (op.physics.original_pos[0] + 600, op.physics.original_pos[1])
new_p = createParticle(pos, new_elements)
new_p.name = op.name
old_variables = op.getChangeableVariables()
new_variables = {}
for k in old_variables.keys():
if (k != 'original pos x [cm]'
and k != 'original pos y [cm]'
and k != 'delta pos x [cm]'
and k != 'delta pos y [cm]'):
new_variables[k] = old_variables[k]
new_p.changeVariables(new_variables)
if op is discontinuity_element[0]:
variables = {}
if discontinuity_element[1] == 'constraint x':
variables['constraint x'] = 0
elif discontinuity_element[1] == 'constraint y':
variables['constraint y'] = 0
new_p.changeVariables(variables)
new_discontinuity_element = [new_p, discontinuity_element[1]]
for os in original_elements['rods']: #acho que devia tirar a plasticidade
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for p in particles:
if p.name == os.particles[0].name:
p1 = p
elif p.name == os.particles[1].name:
p2 = p
if os is discontinuity_element[0]:
new_s = createRod(p1,p2, new_elements, discontinuity = True)
new_discontinuity_element = [new_s, 'rod']
else:
new_s = createRod(p1, p2, new_elements)
return new_elements, new_discontinuity_element

B.1.11 eraseStructureForces
def eraseStructureForces(elements):
for k in elements.keys():
if k == 'environment':
variables = {'acceleration x [cm/s2]':
'force x [kN]': 0, 'force
elements[k].changeVariables(variables)
elif k == 'particles':
variables = {'force x [kN]': 0, 'force
'acceleration x [cm/s2]':
for p in elements[k]:
p.changeVariables(variables)

0, 'acceleration y [cm/s2]':0,
y [kN]': 0}
y [kN]': 0,
0, 'acceleration y [cm/s2]': 0}

B.1.12 applyHyperForce
def applyHyperForce(discontinuity_element, force):
if discontinuity_element[1] == 'constraint y':
discontinuity_element[0].changeVariables({'force y [KN]': force})
elif discontinuity_element[1] == 'constraint x':
discontinuity_element[0].changeVariables({'force x [KN]': force})
elif discontinuity_element[1] == 'rod':
discontinuity_element[0].physics.axial_force = force

B.1.13 updateElementsPhysics
def updateElementsPhysics(elements):
for i, p in enumerate(elements['particles']):
p.updatePhysics(elements['particles'][i+1:])
for s in elements['rods']:
s.updatePhysics()
elements['environment'].updatePhysics(elements['particles'])

B.1.14 updateElementsGraphics
def updateElementsGraphics(elements):
for i, p in enumerate(elements['particles']):
p.updateGraphics()
for s in elements['rods']:
s.updateGraphics()

B.1.15 createParticle
def createParticle(pos, elements):
ids = []
for n, r in enumerate(elements['particles']):
ids.append(r.name[9:])
n = 1
restart = True
while restart:
restart = False
for i in ids:
if n == int(i):
n += 1
restart = True
continue
new_particle = Elements.Particle(pos, particle_number = n)
elements['particles'].append(new_particle)
return new_particle
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B.1.16 createRod
ids = []
for n, r in enumerate(elements['rods']):
ids.append(r.name[4:])
n = 1
restart = True
while restart:
restart = False
for i in ids:
if n == int(i):
n += 1
restart = True
continue
new_rod = Elements.Rod(particle1, particle2, rod_number = n,
discontinuity = discontinuity)
particle1.connectRod(new_rod)
particle2.connectRod(new_rod)
elements['rods'].append(new_rod)
return new_rod

B.2. ‘Events’ Module
import pygame, Elements, time, sys, random, math, Events, Windows, Modes, Grids, pickle, os

B.2.1 checkEvents
def checkEvents(game_mode, elements = None, fpm_window = None, selected_element = None,
boxes = None, selected_box = None, allow_letters = False,
part = None, sub_part = None):
if game_mode == 'simulation':
for event in pygame.event.get():
if event.type == pygame.QUIT:
quitGame()
elif event.type == pygame.KEYDOWN:
if event.key == pygame.K_ESCAPE:
game_mode = 'pause'
return game_mode
return game_mode
if game_mode == 'pause':
for event in pygame.event.get():
if event.type == pygame.QUIT:
quitGame()
elif event.type == pygame.KEYDOWN:
if event.key == pygame.K_h:
selected_element = changeGrid(fpm_window, elements)
elif event.key == pygame.K_g:
addGrid(fpm_window, elements)
elif event.key == pygame.K_s:
game_mode = "save"
return selected_element, game_mode, elements
elif event.key == pygame.K_d:
game_mode = "load"
return selected_element, game_mode, elements
elif event.key == pygame.K_k:
game_mode = 'force method'
return selected_element, game_mode, elements
elif event.key == pygame.K_ESCAPE:
if selected_element == elements['environment']:
game_mode = 'simulation'
return selected_element, game_mode, elements
elif selected_element == None:
game_mode = 'simulation'
return selected_element, game_mode, elements
else:
selected_element = changeSelectedElement(elements, fpm_window)
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elif event.key == pygame.K_p:
addParticle(elements, fpm_window)
elif event.key == pygame.K_l:
addRod(elements, fpm_window)
elif event.key == pygame.K_i:
switchDiagrams(elements, selected_element)
elif event.key == pygame.K_RETURN:
game_mode = 'properties'
if selected_element == None:
selected_element = changeSelectedElement(elements, fpm_window)
return selected_element, game_mode, elements
else:
return selected_element, game_mode, elements
elif event.key == pygame.K_DELETE:
selected_element = deleteElement(elements, selected_element, fpm_window)
elif event.type == pygame.MOUSEBUTTONDOWN:
mousepos = pygame.mouse.get_pos()
selected_element = changeSelectedElement(elements, fpm_window, mousepos)
return selected_element, game_mode, elements
if game_mode == 'properties' or game_mode == 'save' or game_mode == 'load':
input_key = None
for event in pygame.event.get():
if event.type == pygame.QUIT:
quitGame()
elif selected_box == None:
if event.type == pygame.KEYDOWN:
if event.key == pygame.K_ESCAPE:
game_mode = 'pause'
return game_mode, selected_box, input_key
elif event.type == pygame.MOUSEBUTTONDOWN:
mousepos = pygame.mouse.get_pos()
selected_box = selectBox(boxes, mousepos)
else:
if event.type == pygame.KEYDOWN:
if event.key == pygame.K_RETURN:
selected_box = selectBox(boxes, None)
elif (event.key == pygame.K_BACKSPACE
or event.key == pygame.K_ESCAPE
or (event.key >= 45 and event.key <= 57)
or ((event.key >= 97 and event.key <= 122) or event.key == 32)):
if allow_letters == False:
if event.key <= 57:
if event.key != 47 and event.key != 32:
input_key = event.key
elif event.key == 47:
input_key = ord('-')
else:
if event.key != 47:
input_key = event.key
else:
input_key = ord('-')
return game_mode, selected_box, input_key
if game_mode == 'force method':
if part <= 7 and part != 2:
for event in pygame.event.get():
if event.type == pygame.KEYDOWN:
if event.key == pygame.K_k:
part += 1
if part == 8:
part = 'End'
if event.key == pygame.K_i:
switchDiagrams(elements, None)
elif event.key == pygame.K_ESCAPE:
part = 'End'
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return part
elif event.type == pygame.QUIT:
quitGame()
return part
else:
if sub_part != 'choose constraint':
for event in pygame.event.get():
if event.type == pygame.KEYDOWN:
if event.key == pygame.K_k:
if selected_element != None:
part = 3
elif event.key == pygame.K_i:
switchDiagrams(elements, None)
elif event.key == pygame.K_ESCAPE:
part = 'End'
return selected_element, part
elif event.type == pygame.MOUSEBUTTONDOWN:
mousepos = pygame.mouse.get_pos()
selected_element = changeSelectedElement(elements, fpm_window,
mousepos)
elif event.type == pygame.QUIT:
quitGame()
return selected_element, part
else:
constraint = None
for event in pygame.event.get():
if event.type == pygame.KEYDOWN:
if event.key == pygame.K_y:
constraint = 'constraint y'
elif event.key == pygame.K_x:
constraint = 'constraint x'
elif event.key == pygame.K_ESCAPE:
part = 'End'
return selected_element, constraint, part
elif event.type == pygame.MOUSEBUTTONDOWN:
mousepos = pygame.mouse.get_pos()
selected_element = changeSelectedElement(elements, fpm_window,
mousepos)
elif event.type == pygame.QUIT:
quitGame()
return selected_element, constraint, part

B.2.2 Auxiliary Functions
B.2.2.1 quitGame
def quitGame():
pygame.quit()
sys.exit()

B.2.2.2 selectBox
def selectBox(boxes, mousepos):
for b in boxes:
if b.checkSelection(mousepos) == True:
return b
return None

B.2.2.3 switchDiagrams
def switchDiagrams(elements, selected_element):
for e in elements['particles']+elements['rods']:
if selected_element == e:
e.diagramOnOff()
return
for e in elements['particles']+elements['rods']:
e.diagramOnOff()

B.2.2.4 deleteElement
def deleteElement(elements, selected_element, fpm_window):
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for k in elements.keys():
if k != 'environment':
for e in elements[k]:
if selected_element == e:
elements[k].remove(selected_element)
if k == 'rods':
e.particles[0].physics.deleteRod(e.physics)
e.particles[1].physics.deleteRod(e.physics)
if k == 'grids':
fpm_window.grid_in_use = 0
selected_element = changeSelectedElement(elements, fpm_window)
return selected_element

B.2.2.5 changeSelectedElement
def changeSelectedElement(elements, fpm_window, select_pos = None):
if fpm_window.grid_in_use == 0:
grid = []
else:
try:
grid = [elements['grids'][fpm_window.grid_in_use-1]]
except IndexError:
grid = []
selected_element = elements['environment']
if select_pos == None:
for e in elements['particles']+elements['rods']+grid:
e.checkSelection(None)
else:
for e in elements['particles']+elements['rods']+grid:
if e.checkSelection(select_pos) == True:
selected_element = e
for other_e in elements['particles']+elements['rods']+grid:
if other_e != e:
other_e.checkSelection(None)
else:
break
return selected_element

B.2.2.6 changeGrid
def changeGrid(fpm_window, elements):
fpm_window.grid_in_use += 1
if fpm_window.grid_in_use > len(elements['grids']):
fpm_window.grid_in_use = 0
selected_element = changeSelectedElement(elements, fpm_window)
return selected_element

B.2.2.7 addGrid
def addGrid(fpm_window, elements): #creates a new grid and changes the grid in use to the
newest
new_grid = Grids.Grid()
elements['grids'].append(new_grid)
fpm_window.grid_in_use = len(elements['grids'])

B.2.2.8 addParticle
def addParticle(elements, fpm_window):
mousepos = (pygame.mouse.get_pos()[0], pygame.mouse.get_pos()[1])
if fpm_window.grid_in_use == 0:
Modes.createParticle(mousepos, elements)
else:
pos = elements['grids'][fpm_window.grid_in_use-1]\
.checkSelection(mousepos, False, True)[1]
Modes.createParticle(pos, elements)

B.2.2.9 addRod
def addRod(elements, fpm_window):
mousepos1 = pygame.mouse.get_pos()
while True:
for event in pygame.event.get():
if event.type == pygame.QUIT:
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quitGame()
elif event.type == pygame.KEYDOWN:
if event.key == pygame.K_l:
mousepos2 = pygame.mouse.get_pos()
break
elif event.key == pygame.K_ESCAPE:
return
elif event.type == pygame.MOUSEBUTTONDOWN:
mousepos2 = pygame.mouse.get_pos()
break
else:
continue
break
if mousepos2 != None:
for i, p1 in enumerate(elements['particles']):
selection1 = p1.checkSelection(mousepos1, change_colour = False)
selection2 = p1.checkSelection(mousepos2, change_colour = False)
if (selection1 and selection2) == True:
return elements
elif (selection1 or selection2) == True:
for p2 in elements['particles']:
if p1 == p2:
continue
if selection1 == True:
selection2 = p2.checkSelection(mousepos2, change_colour = False)
elif selection2 == True:
selection1 = p1.checkSelection(mousepos1, change_colour = False)
if (selection1 and selection2) == True:
Modes.createRod(p1, p2, elements)

B.3. ‘Windows’ Module
from __future__ import division
import pygame, string, sys, time

B.3.1 Class ‘FPMWindow’
class FPMWindow:
def __init__(self, dim):
self.dimensions = dim
self.background = (255,255,255)
self.circles = []
self.grids = [None]
self.grid_in_use = 0
self.lines = []
self.words = []
self.polygons = []
self.constraints = []
self.arrows = []
self.font_object = pygame.font.Font(None,18)
def openWindow(self):
self.surface = pygame.display.set_mode(self.dimensions,0 ,32)
pygame.display.set_caption('Finite Particle Method')
def addGrid(self, new_grid):
self.grids.append(new_grid)
def addConstraint(self, new_constraint):
self.constraints.append(new_constraint)
def addArrow(self, new_arrow):
self.arrows.append(new_arrow)
def addCircle(self, new_circle):
self.circles.append(new_circle)
def addLine(self, new_line):
self.lines.append(new_line)
def addWord(self, new_word):
self.words.append(new_word)
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def addPolygon(self, new_polygon):
self.polygons.append(new_polygon)
def reset(self):
self.circles = []
self.lines = []
self.words = []
self.polygons = []
self.constraints = []
self.arrows = []
self.grids = [None]
def update(self):
self.surface.fill(self.background)
if self.grid_in_use != 0:
g = self.grids[self.grid_in_use]
n_vertical = int(self.dimensions[0] // g[1])
for i in range(1, n_vertical+1):
start_pos = [i*g[1], 0]
end_pos = [i*g[1], self.dimensions[1]]
pygame.draw.aaline(self.surface, g[0], start_pos, end_pos)
n_horizontal = int(self.dimensions[1] // g[2])
for i in range(1, n_horizontal+1):
start_pos = [0, i*g[2]]
end_pos = [self.dimensions[0], i*g[2]]
pygame.draw.aaline(self.surface, g[0], start_pos, end_pos)
for w in self.words:
self.surface.blit(self.font_object.render(w[0], w[1], w[2]), w[3])
for c in self.circles:
pygame.draw.circle(self.surface, c[0], c[1], c[2], 1)
for p in self.polygons:
pygame.draw.polygon(self.surface, p[0], p[1], p[2])
for l in self.lines:
pygame.draw.aaline(self.surface, l[0], l[1], l[2], 1)
for s in self.constraints:
if s[1] == 1:
if s[2] == 'y':
pygame.draw.aaline(self.surface, s[3], s[0], [s[0][0]-10, s[0][1]+10])
pygame.draw.aaline(self.surface, s[3], s[0], [s[0][0]+10, s[0][1]+10])
pygame.draw.aaline(self.surface, s[3], [s[0][0]-10, s[0][1]+10],
[s[0][0]+10, s[0][1]+10])
pygame.draw.aaline(self.surface, s[3], [s[0][0]-15, s[0][1]+15],
[s[0][0]+15, s[0][1]+15])
if s[2] == 'x':
pygame.draw.aaline(self.surface, s[3], s[0], [s[0][0]-10, s[0][1]-10])
pygame.draw.aaline(self.surface, s[3], s[0], [s[0][0]-10, s[0][1]+10])
pygame.draw.aaline(self.surface, s[3], [s[0][0]-10, s[0][1]-10],
[s[0][0]-10, s[0][1]+10])
pygame.draw.aaline(self.surface, s[3], [s[0][0]-15, s[0][1]-15],
[s[0][0]-15, s[0][1]+15])
elif s[1] == 2:
pygame.draw.aaline(self.surface, s[3], s[0], [s[0][0]-10, s[0][1]+10])
pygame.draw.aaline(self.surface, s[3], s[0], [s[0][0]+10, s[0][1]+10])
pygame.draw.rect(self.surface, s[3], [s[0][0]-10, s[0][1]+10, 20, 5], 0)
for a in self.arrows:
pygame.draw.aaline(self.surface, a[0], a[1], a[2], 1)
if a[1][0] != a[2][0]:
if a[1][0] < a[2][0]:
pygame.draw.aaline(self.surface,
pygame.draw.aaline(self.surface,
elif a[1][0] > a[2][0]:
pygame.draw.aaline(self.surface,
pygame.draw.aaline(self.surface,
if a[1][1] != a[2][1]:
if a[1][1] < a[2][1]:
pygame.draw.aaline(self.surface,
pygame.draw.aaline(self.surface,
elif a[1][1] > a[2][1]:
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a[0], a[1], [a[1][0]+3, a[1][1]+3], 1)
a[0], a[1], [a[1][0]+3, a[1][1]-3], 1)
a[0], a[1], [a[1][0]-3, a[1][1]+3], 1)
a[0], a[1], [a[1][0]-3, a[1][1]-3], 1)
a[0], a[1], [a[1][0]-3, a[1][1]+3], 1)
a[0], a[1], [a[1][0]+3, a[1][1]+3], 1)

pygame.draw.aaline(self.surface, a[0], a[1], [a[1][0]-3, a[1][1]-3], 1)
pygame.draw.aaline(self.surface, a[0], a[1], [a[1][0]+3, a[1][1]-3], 1)
pygame.display.update()

B.3.2 class ‘Input Window’
class InputWindow:
def __init__(self, window_name):
self.window_name = window_name
self.dimensions = (400,800)
self.background = (0,0,0)
self.boxes = []
self.font_object = pygame.font.Font(None,18)
def addBoxes(self, new_box):
self.boxes.append(new_box)
def reset(self):
self.boxes = []
def update(self):
self.surface.fill(self.background)
for b in self.boxes:
pygame.draw.rect(self.surface, b[0][0], b[0][1], 2)
self.surface.blit(self.font_object.render(b[1][0], 1, b[1][1]), b[1][2])
self.surface.blit(self.font_object.render(b[2][0], 1, b[2][1]), b[2][2])
pygame.display.flip()
def openWindow(self):
self.surface = pygame.display.set_mode(self.dimensions)
pygame.display.set_caption(self.window_name)

B.4. ‘SupportFunctions’ Module
B.4.1 normalizeAngle
def normalizeAngle(angle):
quadrant = identifyQuadrant(angle)
if angle == 0:
normalized_angle = 0
elif angle > 0:
remainder = angle % (math.pi/2)
if quadrant == 1:
normalized_angle = remainder
elif quadrant == 2:
normalized_angle = remainder + math.pi/2
elif quadrant == 3:
normalized_angle = -math.pi + remainder
else:
normalized_angle = -math.pi/2 + remainder
else:
remainder = angle % (-math.pi/2)
if quadrant == 1:
normalized_angle = math.pi/2 + remainder
elif quadrant == 2:
normalized_angle = math.pi + remainder
elif quadrant == 3:
normalized_angle = remainder - math.pi/2
else:
normalized_angle = remainder
return normalized_angle

B.4.2 addVectors
def addVectors((angle1, length1), (angle2, length2), sign1 = 1, sign2 = 1
x = math.sin(angle1) * length1 * sign1 + math.sin(angle2) * length2 * sign2
y = math.cos(angle1) * length1 * sign1 + math.cos(angle2) * length2 * sign2
angle = normalizeAngle(0.5 * math.pi - math.atan2(y, x))
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length

= math.hypot(x, y)

return [angle, length]

B.4.3 cartesianToPolar
def cartesianToPolar ((x,y)):
length = math.hypot(x,y)
angle = normalizeAngle(math.atan2(y,x))
return [angle, length]

B.4.4 polarToCartesian
def polarToCartesian ((angle, length)):
x = length*math.cos(angle)
y = length*math.sin(angle)
return [x,y]

B.4.5 calculateDistanceVector
def calculateDistanceVector((x1, y1),(x2, y2)):
vector = cartesianToPolar((x1-x2,y1-y2))
return vector

B.4.6 calculateDistance
def calculateDistance (pos1,pos2):
distance = math.hypot(pos1[0]-pos2[0], pos1[1]-pos2[1])
return distance

B.4.7 identifyQuadrant
def identifyQuadrant(angle):
if angle >= 0:
if angle >= 2*math.pi:
angle = angle % (2*math.pi)
quadrant = angle//(math.pi/2)+1
elif angle < 0:
if angle <= -2*math.pi:
angle = angle % (-2*math.pi)
quadrant = 4-angle//(-math.pi/2)
return quadrant

B.4.8 projectVector
def projectVector((angle,length),(angle_ref)):
delta_angle = angle - angle_ref
projected_length = abs(length*math.cos(delta_angle))
quadrant = identifyQuadrant(delta_angle)
if angle_ref == 0:
angle_ref = math.pi*2
if quadrant == 1 or quadrant == 4:
vector_angle = normalizeAngle(angle_ref)
return [vector_angle, projected_length]
else:
vector_angle = normalizeAngle(angle_ref+math.pi)
return [vector_angle, projected_length]

B.4.9 decomposeVector
def decomposeVector(vector, angle_x, angle_y = None):
if angle_y == None:
angle_y = angle_x+math.pi/2
vector_x = projectVector((vector[0],vector[1]), angle_x)
vector_y = projectVector((vector[0],vector[1]), angle_y)
return vector_x, vector_y
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B.4.10 sumVectorsDict
def sumVectorsDict(vector_dict, vector_dict2 = None):
total_vector = {'angle':[0],'scalar':[0]}
for i in range(len(vector_dict['angle'])):
[total_vector ['angle'][0], total_vector ['scalar'][0]] =\
addVectors( (total_vector['angle'][0],
total_vector['scalar'][0]),
(vector_dict['angle'][i],
vector_dict['scalar'][i]))
if vector_dict2 != None:
for i in range(len(vector_dict2['angle'])):
[total_vector ['angle'][0], total_vector ['scalar'][0]] =\
addVectors( (total_vector['angle'][0],
total_vector['scalar'][0]),
(vector_dict2['angle'][i],
vector_dict2['scalar'][i]))
return total_vector

B.5. ‘PhysicsRods’ Module
from __future__ import division
import sys, time, math, random
import SupportFunctions as supfc

B.5.1 Class ‘PhysicalRod’
class PhysicalRod:
def __init__(self, particles, discontinuity = False):
self.discontinuity = discontinuity
self.attached_particles = particles
self.pos1 = self.attached_particles[0].physics.pos
self.pos2 = self.attached_particles[1].physics.pos
self.angle_p1_to_p2, self.angle_p2_to_p1 = self.calculateAngles()
self.rest_length = self.calculateLength()
self.current_deformation = self.calculateDeformation()
self.delta_length = self.current_deformation * self.rest_length
self.stiffness = 164640
self.damp_coef = 40
self.density = 0.01
self.strength = (-0,0)
self.plasticity = False
self.delta_elastic_deformation = self.calculateDeltaElasticDeformation()
self.plastic_deformation = 0
self.elastic_limit_deformation =[list(self.delta_elastic_deformation)[0]\
+self.plastic_deformation,
list(self.delta_elastic_deformation)[1]\
+self.plastic_deformation]
self.rodHookeForce()
self.rodDamping()
self.rodResultantAxialForce()
def getPhysicsChangeableVariables(self):
changeable_variables = {'density [kg/cm]': self.density,
'stiffness [kN]': self.stiffness,
'rest length [cm]': self.rest_length,
'damping coefficient [kN.s/m]': self.damp_coef,
'tensile strength [kN]': self.strength[1],
'compressive strength [kN]': -self.strength[0]}
return changeable_variables
def changePhysicsVariables(self, variables):
self.density = variables.get('density [kg/m]', self.density)
self.stiffness = variables.get('stiffness [kN]', self.stiffness)
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self.rest_length = variables.get('rest length [cm]', self.rest_length)
self.damp_coef = variables.get('damping coefficient [kN.s/m]', self.damp_coef)
self.strength = (-1 * variables.get('compressive strength [kN]',
-self.strength[0]),
variables.get('tensile strength [kN]', self.strength[1]))
self.delta_elastic_deformation = self.calculateDeltaElasticDeformation()
self.elastic_limit_deformation = [list(self.delta_elastic_deformation)[0]\
+self.plastic_deformation,
list(self.delta_elastic_deformation)[1]\
+self.plastic_deformation]
def updatePhysicalRod(self):
self.updateRodPosition()
if self.discontinuity == False:
self.checkPlasticity()
self.rodHookeForce()
self.rodDamping()
self.rodResultantAxialForce()
self.forceToParticles()
return self.hooke_force, self.plasticity
else:
self.forceToParticles()
def calculateAngles(self):
dx = self.pos1[0] - self.pos2[0]
dy = self.pos1[1] - self.pos2[1]
[angle, length] = supfc.cartesianToPolar((dx,dy))
angle_p1_to_p2 = supfc.normalizeAngle(angle + math.pi)
angle_p2_to_p1 = supfc.normalizeAngle(angle)
return angle_p1_to_p2, angle_p2_to_p1
def calculateLength(self):
dx = self.pos1[0] - self.pos2[0]
dy = self.pos1[1] - self.pos2[1]
[self.angle, length] = supfc.cartesianToPolar((dx,dy))
return length
def calculateDeformation(self):
length = self.calculateLength()
deformation = (length-self.rest_length)/self.rest_length
return deformation
def calculateDeltaElasticDeformation(self):
positive_delta_elastic_deformation = self.strength[1] / self.stiffness
negative_delta_elastic_deformation = self.strength[0] / self.stiffness
delta_elastic_deformation = [negative_delta_elastic_deformation,
positive_delta_elastic_deformation]
return delta_elastic_deformation
def updateRodPosition(self):
self.pos1 = self.attached_particles[0].physics.pos
self.pos2 = self.attached_particles[1].physics.pos
self.angle_p1_to_p2, self.angle_p2_to_p1 = self.calculateAngles()
self.current_deformation = self.calculateDeformation()
self.delta_length = self.current_deformation * self.rest_length
def rodHookeForce(self):
self.hooke_force = (self.current_deformation
- self.plastic_deformation)*self.stiffness
def rodDamping(self):
axial_vel1 = supfc.projectVector((self.attached_particles[0].\
physics.vels['angle'][0],
self.attached_particles[0].\
physics.vels['scalar'][0]),
self.angle_p1_to_p2)
axial_vel2 = supfc.projectVector((self.attached_particles[1].\
physics.vels['angle'][0],
self.attached_particles[1].\
physics.vels['scalar'][0]),
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self.angle_p2_to_p1)
relative_vel1_to_2 = supfc.addVectors(axial_vel1, axial_vel2, sign2 = -1)
relative_vel2_to_1 = supfc.addVectors(axial_vel1, axial_vel2, sign1 = -1)
if relative_vel1_to_2[0] == self.angle_p1_to_p2\
or (relative_vel1_to_2[0] == math.pi
and self.angle_p1_to_p2 == -math.pi) \
or (relative_vel1_to_2[0] == -math.pi
and self.angle_p1_to_p2 == math.pi):
damping_sign = -1
else:
damping_sign = 1
self.damping_force = self.damp_coef * relative_vel1_to_2[1] * damping_sign
def rodResultantAxialForce(self):
self.axial_force = self.damping_force + self.hooke_force
def checkPlasticity(self):
if (self.current_deformation > self.elastic_limit_deformation[1]
and self.strength[1] != 0):
self.plasticity = True
self.plastic_deformation = self.current_deformation \
- self.delta_elastic_deformation[1]
self.elastic_limit_deformation[1] = list(self.delta_elastic_deformation)[1] \
+self.plastic_deformation
elif (self.current_deformation < self.elastic_limit_deformation[0]
and self.strength[0] != 0):
self.plasticity = True
self.plastic_deformation = self.current_deformation \
- self.delta_elastic_deformation[0]
self.elastic_limit_deformation[0] = list(self.delta_elastic_deformation)[0]\
+self.plastic_deformation
else:
self.plasticity = False
def forceToParticles(self):
if self.discontinuity != True:
self.attached_particles[0].physics.addInternalForce((self.angle_p1_to_p2,
self.axial_force))
self.attached_particles[1].physics.addInternalForce((self.angle_p2_to_p1,
self.axial_force))
else:
self.attached_particles[0].physics.addExternalForce((self.angle_p1_to_p2,
self.axial_force))
self.attached_particles[1].physics.addExternalForce((self.angle_p2_to_p1,
self.axial_force))

B.6. ‘PhysicsParticles’ Module
from __future__ import division
import sys, time, math, random
import SupportFunctions as supfc

B.6.1 class ‘PhysicalParticle’
class PhysicalParticle:
coef_restitution = 1
time_step = 0.0000001
def __init__(self, original_pos, radius):
self.connected_rods = []
self.mass = self.calculateMass()
self.radius = radius
self.constraint = [0, 0]
self.user_applied_accels = {'angle':[0], 'scalar':[0]}
self.user_applied_forces = {'angle':[0], 'scalar':[0]}
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self.forces = {'angle':[0], 'scalar':[0]}
self.internal_forces = {'angle':[0], 'scalar':[0]}
self.external_forces = {'angle':[self.user_applied_forces['angle'][0]],
'scalar':[self.user_applied_forces['scalar'][0]]}
self.vels = {'angle':[0], 'scalar':[0]}
self.accels = {'angle':[0], 'scalar':[0]}
self.original_pos = original_pos
self.pos = list(original_pos)
self.delta_pos = [self.pos[0] - self.original_pos[0],
self.pos[1] - self.original_pos[1]]
def getPhysicsChangeableVariables(self):
force_x, force_y = supfc.polarToCartesian([self.user_applied_forces['angle'][0],
self.user_applied_forces['scalar'][0]])
acceleration_x, acceleration_y = supfc.\
polarToCartesian([self.\
user_applied_accels['angle'][0],
self.\
user_applied_accels['scalar'][0]])
velocity_x, velocity_y = supfc.polarToCartesian([self.vels['angle'][0],
self.vels['scalar'][0]])
changeable_variables = {'constraint x': self.constraint[0],
'constraint y': self.constraint[1],
'mass [kg]': self.mass,
'original pos x [cm]': self.original_pos[0],
'original pos y [cm]': self.original_pos[1],
'delta pos x [cm]': self.delta_pos[0],
'delta pos y [cm]': self.delta_pos[1],
'force x [kN]': force_x,
'force y [kN]': force_y,
'acceleration x [m/s2]': acceleration_x,
'acceleration y [m/s2]': acceleration_y,
'velocity x [m/s]': velocity_x,
'velocity y [m/s]': velocity_y,
'coefficient of restitution':
PhysicalParticle.coef_restitution,
'time step [s]': PhysicalParticle.time_step}
return changeable_variables
def changePhysicsVariables(self, variables):
force_x, force_y = supfc.polarToCartesian([self.user_applied_forces['angle'][0],
self.user_applied_forces['scalar'][0]])
acceleration_x, acceleration_y = supfc.\
polarToCartesian([self.\
user_applied_accels['angle'][0],
self.\
user_applied_accels['scalar'][0]])
velocity_x, velocity_y = supfc.polarToCartesian([self.vels['angle'][0],
self.vels['scalar'][0]])
self.mass = variables.get('mass [kg]', self.mass)
self.constraint = [variables.get('constraint x', self.constraint[0]),
variables.get('constraint y', self.constraint[1])]
self.original_pos = (variables.get('original pos x [cm]', self.original_pos[0]),
variables.get('original pos y [cm]', self.original_pos[1]))
self.delta_pos = [variables.get('delta pos x [cm]', self.delta_pos[0]),
variables.get('delta pos y [cm]', self.delta_pos[1])]
force = supfc.cartesianToPolar([variables.get('force x [kN]', force_x),
variables.get('force y [kN]', force_y)])
self.user_applied_forces['angle'][0], self.user_applied_forces['scalar'][0] =\
force[0], force[1]
acceleration = supfc.cartesianToPolar([variables.get('acceleration x [m/s2]',
acceleration_x),
variables.get('acceleration y [m/s2]',
acceleration_y)])
self.user_applied_accels['angle'][0], self.user_applied_accels['scalar'][0] =\
acceleration[0], acceleration[1]
velocity = supfc.cartesianToPolar([variables.get('velocity x [m/s]', velocity_x),
variables.get('velocity y [m/s]', velocity_y)])
self.vels['angle'][0], self.vels['scalar'][0] = velocity[0], velocity[1]
PhysicalParticle.coef_restitution = variables.get('coefficient of restitution',
PhysicalParticle.coef_restitution)
PhysicalParticle.time_step = variables.get('time step [s]',
PhysicalParticle.time_step)
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self.pos = [self.original_pos[0] + self.delta_pos[0],
self.original_pos[1] + self.delta_pos[1]]
return self.original_pos, self.delta_pos, self.constraint
def updatePhysicalParticle(self, other_particles):
self.particleCollision(other_particles)
self.user_applied_accels = supfc.sumVectorsDict(self.user_applied_accels)
self.imposedAccelToForce([self.user_applied_accels['angle'][0],
self.user_applied_accels['scalar'][0]])
self.forces = self.addForces([self.internal_forces, self.external_forces])
reaction = self.calculateConstraintReaction()
self.forces = self.addForces([self.forces, reaction])
self.accels = self.forceToAccel(self.forces)
self.accels = supfc.sumVectorsDict(self.accels)
self.move()
self.vels = self.accelerate()
real_external_force = supfc.addVectors([self.external_forces['angle'][0],
self.external_forces['scalar'][0]],
[reaction['angle'][0],
reaction['scalar'][0]])
self.reset()
return self.delta_pos, real_external_force
def addForces(self, new_forces):
forces = {'angle':[], 'scalar':[]}
for f in new_forces:
for a in f['angle']:
forces['angle'].append(a)
for s in f['scalar']:
forces['scalar'].append(s)
force = supfc.sumVectorsDict(forces)
return force
def addInternalForce(self, new_force):
if type(new_force) == dict:
self.internal_forces['angle'].append(new_force['angle'][0])
self.internal_forces['scalar'].append(new_force['scalar'][0])
else:
self.internal_forces['angle'].append(new_force[0])
self.internal_forces['scalar'].append(new_force[1])
self.internal_forces = supfc.sumVectorsDict(self.internal_forces)
def addExternalForce(self, new_force):
if type(new_force) == dict:
self.external_forces['angle'].append(new_force['angle'][0])
self.external_forces['scalar'].append(new_force['scalar'][0])
else:
self.external_forces['angle'].append(new_force[0])
self.external_forces['scalar'].append(new_force[1])
self.external_forces = supfc.sumVectorsDict(self.external_forces)
def particleCollision(self, other_particles):
for p2 in other_particles:
p2 = p2.physics
dx = p2.pos[0] - self.pos[0]
dy = p2.pos[1] - self.pos[1]
dist = math.hypot(dx, dy)
if dist < self.radius + p2.radius:
total_mass = self.mass + p2.mass
collision_angle = math.atan2(dy, dx)
[v1_collision, v1_tangent] = supfc.decomposeVector((self.vels['angle'][0],
self.vels['scalar'][0]),
collision_angle)
[v2_collision, v2_tangent] = supfc.decomposeVector((p2.vels['angle'][0],
p2.vels['scalar'][0]),
collision_angle)
if v1_collision[0] == collision_angle:
sign1 = 1
else:
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sign1 = -1
if v2_collision[0] == collision_angle:
sign2 = 1
else:
sign2 = -1
v1_coll_final = (PhysicalParticle.coef_restitution*p2.mass*
(v2_collision[1]*sign2 - v1_collision[1]*sign1)
+ self.mass*v1_collision[1]*sign1
+ p2.mass*v2_collision[1]*sign2)/(total_mass)
v2_coll_final = (PhysicalParticle.coef_restitution*self.mass*
(v1_collision[1]*sign1 - v2_collision[1]*sign2)
+ self.mass*v1_collision[1]*sign1
+ p2.mass*v2_collision[1]*sign2)/(total_mass)
new_v1 = supfc.addVectors((collision_angle, v1_coll_final),(v1_tangent))
new_v2 = supfc.addVectors((collision_angle, v2_coll_final),(v2_tangent))
self.vels = {'angle': [new_v1[0]], 'scalar': [new_v1[1]]}
p2.vels = {'angle': [new_v2[0]], 'scalar': [new_v2[1]]}
overlap = self.radius+p2.radius - dist
if self.pos[0] < p2.pos[0]:
self.pos[0] -= abs(overlap*math.cos(collision_angle)/2)
p2.pos[0] += abs(overlap*math.cos(collision_angle)/2)
elif self.pos[0] > p2.pos[0]:
self.pos[0] += abs(overlap*math.cos(collision_angle)/2)
p2.pos[0] -= abs(overlap*math.cos(collision_angle)/2)
if self.pos[1] < p2.pos[1]:
self.pos[1] -= abs(overlap*math.sin(collision_angle)/2)
p2.pos[1] += abs(overlap*math.sin(collision_angle)/2)
elif self.pos[1] > p2.pos[1]:
self.pos[1] += abs(overlap*math.sin(collision_angle)/2)
p2.pos[1] -= (overlap*math.sin(collision_angle)/2)
def calculateMass(self):
if len(self.connected_rods) != 0:
mass = 0
for s in self.connected_rods:
mass += s.density * s.rest_length/2
else:
mass = 1
return mass
def connectRod(self, new_rod):
self.connected_rods.append(new_rod)
self.mass = self.calculateMass()
def deleteRod(self, rod):
self.connected_rods.remove(rod)
self.mass = self.calculateMass()
def move(self):
self.pos[0] += ((self.vels['scalar'][0]*math.cos(self.vels['angle'][0])\
*PhysicalParticle.time_step) + (self.accels['scalar'][0]\
*math.cos(self.accels['angle'][0])\
*pow(PhysicalParticle.time_step,2)\
/2))*100
self.pos[1] += ((self.vels['scalar'][0]*math.sin(self.vels['angle'][0])\
*PhysicalParticle.time_step) + (self.accels['scalar'][0]\
*math.sin(self.accels['angle'][0])\
*pow(PhysicalParticle.time_step,2)\
/2))*100
self.delta_pos = [self.pos[0] - self.original_pos[0],
self.pos[1] - self.original_pos[1]]
def forceToAccel(self, force):
accels = {'angle': [], 'scalar':[]}
accels['angle'].append(force['angle'][0])
accels['scalar'].append(force['scalar'][0]*1000/self.mass)
accels = supfc.sumVectorsDict(accels)
return accels
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def imposedAccelToForce(self, imposed_accel):
force = {'angle':[imposed_accel[0]], 'scalar':[imposed_accel[1]*0.001*self.mass]}
self.addExternalForce(force)
def instantVelToForce(self, instant_vel):
force = {'angle':[instant_vel[0]],
'scalar':[instant_vel[1]*self.mass/PhysicalParticle.time_step]}
self.addExternalForce(force)
def accelerate(self):
incremental_vel = {'angle':self.accels['angle'],
'scalar':[self.accels['scalar'][0]*PhysicalParticle.time_step]}
new_vel = supfc.sumVectorsDict(incremental_vel, self.vels)
return new_vel
def calculateConstraintReaction(self):
reaction = {'angle':[0], 'scalar':[0]}
resultant = supfc.sumVectorsDict(self.forces)
resultant_x, resultant_y = supfc.decomposeVector((resultant['angle'][0],
resultant['scalar'][0]),
0, math.pi/2)
vel_x, vel_y = supfc.decomposeVector((self.vels['angle'][0],
self.vels['scalar'][0]),
0, math.pi/2)
if self.constraint[0] != 0:
reaction['angle'].append(resultant_x[0] + math.pi)
reaction['scalar'].append(resultant_x[1])
self.vels['angle'].append(vel_x[0] + math.pi)
self.vels['scalar'].append(vel_x[1])
if self.constraint[1] != 0:
reaction['angle'].append(resultant_y[0] + math.pi)
reaction['scalar'].append(resultant_y[1])
self.vels['angle'].append(vel_y[0] + math.pi)
self.vels['scalar'].append(vel_y[1])
reaction = supfc.sumVectorsDict(reaction)
return reaction
def reset(self):
self.accels = {'angle':[0],'scalar':[0]}
self.external_forces = {'angle':[self.user_applied_forces['angle'][0]],
'scalar':[self.user_applied_forces['scalar'][0]]}
self.internal_forces = {'angle':[0],'scalar':[0]}
self.forces = {'angle':[0],'scalar':[0]}

B.7. ‘Grids’ Module
from __future__ import division
import Diagrams, sys, time, math, random, Geometry, PhysicsEnvironment, PhysicsParticles,
PhysicsSprings
import SupportFunctions as supfc

B.7.1 Class ‘Grid’
class Grid:
def __init__(self, grid_number = ''):
self.name = "Grid" + str(grid_number)
self.x_spacing = 50
self.y_spacing = 50
self.colour = (200,200,200)
def checkSelection(self, select_pos, change_colour = True, snap = False):
if select_pos == None:
selection = False
if change_colour == True:
self.colour = (200,200,200)
else:
remainder_x = select_pos[0] % self.x_spacing
remainder_y = select_pos[1] % self.y_spacing
selection = False
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pos_x, pos_y = select_pos[0], select_pos[1]
if remainder_x <= 5:
selection = True
if snap == True:
pos_x = select_pos[0] - remainder_x
elif self.x_spacing - remainder_x <= 5:
selection = True
if snap == True:
pos_x = select_pos[0] + (self.x_spacing - remainder_x)
if remainder_y <= 5:
selection = True
if snap == True:
pos_y = select_pos[1] - remainder_y
elif self.y_spacing - remainder_y <= 5:
selection = True
if snap == True:
pos_y = select_pos[1] + (self.y_spacing - remainder_y)
if selection == True and change_colour == True:
self.colour = (255,0,0)
elif change_colour == True:
self.colour = (200,200,200)
if snap == True:
return selection, [pos_x, pos_y]
else:
return selection
def getChangeableVariables(self):
changeable_variables = {'horizontal space [cm]': self.x_spacing,
'vertical space [cm]': self.y_spacing}
return changeable_variables
def changeVariables(self, new_variables):
self.x_spacing = new_variables.get('horizontal space [cm]', self.x_spacing)
self.y_spacing = new_variables.get('vertical space [cm]', self.y_spacing)
def propertiesToReadableVector(self):
return [self.colour, self.x_spacing, self.y_spacing]

B.8. ‘Geometry’ Module
from __future__ import division
import sys, time, math, random
import SupportFunctions as supfc

B.8.1 class ‘GraphicalParticle’
class GraphicalParticle:
scale = 1
def __init__(self, original_pos, radius, constraint):
self.radius = radius
self.constraint = constraint
self.original_pos = original_pos
self.pos = list(original_pos)
self.delta_pos = [0,0]
self.colour = (0,0,0)
self.updateDiagram([0,0])
self.diagram_colour = (0,100,255)
self.show_diagram = False
def updateGraphicalParticle(self, delta_pos = None, force = None):
if delta_pos != None:
self.delta_pos = delta_pos
self.pos = [self.original_pos[0] + self.delta_pos[0] * GraphicalParticle.scale,
self.original_pos[1] + self.delta_pos[1] * GraphicalParticle.scale]
self.updateDiagram(force)
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def changeGraphicalVariables(self, delta_pos, original_pos, constraint):
self.constraint = constraint
self.original_pos = original_pos
self.delta_pos = delta_pos
def getScale(self):
scale_dict = {'particle scale': GraphicalParticle.scale}
return scale_dict
def changeScale(self, scale_dict):
GraphicalParticle.scale = scale_dict.get('particle scale', GraphicalParticle.scale)
def propertiesToReadableVector(self):
particle_vector = [self.colour, [int(self.pos[0]), int(self.pos[1])], self.radius]
constraint_vector = []
diagram_vector_1 = []
diagram_vector_2 = []
vector = [particle_vector, diagram_vector_1, diagram_vector_2, constraint_vector]
if self.constraint[0] != 0 or self.constraint[1] != 0:
constraint_number = 1
if self.constraint[1] != 0:
constraint_dir = 'y'
else:
constraint_dir = 'x'
if self.constraint[0] != 0 and self.constraint[1] != 0:
constraint_number = 2
constraint_vector.extend([[int(self.pos[0]), int(self.pos[1])], constraint_number,
constraint_dir, self.colour])
if self.show_diagram == True:
diagram_vector_1.extend([[self.diagram_colour, self.diagram_pos_x1,
self.diagram_pos_x2, 1],
[str(("%.2f" % self.force_x)), 1,
self.diagram_colour, self.word_x_pos]])
diagram_vector_2.extend([[self.diagram_colour, self.diagram_pos_y1,
self.diagram_pos_y2, 1],
[str(("%.2f" % self.force_y)), 1,
self.diagram_colour, self.word_y_pos]])
return vector
def checkSelection(self, select_pos, change_colour = True):
if select_pos == None:
selection = False
if change_colour == True:
self.colour = (0, 0, 0)
else:
d = math.hypot((select_pos[0]-self.pos[0]),(select_pos[1]-self.pos[1]))
if d <= self.radius:
selection = True
if change_colour == True:
self.colour = (255, 0, 0)
else:
selection = False
if change_colour == True:
self.colour = (0, 0, 0)
return selection
def updateDiagram(self, force):
if force != None:
force_x, force_y = supfc.decomposeVector(force, 0)
self.force_x, self.force_y = force_x[1], force_y[1]
quadrant_x = supfc.identifyQuadrant(force_x[0])
quadrant_y = supfc.identifyQuadrant(force_y[0])
if int(self.force_x*10000) == 0:
length_x = 0
else:
length_x = 20
if int(self.force_y*10000) == 0:
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length_y = 0
else:
length_y = 20
if quadrant_x == 2 or quadrant_x == 3:
self.diagram_pos_x1 = [self.pos[0] + 10, self.pos[1]]
self.diagram_pos_x2 = [self.pos[0] + 10 + length_x, self.pos[1]]
self.word_x_pos = [self.diagram_pos_x2[0]-5, self.diagram_pos_x2[1]+1]
elif quadrant_x == 1 or quadrant_x == 4:
self.diagram_pos_x1 = [self.pos[0] - 10, self.pos[1]]
self.diagram_pos_x2 = [self.pos[0] - 10 - length_x, self.pos[1]]
self.word_x_pos = [self.diagram_pos_x2[0]-25, self.diagram_pos_x2[1]+1]
if quadrant_y == 3 or quadrant_y == 4:
self.diagram_pos_y1 = [self.pos[0], self.pos[1] +10]
self.diagram_pos_y2 = [self.pos[0], self.pos[1] + 10 + length_y]
self.word_y_pos = [self.diagram_pos_y2[0]+1, self.diagram_pos_y2[1]-5]
elif quadrant_y == 1 or quadrant_y == 2:
self.diagram_pos_y1 = [self.pos[0], self.pos[1] -10]
self.diagram_pos_y2 = [self.pos[0], self.pos[1] - 10 - length_y]
self.word_y_pos = [self.diagram_pos_y2[0]+1, self.diagram_pos_y2[1]-5]
else:
if self.diagram_pos_x2 > self.diagram_pos_x1:
self.diagram_pos_x1 = [self.pos[0] + 10, self.pos[1]]
self.diagram_pos_x2 == [self.pos[0] + 10 + 20, self.pos[1]]
self.word_x_pos = [self.diagram_pos_x2[0]-5, self.diagram_pos_x2[1]+1]
elif self.diagram_pos_x2 < self.diagram_pos_x1:
self.diagram_pos_x1 = [self.pos[0] - 10, self.pos[1]]
self.diagram_pos_x2 = [self.pos[0] - 10 - 20, self.pos[1]]
self.word_x_pos = [self.diagram_pos_x2[0]-25, self.diagram_pos_x2[1]+1]
elif self.diagram_pos_x2 == self.diagram_pos_x1:
self.diagram_pos_x1 = [self.pos[0] + 10, self.pos[1]]
self.diagram_pos_x2 = [self.pos[0] + 10, self.pos[1]]
self.word_x_pos = [self.diagram_pos_x2[0], self.diagram_pos_x2[1]]
if self.diagram_pos_y2 > self.diagram_pos_y1:
self.diagram_pos_y1 = [self.pos[0], self.pos[1] + 10]
self.diagram_pos_y2 == [self.pos[0], self.pos[1] + 10 + 20]
self.word_y_pos = [self.diagram_pos_y2[0]+1, self.diagram_pos_y2[1]-5]
elif self.diagram_pos_y2 < self.diagram_pos_y1:
self.diagram_pos_y1 = [self.pos[0], self.pos[1] - 10]
self.diagram_pos_y2 = [self.pos[0], self.pos[1] - 10 - 20]
self.word_y_pos = [self.diagram_pos_y2[0]+1, self.diagram_pos_y2[1]-5]
elif self.diagram_pos_y2 == self.diagram_pos_y1:
self.diagram_pos_y1 = [self.pos[0], self.pos[1] + 10]
self.diagram_pos_y2 = [self.pos[0], self.pos[1] + 10]
self.word_y_pos = [self.diagram_pos_y2[0], self.diagram_pos_y2[1]]
def diagramOnOff(self):
if self.show_diagram == True:
self.show_diagram = False
else:
self.show_diagram = True

B.8.2 class ‘GraphicalRod’
class GraphicalRod:
scale = 1
def __init__(self, pos1, pos2, particles, name):
self.particles = particles
self.pos1 = pos1
self.pos2 = pos2
self.colour = (0,0,0)
self.plasticity = False
self.updateDiagram(0)
self.diagram_colour = (0,0,0)
self.show_diagram = False
def updateGraphicalRod(self, new_pos1, new_pos2, rod_plasticity = None, force = None):
if rod_plasticity != None:
self.plasticity = rod_plasticity
self.changecolour()
self.pos1 = new_pos1
self.pos2 = new_pos2
self.updateDiagram(force)
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def propertiesToReadableVector(self):
rod_vector = [self.colour, (int(self.pos1[0]), int(self.pos1[1])),
(int(self.pos2[0]), int(self.pos2[1]))]
if self.show_diagram == True:
diagram_vector_1 = [self.diagram_colour, self.diagram_pos, 1]
diagram_vector_2 = [str(("%.2f" % self.force)), 1, self.diagram_colour,
self.diagram_word_pos]
vector = [rod_vector, diagram_vector_1, diagram_vector_2]
elif self.show_diagram == False:
vector = [rod_vector]
return vector
def checkSelection(self, select_pos, change_colour = True):
if select_pos == None:
selection = False
if change_colour == True:
self.changecolour(selection = False)
else:
dx_rod = self.pos2[0] - self.pos1[0]
dy_rod = self.pos2[1] - self.pos1[1]
dx_mouse = select_pos[0] - self.pos1[0]
dy_mouse = select_pos[1] - self.pos1[1]
dx_mouse_p2 = select_pos[0] - self.pos2[0]
dy_mouse_p2 = select_pos[1] - self.pos2[1]
if (self.particles[0].checkSelection(select_pos, change_colour = False) == True
or self.particles[1].checkSelection(select_pos,
change_colour = False) == True):
selection = False
if change_colour == True:
self.changecolour(selection = False)
elif dx_rod != 0 and dy_rod != 0:
a = dy_rod/dx_rod
x_rod = dy_mouse/a
y_rod = a*dx_mouse
d_mouse_rod_x = abs(x_rod - dx_mouse)
d_mouse_rod_y = abs(y_rod - dy_mouse)
if ((d_mouse_rod_y <= 10
and math.copysign(1, dx_mouse) == math.copysign(1, dx_rod)
and abs(dx_mouse) <= abs(dx_rod))
or (d_mouse_rod_x <= 10
and math.copysign(1, dy_mouse) == math.copysign(1, dy_rod)
and abs(dy_mouse) <= abs(dy_rod))):
selection = True
if change_colour == True:
self.changecolour(selection = selection)
else:
selection = False
if change_colour == True:
self.changecolour(selection = selection)
elif dy_rod == 0:
y_rod = 0
d_mouse_rod_y = abs(y_rod - dy_mouse)
if (d_mouse_rod_y <= 10
and math.copysign(1, dx_mouse) == math.copysign(1, dx_rod)
and abs(dx_mouse) <= abs(dx_rod)):
selection = True
if change_colour == True:
self.changecolour(selection = selection)
else:
selection = False
if change_colour == True:
self.changecolour(selection = selection)
elif dx_rod == 0:
x_rod = 0
y_rod = 9999 * math.copysign(1, dy_rod)
d_mouse_rod_y = 9999
d_mouse_rod_x = abs(x_rod - dx_mouse)
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if (d_mouse_rod_x <= 10
and math.copysign(1, dy_mouse) == math.copysign(1, dy_rod)
and abs(dy_mouse) <= abs(dy_rod)):
selection = True
if change_colour == True:
self.changecolour(selection = selection)
else:
selection = False
if change_colour == True:
self.changecolour(selection = selection)
elif ((d_mouse_rod_x <= 10 or d_mouse_rod_y <= 10)
and(( math.copysign(1, x_rod) == math.copysign(1, dx_rod)
and math.copysign(1, y_rod) == math.copysign(1, dy_rod))
and( abs(x_rod) <= abs(dx_rod) or abs(y_rod) <= abs(dy_rod)))):
selection = True
if change_colour == True:
self.changecolour(selection = selection)
else:
selection = False
if change_colour == True:
self.changecolour(selection = selection)
return selection
def changecolour(self, selection = None):
if (selection == None or selection == False):
if self.plasticity == False:
self.colour = (0,0,0)
else:
self.colour = (255,0,255)
elif selection == True:
self.colour = (255,0,0)
def updateDiagram(self, force):
if force != None:
self.force = force
if self.force == 0:
self.diagram_colour = (0,0,0)
elif self.force > 0:
self.diagram_colour = (255,0,0)
else:
self.diagram_colour = (0,0,255)
vector = supfc.calculateDistanceVector(self.pos1, self.pos2)
vector = [vector[0]+math.pi/2, GraphicalRod.scale*self.force]
pos1_polar = supfc.cartesianToPolar(self.pos1)
pos2_polar = supfc.cartesianToPolar(self.pos2)
pos3_polar = supfc.addVectors(pos2_polar, vector)
pos4_polar = supfc.addVectors(pos1_polar, vector)
pos3 = supfc.polarToCartesian(pos3_polar)
pos4 = supfc.polarToCartesian(pos4_polar)
self.diagram_pos = [self.pos1, self.pos2, pos3, pos4]
self.diagram_word_pos = [(pos3[0]+pos4[0])/2, (pos3[1]+pos4[1])/2]
def getScale(self):
scale_dict = {'diagram scale': GraphicalRod.scale}
return scale_dict
def changeScale(self, scale_dict):
GraphicalRod.scale = scale_dict.get('diagram scale', GraphicalRod.scale)
def diagramOnOff(self):
if self.show_diagram == True:
self.show_diagram = False
else:
self.show_diagram = True
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B.9. ‘Environment’ Module
import sys, math
import SupportFunctions as supfc

B.9.1 Class ‘Environment’
class Environment:
def __init__(self):
self.name = 'environment'
self.acceleration = [0, 0]
self.force = [0, 0]
def updatePhysics(self, particles):
for p in particles:
p.physics.imposedAccelToForce(self.acceleration)
p.physics.addExternalForce(self.force)
def getChangeableVariables(self):
acceleration_x, acceleration_y = supfc.polarToCartesian([self.acceleration[0],
self.acceleration[1]])
force_x, force_y = supfc.polarToCartesian([self.force[0], self.force[1]])
changeable_variables = {'acceleration x [m/s2]': acceleration_x,
'acceleration y [m/s2]': acceleration_y,
'force x [kN]': force_x,
'force y [kN]': force_y}
return changeable_variables
def changeVariables(self, new_variables):
acceleration_x, acceleration_y = supfc.polarToCartesian([self.acceleration[0],
self.acceleration[1]])
force_x, force_y = supfc.polarToCartesian([self.force[0], self.force[1]])
self.acceleration = supfc.cartesianToPolar([new_variables.get\
('acceleration x [m/s2]',
acceleration_x),
new_variables.get\
('acceleration y [m/s2]',
acceleration_y)])
self.force = supfc.cartesianToPolar([new_variables.get('force x [kN]', force_x),
new_variables.get('force y [kN]', force_y)])

B.10. ‘Elements’ Module
from __future__ import division
import Diagrams, sys, time, math, random, Geometry, PhysicsEnvironment, PhysicsParticles,
PhysicsRods
import SupportFunctions as supfc

B.10.1 class ‘Particle’
class Particle:
def __init__(self, original_pos, particle_number = ''):
self.name = "particle " + str(particle_number)
self.physics = PhysicsParticles.PhysicalParticle(original_pos, 5)
self.graphical = Geometry.GraphicalParticle(original_pos, 5, self.physics.constraint)
self.delta_pos = [0,0]
self.external_force = [0,0]
def updatePhysics(self, other_particles):
self.delta_pos, self.external_force = self.physics.\
updatePhysicalParticle(other_particles)
def updateGraphics(self):
self.graphical.updateGraphicalParticle(self.delta_pos, self.external_force)
def connectRod(self, new_rod):
self.physics.connectRod(new_rod.physics)
def checkSelection(self, select_pos, change_colour = True):
select = self.graphical.checkSelection(select_pos, change_colour)
return select
def diagramOnOff(self):
self.graphical.diagramOnOff()
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def getChangeableVariables(self):
changeable_variables = self.physics.getPhysicsChangeableVariables()
changeable_variables.update(self.graphical.getScale())
return changeable_variables
def changeVariables(self, new_variables):
original_pos, delta_pos, constraint = self.physics.\
changePhysicsVariables(new_variables)
self.graphical.changeScale(new_variables)
self.graphical.changeGraphicalVariables(delta_pos, original_pos, constraint)
def propertiesToReadableVector(self):
vector = self.graphical.propertiesToReadableVector()
return vector

B.10.2 class ‘Rod’
class Rod:
def __init__(self, p1, p2, rod_number = '', discontinuity = False):
self.name = "rod " + str(rod_number)
self.particles = [p1, p2]
self.discontinuity = discontinuity
self.hooke_force = 0
self.rod_plasticity = False
if self.discontinuity == False:
self.graphical = Geometry.GraphicalRod(p1.graphical.pos,
p2.graphical.pos,
self.particles,
rod_number)
self.physics = PhysicsRods.PhysicalRod(self.particles, discontinuity = discontinuity)
def updatePhysics(self):
if self.discontinuity == False:
self.hooke_force, self.rod_plasticity = self.physics.updatePhysicalRod()
else:
self.physics.updatePhysicalRod()
def updateGraphics(self):
if self.discontinuity == False:
self.graphical.updateGraphicalRod(self.particles[0].graphical.pos,
self.particles[1].graphical.pos,
self.rod_plasticity,
self.hooke_force)
def checkSelection(self, select_pos, change_colour = True):
select = self.graphical.checkSelection(select_pos, change_colour)
return select
def getChangeableVariables(self):
changeable_variables = self.physics.getPhysicsChangeableVariables()
changeable_variables.update(self.graphical.getScale())
return changeable_variables
def changeVariables(self, new_variables):
self.physics.changePhysicsVariables(new_variables)
self.graphical.changeScale(new_variables)
def diagramOnOff(self):
if self.discontinuity != True:
self.graphical.diagramOnOff()
def propertiesToReadableVector(self):
if self.discontinuity == False:
vector = self.graphical.propertiesToReadableVector()
else:
vector = []
return vector
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B.11. ‘Boxes’ Modules
import pygame, string, sys, time

B.11.1 Class ‘Box’
class Box:
def __init__(self, pos, word, title):
self.title = title
self.frame_pos = pos
self.original_word = word
self.displayed_word = word
self.title_pos = [pos[0], pos[1]-13]
self.frame_colour = (255,255,255)
self.displayed_word_pos = [pos[0]+4, pos[1]+5]
self.font_colour = (255,255,255)
def updateBox(self, new_colour, new_word):
self.frame_colour = new_colour
self.displayed_word = new_word
def checkSelection(self, select_pos):
if select_pos == None:
selection = False
self.frame_colour = (255,255,255)
elif ((select_pos[0] >= self.frame_pos[0]
and select_pos[0] <= (self.frame_pos[0]+self.frame_pos[2]))
and (select_pos[1] >= self.frame_pos[1]
and select_pos[1] <= (self.frame_pos[1]+self.frame_pos[3]))):
selection = True
self.frame_colour = (255,0,0)
else:
selection = False
self.frame_colour = (255,255,255)
return selection
def write(self, input_key):
if input_key == pygame.K_BACKSPACE:
self.displayed_word = self.displayed_word[0:-1]
elif input_key == pygame.K_ESCAPE:
self.displayed_word = self.original_word
elif input_key != None:
self.displayed_word = self.displayed_word + str(chr(input_key))
def propertiesToReadableVector(self):
box_shape = [self.frame_colour, self.frame_pos]
contents = [self.displayed_word, self.font_colour, self.displayed_word_pos]
title = [self.title, self.font_colour, self.title_pos]
return [box_shape, contents, title]
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Appendix C
Table containing the permitted characters in the ‘Properties Mode’, the ‘Save Mode’ and ‘Load Mode’.

Symbol Decimal

.
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
i
j
k
l
m
n
o
p
q
r
s
t
u
v
w
x
y
z

32
45
46
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122

Description
Space
Hyphen
Period, dot or full stop
Zero
One
Two
Three
Four
Five
Six
Seven
Eight
Nine
Lowercase a
Lowercase b
Lowercase c
Lowercase d
Lowercase e
Lowercase f
Lowercase g
Lowercase h
Lowercase i
Lowercase j
Lowercase k
Lowercase l
Lowercase m
Lowercase n
Lowercase o
Lowercase p
Lowercase q
Lowercase r
Lowercase s
Lowercase t
Lowercase u
Lowercase v
Lowercase w
Lowercase x
Lowercase y
Lowercase z
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